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ABSTRACT 

The theatre is arguably one of the most valued social institutions of Western 
culture. From the dramatists of ancient Greece, whose work continues to appear on 
stages and wliege course syllabi aii over the world, through William Shakespeare, to 
avowed modem masters Wce Henrik Ibsen and Harold Pinter, it has produceci some of our 
most admired artists. Unique in its complex artistry, it combines the ski11 and detail of 
written text with the transformative possibilities of live performance: the theatre is living 
literature, and more. As a medium of exploration, it investigates the human condition, 
holds the "mirror" up to nature, instructs and entertains. 

Yet, for ail its tremendous value, the theatre is not unproblematic. As an artistic 
medium predicated upon putting human beings on display. it has corne under fire from 
feminist critics in recent years for the ways in which it has traditionally represented 
humanity, partiailady women. These critics argue that this popular medium of 
exploration has historically amounted, for women, to a medium of exploitation. Based in 
a patriarchal tradition and supported largely by male playwrights and directors, 
conventional Western theatre does not represent womenper se; it represents women as 
fictions of the male gaze, the imaginings of a male-centred themical universe. Given this 
dubious legacy, what does it mean to "play the woman" in the theatre today? 

My investigation of the politics of representing women on the late twentieth 
century stage examines four basically uni-gendered plays - Caryl Churchill's Top Girls, 
Edward Albee's 7kee Tai! W o m ,  and Tomson Highway's companion plays, Z k  Rez 
Sisters and Dry Li' O u g h  Move To Kapishirig - and seeks answers to such 
questions as: what does it mean, given the theatre's dubious legacy, for there to be on& 
women in a play? How does feminist theatre trouble the ideological and dramatic 
conventions that have histoncally framed and contained women on stage? How can we 
transform the legacy of visual violence against women so prevalent in traditional stagings 
of the female body into a critical, ethical representation of that body? 1s such a 
representation even possible? 

My critical context for this investigation is feminist performance theory, including 
the work of José Féral, Elin Diamond, Barbara Freedman and many others. My primary 
cntical text. however, is Judith Butler's landmark study of gender and identity, Getider 
Trouble, which posits that gender should be regarded not as a natural attribute of human 
beings. consistent with their sexual identities, but rather as aprrjrma~ive act that 
conceals its origins behind the fiction of naturalness. 1 propose that each of the texts 
under investigation engages in gerider performutlce in ways that undermine gender's 
naîuralized status, revealing its theatrical underpinnings and openhg the door for 
alternative conceptions of gender and sexuality dong less rïgid, limiting and deterministic 
lines. 
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Where deemed appropriate, 1 have abbreviated certain texts as follows: 
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Introduction. 
Setting The Stage: 

Gender Politics and Performance Theory 

On December 8, 1660, the first professionai actress took to the English stage in a 

production of Othello launched by Thomas Killigrew's King's Company (Howe 19). Her 

appearance changed the face of English theatre forever: no longer would female parts be 

played by young male actors; at last women themselves would be represented in what 

was fast becoming one of England's foremost social institutions. But the arrival of 

actresses, dthough signiQhg a giant step fonvard for English theatre, did not corne 

without complications. Until 1660, "playing the woman" translated into young men 

portraying the idea of womanhood as it had been conceived by maie playwrights working 

within a staunchly patriarchal theatre tradition. Despite the ever-growing presence of 

women on the stage after 1660, the majority of playwrights remained male; therefore, 

when women h d l y  assumed the roles previously occupied by boy actors, they too were 

expected to portray "womanhood" as the irnaginings of a male-centred theatrical universe, 

a fiction of fernininity created by male playwrights and demanded by (prirnarily) male 

audiences.' Furthemore, the physical presence of women on stage allowed those fictions 

to become ever more sexually charged, as playrights and producers exploited the erotic 

potentiai between actors and actresses that had hitherto been unavailable to them (Cailow 

79). Women, thus, did not simply appear on stage during the Restoration; they appeared 

1There are, of course, exceptions to this nile, Aphra Behn is perhaps the most famous f e d e  
playWnght of the Restoration period; nevertheless, her own treatment of female characters has not gone 
unscrutinized, and there are those critics who would argue that she is as limitai by patriarchal attitudes as 
are maq of her maie contempotafies. 
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on stage as sexual objects, as expressions of sexuai fantasies. It was not enough, as Simon 

Cailow remarks, "simply to be a woman ... the actress [had] to give an exhibition of king  

a woman" (83, emphasis in text). 

Off stage, as on, England's first actresses were subject to the often cruelly 

exploitive characterizations of their employers and spectaton. Any woman who would 

reject the quiet and demure proprkty of a lady in favour of displaying her body openly 

on stage was thought to be a whore, and thus actresses were, to rnany, synonymous with 

prostitutes. As Elizabeth Howe explains, this characterization often became self-fulfilling 

because ''whether or not she exploited it off stage, the actress's sexuality - her potential 

availability to men - became the central feature of her identity as a player" (34). The 

sexuai attractiveness of their actresses was a major marketing feature for theatre 

companies, and male spectators were clandestinely - if not officially - encouraged to Msit 

female players in their dressing rooms &er a performance. As a result, many actresses 

became the unwilling victims of unregulated sexual harassrnent (Howe 34/5). The public 

assurnption appeared to have been, as Lesley Fems points out, that once one becarne an 

actress, one was forever an actress; women and their roles in the eighteenth century 

theatre were conflated on and off stage into one, large, fetishwd female body, forever 

subject to the demands of portraying itself as the object of men's fatasies and sexual 

whims (Ferris 149). 

Eventually, of course, acting becarne a legitimate as well as desirable profession 

for both women and men, but many women's roles in plays even today continue to 



refiect a patriarchal urge to fashion female characters into objects of male semal desire, 

and we need only look as f u  as contemporary television and nIm to see bufY bodies 

openly on display. Feminist theatre groups have made immeasurable strides towards 

exposing and questioning the objectification of women and their bodies both within the 

theatre and beyond it, but the fact is that much feminist theatre remains alternative, part 

of a counter-discourse unlikely to reach mainstream audiences in large numbers. 1 have 

chosen, therefore, in the discussion which follows, to address the problem of a 

mainstrearn theatre that continues to rely upon "the fetishized spectacle of woman and 

the narrative of her domination and punishment" (Freedman 59) as a means of cfeating 

entertainment. The plays upon which 1 focus (Cary1 Churchill's Top Girls, Edward 

Albee's n r e e  TaIi Women, and Tomson Highway's The Rez Sisters and Dry Lips 

Oughta Move To Kapuskasng) can al1 be classified as examples of "mainstream theatre" - 

they are dl commercial as well as critical successes - yet they resist the attempt to write 

women out of their own stones. Instead, they address directly the problem of how to 

represent women in a sphere that has traditionally sought to make over, cover up, and 

otherwise efface their cornplex subjectivity in order to perpetuate the fantasy of a 

"natural" (and sexually charged) femininity invented and exploited by the institutions of 

patriarchy. Their casts - with the exception of Dry Lips Oughia Move To Kapuskasing - 
are dl-fernale? and while the dl-female play is certaidy not a recent development in the 

2 Strictly speaking, this is not entirely the case. Eaenlially, thae plays' main concem Lies with 
their f e d e  characters, but in the case of Three Tall Women and The Rez Sisters thcsc charactes are not 
always alone on stage. In the former play- the main charader's son appears in a non-speaking d e  in Act 
Two, and acts as a Msual foi1 for the commenlaxy and actions of the womcn on stage, In The Rez Sisters, 
Highway stipulates that the Trickster is to be played by a man, but this casting is complicated by the 



theatre, these late twentieth century examples offer their audiences new insight into the 

signincance of the uni-gendered play. These plays do not simply pose the obvious 

question of what it means for there to be no men on stage; they also invite audiences to 

consider what it means, given that women have long been written into drama as the 

incarnations of patriarchal doctrine and desire, for there to be on& women on stage. How 

does this explode the ideological and dramatic conventions that have trapped, fiamed and 

contained women on stage? Once exploded, with what do we replace these conventions? 

1s a criticai, ethicd representation of the female body on stage even possible, given that 

performance space has now been forever charged with sexual tension and with the legacy 

of hundreds of years of symbolic (and occasionally very r d )  violence agahst women? 

These are only some of the questions which my discussion will address. 

Gender Politics: Judith Butler's Theories of Gender Perforrnativity 

Gender is in no way a stable identity or locus of agency from which 
various acts proceed; rather, it is an identity tenuously constituted in time 
- an identity instituted through a stylUed repetition of arts..." 

Judith Butler, Per$omative Ac& md G e d r  Comtitution 

By far the convention (historically and currently) most limiting to women both on 

and off stage is the assumption that gender is a faa of nature. With this assumption as 

its base, our patriarchai culture has sought to restrict women' s mobility by claiming that 

certain roles are appropriate to each gender, and, most importantly, that gender is not a 

continuum but an opposition of two binary forces, the line between them being 

Tnckster's inherenîiy multi-gendered sîatus. I will dixuss the Trickster more compIetely in chapter three. 



impermeable. The beiief that ''femi~inity'~ is a natural aaribute of women - and that 

femininity implicitly stands for a certain delicateness, a certain slightness, a certain sexual 

energy - has created exactly those theatrical fictions of womanhood of which 1 spoke 

above. The first step, therefore, towards tearhg down those fictions and rewriting 

women's position in the theatre must be to expose gender as an act, not of nature, but of 

ideology. 

In her 1990 book on feminism and identity, Gender Trouble, Judith Butler 

outlines a program for reading gender as an ideological creation subject to deconstruction 

and change. She examines gender as a construction of politics, history and patriarchy, one 

which conceais its origins behind the seamless presentation of the codes of masculinity 

and femîninity which we as a culture have been conditioned to recognize as "natural" 

attributes of an essential gender identity. Gender, she argues, is perfonnative; we 

perform the parts of "masculine" and "ferninine" which we begin leaming nom b i .  and 

our performance co~IstituIes Our gender identity. In other words, "acting feminine" does 

not express an interior feminine self, but creates the illusion of an interior feminine self 

that in tum perpetuates the illusion that femininity is a natural quality of the actor. 

Butler writes, 

... because gender is not a fact, the various acts of gender create the idea of 
gender, and without those acts, there would be no gender at dl. Gender is, 
thus, a construction that regularly conceais its genesis; the tacit collective 
agreement to perform, produce, and sustain discrete and polar genders as 
cultural fictions is obscured by the credibility of those productions - and 
the punishments that attend not agreeing to believe in them; the 
construction "compels" our belief in its necessity and naturalness. (GT 
140) 



But ifgender, as Butler argues, is "only real to the extent that it is performed" 

(Performc~five Ac& mxi Ger& Cumtitutioon 278), then the fiction of its naturalness can 

be exposed by alternative performances. Butler, in Gender Trouble and her later article, 

"Critically Queer," suggests that there is a distinction to be drawn between the idea of 

"performativity" and that of "performance" when both pertain to gender. 

'Tefio~mativity,'~ she argues, refers to the way we as a culture recreate our genders d d y  

by acting out the parts we have been taught to play - and fùrthermore have been led to 

believe we play naturuIb Genderpet$ormmzce, meanwwhi, refers to the underminkg of 

perfomativity, an interruption of the seamless show of masculinity and fernininity that 

reveals their theatrical underpinnings, disrupts their naturalized status and opens the door 

for a rehagining of the patriarchal script of sex and gender dong less ngid and opposing 

Iines. Gender performance is the means by which feminist playtexts discredit the 

assumptions upon which traditionai dramatic theatre's representations of wornanhood are 

based, thereby denying legitimacy to those representations themselves. My critical 

thmst in the following chapters will be to examine each play under investigation for 

moments where gender performativity metamorphoses into performance, revealing 

gender's constructedness and making room for different interpretations of "feminine" 

identity on the stage. 



PerCormance Theory: Troubling Gender, Trou bling Theatre 

We keep to Our usual stuff; more or less, only inside out. We do on stage 
the things that are supposed to happen off Which is a kind of integrity, if 
you look on every exit as behg an entrance somewhere else. 

Tom Stoppard, Rosencrunîz rmd Guildemtem Are Dead 
(The PIayer King) 

Butler's conception of gender and its subversion, with its references to role- 

playing and performance, bears many sirnilarities, as Butler herselfgladly admits, "to 

performative acts within theatrical context s" (Pe~omzafive Acts 272). In fact, Butler' s 

theory reflects a growing trend in feminist theatre, one which challenges the conventions 

of traditional drama with subversive performances that disrupt the illusions upon which 

that drama's allure is based in order to question the assumptions upon which those 

illusions themselves are based, and which they in tum perpetuate. "Performance" has set 

itseifup as the antagonist of this "Theatre." and promises to change the face of drama as 

3My use of the terms "theatre" and "performance" in this context is highly specifc and does not 
pretend in any way to çonvey the many meanings and nuances which these terms have accwnuiated 
throughout the nch history of Western drama. Obviously, these terms arc not the sole property of the 
critics who have seen fit to appropriate them as tools of thcir trade; thcy arc aIso tua mainsîays of basic 
theairical tenninology. The actual performance of plays is gencrally termed "theatre," and the word can 
also refer, mong other things, to the specific buildings in which performances of many kinds, dramaîic or 
otherwise, are mutinely held. "Performance," as is clear h m  my prevïous sentence, refers to any 
production of a play? dance, piece of music or other show which an audience attends, and in its b d e s t  
sense need not refer at ai l  to any kind of subversion of culturai or thaitrical mores. Nevertheles, the rise of 
performance theory in the last twenty yean has complicated these and other critical terms as a means of 
encouraging new ways of thinking about theatre. My use of the terms "theatre" and "performance" follows 
that of feminist performance theorists such as Féral and Diamond, and is mcant ody to add to the host of 
meanings already associateci with these terms, not to erase or discount them. 



Traditional dramatic theatre: despite being maligneci by recent feminist criticism 

as a last bastion of liberai humanisrn and conventionality (Freedman 58). has always 

already contained the potentiai for its own subversion. Tracy Davis argues that the 

theatre has aiways contained its own challenge to prescribed gender roles and stereotypes 

about women because the public's various constructions of actress's identities were often 

wntradictory, and therefore revealed their own contingency: "by w o r h g  in an inherently 

scandalizing realm (the theatre) actresses defied socioeconomic prescriptions about Good 

Women, yet by going home as respectable daughters, wives or mothers they denied 

ideologicai prescriptions about Bad Women" (7 1). Furthemore, whether writers, actors 

or spectators at the time realized it or not, pre-Restoration theatre was rife with exactly 

the kind of subversive gender pefiormance for which Butler calls. The transvestite 

traditions of Renaissance theatre deftly exposed gender as a construction mapped ont0 

the body rather than as an essential identity located w i t h  it: the performances of cross- 

dressed young men playing the parts of female characters were often so seamless that 

Samuel Pepys, for one, was wont to remark nostalgically what pretty women the boys 

were (see Howe, chapter two). 

The goal of subversive performances, then, is not to destroy theatre, but merely 

to foreground that which theatre tends to deny. Generally speaking, traditional dramatic 

4My occasional use of the tem "theatre," as well as my use of the t c m  "traditional thcatre" and 
"traditional dramatic theatre" (or other combinations thcmf) within and bqond uiis introduction d e r  to 
tbose pIays which employ certain theatncal tricks (dixussed later in ihis section) in order to suspend the 
disbelief of their audiences and convince those audiences of îheir semiotic authority. These ciramas are 
generaily not self-reflexive or seLfkriticai, and invite passive enjoymcnt rather than active engagement h m  
their audiences. They are what Brecht might term "culinary" (See Brecht on meatre, "The Modem 
Theatre is the Epic Theatre," 33-43), and can be drawn from any era or rnovement in the theatre's history. 
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theatre is a purveyor of illusions whose status as illusion is conceded behind the realistic 

appearame of the dramatic world on stage. We are meant to believe that the action taking 

place on stage is "real" action, that the actors are not actors but characters corne to We, 

and anything that weakens the illusion of this reality also weakens the drama's semiotic 

authority. Naturaiiy, of course, theatre-goers are not robots; on some level we recognize 

that we are watching actors in performance, and that the dramatic world in which they 

move is, strictiy speaking, not "real." However, the success of a drama designeci to 

suspend our disbeliefis almost aiways measured by how searnlessly it carries its audience 

into the realm of the dramatic, how easily we forget about the actors, the other 

spectators, the script. Theatre's power, therefore, rests squarely upon its ability to 

mate believable illusions. 

Performance, meanwhile, explores "the underside of theatre" (Féral 176), doing 

"on stage the things that are supposed to happen off." It seeks to trouble traditionai 

theatre's authority by fiacturing its illusions. Performance rejects the linearity of 

conventional narrative, plays with t h e  and space, and challenges the audience to 

recognize both as theatrical constructs rather than as representations of an abiding 

temporal and spatial reality. Instead of allowing the audience to believe solely in the 

characters on stage, performance foregrounds the bodies of actors and actresses which lie 

benearh character, "demystifies the subject on stage" (Féral 1 78), and points directly to 

the meldiig of acting body and theatrical persona on which theatre's illusions depend. 



Performance is the rejection of aü things theatricd of "the symbolic orgariization 

dominating theatre7* (Féral 177), and therefore a h  of the fictions of ferninine identity 

perpetuated by traditional theatre's seamless, often unproblematic representations of 

wornen and the illusion of authority under which those representations labour. 

'Performance" in this context thus provides feminist theatre criticism with exactly 

the tools it needs in order to dismantle the theatrical as weii as ideological conventions 

that have resulted in the exploitation of women on stage. Geriderperfrmmice in tum 

becomes not only the interruption and interrogation of our naturaiized notion of gender 

identity, but also the interrogation of that identity as it is conventionally represented - 

and as the illusion of its naturaiized status is perpetuated - in the theatre. 

The Cast 

As 1 noted earlier, each play included in my discussion is an unusual member of 

the mainstream theatre tradition: mainstream because commercially successfÙ1. unusual 

because critical of the conventions and assurnptions of the very tradition fiom which they 

corne. Each, in fact, engages in more "performance" than "theatre." In Chapter One, 

Cary1 Churchill ' s Top Girls challenges the binary construction of the sex/gender system 

and suggests that such a system, which conceives of gender as discrete and opposing 

categories, can never adequately represent the complex and multivalent subjectivity of 

50bviousIy, this statement contains a féw illusions of its own. As Barbara Freedman &es 
clear, theaire and performance - even as tbqt are construded as antagonists by femuiist the& critics - 
remain close& intercomected. As 1 have indicated, "performancen is not some wildly "othei' en* that 
descends on the theatre and tears it apart; rather, performance must always be a subversion fiom within, 
both indebted to and moving beyond the mores of traditional theatre. 
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women. Top Girls calls for a new method'of representing femde identity; as we wiîl see 

in Chapter Two, Edward Albee's Iïuee TaIl Womei~ heeds the cal1 by questioning the 

assumptions of cohesiveness, unity and singular subjectivity that Lie behind traditional 

stagings of the female body. In place of these stagings, Albee presents a fkagmented, 

decentred body that constantly eludes theatre7s voyeuristic gaze. Chapter Three brings 

us full circle with a discussion of Tomson Highway's cornpanion plays, 72e Rez Sisters 

and Dry Lips Oughta Move To Kpskasing; in his presentation of the mythical and 

gender-bending Tnckster figure, I will argue that Highway provides us with a vision of 

gender hybridity that cm serve as a mode1 for more fluid and intersubjective 

interpretations of  gender identity, interpretations toward which feminist critics must 

strive if they are ever to debunk the myth of "the natural woman7' altogether. 

The playwrights with whom 1 am deding corne from extremely varied 

backgrounds and therefore allow us to ask, as final food for thought before we begin, 

some questions about the origins of and conditions necessary for a feminist playtext. My 

survey includes one British playwright (Churchill), one American playwright (Albee) and 

one Canadian playwrïght (Highway). Churchill is the only female, but both Albee and 

Highway are openly homosexual; Our gender dynamic therefore is not conventional, but 

aiready includes some of the complexities of identity which mainstream perceptions of 

sex and gender often choose to ignore. Churchill is the only playwright of the three with 

a specifically feminist background - many of her plays have been created in conjunction 

with feminist theatre troupes - while Albee, on the other end of the spectnim, has 
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recently corne under attack for what some feminist critics consider to be elements of 

misogyny in his plays. Highway, meanwhile, views his plays' interrogation of gender 

identity within the larger context of Native cultural activisrn. Critical backgrounds are 

similarly diverse arnong these three: Churchiii has been heavily infiuenced by the gestic 

theatre ofBertoh Brecht; Albee ernerges from the rich tradition of twentieth century 

realism begun by Ibsen and continuai and expanded in Amencan theatre by O'Neill, 

Williams and Miller, but also claims the influence of such absurdist dramatists as Beckett 

and Pinter; Highway, classically trained in piano and educated in Canadian theatre 

tradition, counts the surrealist drama of James Reaney, as well as Michel Tremblay's 

immeasurable contribution to a nationaiist theatre in Québec, among his most significant 

non-Native influences. 

The differences in background, agenda and critical context between Churchill, 

Albee and Highway are hardly slight, but how much difference will they make as we 

attempt to chart each playwright's contribution to the body of feminist theatre? How 

relevant wili national differences be? How relevant will cultural dserences be? Certaidy 

Highway's work, predicated upon Native cultural revival, will be unlike Churchill's and 

Albee's in significant ways, but will his plays tmly be "other," or is that othemess 

simply a non-Native perception? Will Churchill's feminist status set her work apart as 

the "most feminist," or will the "femlliist" label reveai itselfto be no more than a 

construction, an artificid marker of dflerence between three genuinely powerful social 

dtics? Will "feminist theatre," perhaps, become more a matter of the agenda of the critic 



engaging it than a matter of any intrinsically "feminist" impetus within the work(s) 

themselves? If this is the case, then 1 must place the onus, as we begin, upon myseif to 

approach each play criticaliy but fairly, seeking out those moments in the t e a  where the 

seamlessness of gender perfonnativity is intemipted and social attitudes about gender are 

made visible, where conventional representations of femininity are show to be 

inadequate and a revisioning of that representation takes place, and, finally, where the 

groundwork for a permanent change in the often oppressive conventions of mahstrearn 

theatre is laid! 

61 am indebted for this "agenda" in pari to Eiin Diamonci, and ber program for a "gestic ferninia 
criticism" (Diamonci, "Brechtian Thcory/Feminist Theory: Toward a Gestic Fcminist Criticismw). 



Chapter 1. 

Coing to Extrema: 

Deconstructing Gender Opposition in Churchill's Top GirLF 

Woman is shown to us as enticed by two models of dienation. Evidently 
to play at being a man will be for her a source of fiutration; but to play at 
behg a woman is also a delusion: to be a woman would mean to be the 
object, the Other.. . 

Simone de Beavoir, Tk SecondSex 

Active and engaged struggle with gender inscription (as it still limits us 
today in practice) must accompany the recognition that gender opposition 
is a fdse construct, 

Janelle Reinelt, Femittist ïbeory md the Problern of Pe@ormmce 

PlayWright Cary1 Churchill eludes labels. Her plays have been cailed socialist and 

ferninist, political and histoncal, but no one label ever seems adequate to descnbe the fÙU 

scope of her art. Churchill herself has cornmented that, while she does not equate 

socialisrn and feminisrn, she "would not be interested in a form of one that didn't include 

the other" ( I n t e ~ e w  with Betsko and Koenig, 1987). Her statement succinctly explains 

why critics may find it impossible, perhaps not even desirable, to pin her drama down. 

She is not interested in socialisrn, per se, or feminism, per se; rather, she is interested in 

the intersection of the two, and the complex web of historicai, cultural and economic 

factors which enter into the politics of each. From the standpoint of a ferninist gender 

critique, therefore, Churchill cm be seen waging exactly the kind of stniggle which Reinelt 



describes above, as her plays literally stage the myriad social and cultural factors which 

enter into gender inscription "as it still iimits us today." 

Ail of Churchill's plays seek to expose the complex social construction of gender 

by staging the 'battle of the sexes' within larger econornic, political and sociohistorical 

fiames, rather than merely as a gender war waged in a vacuum and based on an 

irreconcilable biological dEerence. As Elin Diamond explains, "[nlarrative (and through 

it, history) invades [Churchill's stage], intemipting the dramatic present with intimations 

of the past, forcing the audience to understand female identity as a hi~toncal construction 

whose causes and consequences constitute the drama being enacted" (ReBtsing 

Romunticism 277). Vit~egm Tom, an early play produced with the Monstrous Regiment 

feminist theatre troupe, explores seventeenth century witch hunts in England as an 

outgrowth of economic hardships and cnppling class difference. The play presents 

witches as scapegoats creuted (rather than simply hunted out) by a lower class trapped 

by poverty and political impotence. As Churchill writes in the play's introduction, 

... social upheavals, class changes, rising professionalism and great hardship 
among the poor were the context of the kind of witchhunt I wanted to 
write about ...[ O]ne of the things that stnick me in my reading ... was how 
petty and everyday the witches' offenses were, and how different the 
atmosphere of actual English witchhunts seemed to be from my received 
idea. 1 wanted to write a play about witches with no witches in it; a play 
not about evil, hysteria and possession by the devil but about poverty, 
humiliation and prejudice, and how the women accused of witchcrafl saw 
t hernselves. ( P f q s :  Orte 1 3 2) 

Her comments are telling: popular media and folklore, which continue to perpetuate 

ancient stereotypes about witches that fom many peoples' "received ideas" about them, 
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ofien convenientiy ignore the social factors surrounding the persecution of witches by 

making the accused women appear to be rnentally and biologically unstable. finegai- Tom 

takes direct a h  at the still d too prevaient assumption, based on the biblical fable of 

Adam and Eve, that women are aiways afready fdlen, that rooted in Our biology is the 

seed of man's downfall, and that therefore women's status as "the weaker sex" follows 

naturaliy fiom these indisputable "facts." In place of these "facts," Churchill's play 

stages political acts as two hapless tenant farmers seek in the figure of a Iocai "witch" an 

easy explanation for the blight that threatens their f m .  The gendenng of evil as feminine 

is shown to spring not fiom biology or even fiorn the Bible, but fkom historicaiiy specific 

and chmgeable social factors. 

Afier Vinegar Tom, Churchill's interest in the processes of gender construction 

remained keen. Light Shiiig in Bucki,zghamshie locates the silencing of women w i t h  

an historicdy and politically contingent time period: the English Revolution of the 

1 640s. Churchill' s rnost rnainstream success, Cloud Nil~e, explores sex and gender 

relations in colonial Afnca during the Victorian period, and sets its second act in 

contemporary London in order to, among other things, demonstrate the ways in which 

Victorian attitudes toward women, the family, and heterosexuality were carried into the 

twentieth century as normative social ideals. 

Churchill's plays, in making an issue out of the social contingency of gender 

relations, also demonstrate concretely the power differentiai which results from the 

gendering of men and women as binary opposites. in binary oppositions of any sort, a 



dominant-subordinate relationship exists between the opposing terms; in bipolar gender 

systems conceived within patnarchal cultures, women are the di~ern~owered.' By 

r e n d e ~ g  gender's social makeup apparent, Churchill challenges the natural status not 

oniy of gender but of gender opposition, and thus questions not only women's place 

within the binary, but the binary's ability to represent women's expenences altogether. 

In Top Girls, produad on the heels of ClmdNhe and iike it a mainstrearn 

success in both London and New York, Churchill again takes as her subject matter the 

cultural and historical origins of two genders deemed to be naturally opposite. This time, 

however, a large part of her critique lies in her attack upon this "natural opposition," 

which the play demonstrates to be a constricting aud inadequate position tiom which to 

launch feminist alternatives to traditional gender stereotypes. Marlene, the play's main 

character, is a self-styled feminist whose archaic attitudes towards women's liberation - 

as well as their source in her less-than-liberated upbringing - become evident over the 

course of the play, and list a critique of certain types of feminism their origins, and their 

position within the patriarchal power structure, among the play's interests. In Marlene's 

estimation, women cm only achieve liberation from conventional ferninine gender roles by 

taking over men's place at the LLtop"; that is, by reversing the tems of binary gender 

opposition and occupying positions conventionally conveived of as "male." As a result, 

mauitaining a bipolar gender division that gants power t O oniy one of the two poles 

becornes necessary to Marlene's vision of women's success. As Joseph Marohl points 

7Throughout Lhis chapter my referenm to bipolar, or binary, sex/gender systems will imply their 
location within patriarchal cultures. 
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out, "[a] concept of ferninism like Marlene's, which &@ws ifserfin the context of the 

plmi& of the sexes, cannot transcend the inherently . . . phallocentric assumptions of the 

ruhg power system" (3 15, my emphasis). Churchill's contention in Top Girls, 1 wiii 

argue, is that gender opposition, and not simply the position of women within that 

opposition, is the true banier that stands in the way of women's empowerment. 

Marlene labels herself a "high-flying lady" (TG 137). the top girl at the Top Girls 

Employment agency which she manages, but does not realize that her own label 

constitutes not a license to fiy but a grounding order. She will never be more than 

society's vision of her as a "lady" or a "girl," chained to these labels as long as she seeks 

to reinforce the gender hierarchy which continues to doorn women at large to a 

subordinate role. 

Marlene's feminism is at odds with that of prominent critics like Judith Butler, 

who advocate above al1 the need to assert feminisrn as a plural rather than a univocal 

construction. Butler argues that a basis for feminisms lies in a deconstruction of 

"women" as a "substantive and univocal signifier that disguises and precludes a gender 

experience intemaily varied and contradicto$' (Butler, Viuiatiom or1 Sex and Gender 

14 1)? Marlene, on the other hand, strives to reassert just such a "substantive and 

univocal signifier," viewing it as the only means to women's solidarity. Her appreciation 

of women's experiences is so limited to her own particular situation that she proves 

herself unable to empower anyone but herself, and even then her 'power" is charactenzed 

8See aiso the opcning chaptcr of Butlcr's book, Gender Trouble (New York: Routlcdge, 1990). 



as limited and oppressive. Marlene, for the purposes of the play, is a stereotypical male 

oppressor; the fact that she feels she must "play the man" if she is going to be a 

successflll woman is the most ironic deconstruction of the limitations of artificial gender 

opposition in Churchill's canon. 

Out of Madene's blind devotion to the bipolar sexlgender systemg cornes 

Churchill's vision for undemiinhg that system. She knows that ferninisms do not seek 

simply to make it possible for women to play roles traditionally recognized as men's; if 

that were al1 it took to bring down the oppositional structure of gender, female executives, 

politicians and construction workers would not continue to face barbs of sexism resulting 

from what many perceive to be their usurpation mentality or "penis envy." Instead, 

feminisrns must get to the root of the ideologies that seek to differentiate between men 

and women in such extreme ways, calling the whole notion of and bais for sexlgender 

merence into question. in order to effect this deconstruction of dEerence, Churchill 

employs Brechtian theatrical techniques updated for late twentieth century ferninist 

theatre. Brecht believed that the modern, or "epic," theatre must "adopt attitudes" 

(Brecht on mearre 39) that force the spectator imo an active engagement with, rather 

than a passive enjoyment of, its subject matter. By alienating certain components of the 

drama that comprise its social critique, usually through a style of acting designed to 

9My use of the tcrm "sedgcndcr systcm" cornes from Gayle Rubin, T h c  T M k  in Wornen: 
Notes on the 'Politicai Economy' of Sex," in Toward an Anthropology of Women (New York: Monthly 
Review Press, 1975). The composite "sex/gender" is not meant to refer to an q quation of  sex and 
gender, but to demonstralc that ihe two terms have corne to bc interchangeable within our culture, their 
synonymiîy bas& on the assumption that both arc biologically vcriliable facts. The slash separating the 
two in Rubin's terni is meant to highlight the fallacy of this easy equation, while also stressing the 
importance placed upon it in Western culture. 



discourage empathy and distance the audience fiom the actors or characters. Brecht would 

effectively require audience participation in that critique. Elin Diamond. in her article 

"Brechtian TheoryEeminist Theory: Toward a Gestic Feminist Crïticism," discusses the 

benefits of Brecht's epic theatre modes for a postmodem critique of gender opposition. ' 
She argues that sedgender difEerence can be deconstmcted by reading "difference" as the 

Derridean "dflérance," a "possible reference to differences wihid' rather than dserences 

between individuals designated to be of different sexes (85, my emphasis),' ' and 

fùrthermore reads dprartce within the context of what she terms Brecht's theory of the 

"not but," a version of his "alienated" style of acting which advocates that "each action 

on stage must contain the trace of the action it represses7' (86). In other words, if the 

actions of women on stage always contain elements of dzflérmce - things that one would 

"normaily" associate with men - they can work toward "destabilizing the bipolar 

opposition that constitutes gender identity"(85). 

My contention throughout the rest of this chapter will be that, in Top Girls, 

Churchill stages the "not but." She presents a diaiectic between the heterogenous "field 

of e~~er ience" '~  of her female characters and the homogenous way in which they contract 

iqor  Brecht's comparison of modcrn, or "epic," theatre with convcntional "ciramatic" theme, 
see Brecht on Theatre, Trans. John Willett, 1964, p. 37. 

1 bl.ithough Diamond uses the anglophone CIdifference" to refer to what shc means by "MéranœW 
throughout her discussion, 1 will be using the term "différanoc" i k I f  to avoid confusion. 

12Reinelt, comrnenting on Judith Butler's conception of gcnder as inclusive rather than exclusive, 
States that "gender must be çonceived of as a/ie/dof enperience, sociaily constnicted, constantly changing, 
IW a pair of bipolar opposites inevitably fixing the subject in relation to an eithcr/or culturai practiœw (5 1, 
finit emphasis mine). 
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that field of experience in order to fit the frame of a uniform gender identity. Rather than 

celebrating th& di@érame, they repress it in order to codorm to femininity as it is 

limitedly constnicted by a patriarchal sexual economy. Within this gap between life 

experience and an artificially imposed representation of that experience Churchill renders 

the limitations of a bipolar representation of gender visible; in Butler's terms, "the 

multiplicity and discontinuity of the referent mocks and rebels against the univocity of 

the si@ ( P e f l o r ~ i w  Acts 280). Churchill's chailenging play thus invites its audience 

to conceive of alternatives to rigid gender division which would ailow for a more accurate 

representation of women's experience on stage. 1 will end with a bnef discussion of some 

of those alternatives, which Churchill presents more directly in Cloud Nitle and A 

Mouthfil of Bi&. 

Split Into Two: Some Background on Bipolar SedGender Division 

Before 1 launch into a discussion of Top Girls' attack on gender division, 1 feel it 

necessary to locate Churchill, her characters and ourselves within the sedgender system 

as it currently exists, perpetuates itself and conceals its origins. As Elin Diamond points 

out, "men and women are certainly different, but gender coercively translates the nuanced 

differences within sexuality into a structure of oppositions" (Brechtim llreos, 86). 

Before we cm re-translate difference into d~fférmtce, we need to understand the terms of 

the project. 

Child psychologists regard the division into polar gender opposites as one of the 



main themes of early childhood socialization' 3: 

Between two and four years of age, children construct their sex-role 
concepts and stereotypes. Aiding and abetting the process of 
stereotyping in the young child is the binary nature of sex; one is either a 
boy or a girl and hardly ever something in between. Moreover, younger 
children are Iikely to stereotype in the service of figuring out regular - not 
exceptional - rules about the nature of sex differences; this is mz itztegral 
part of core gender ideni@. (Herzog et al. 429, my emphasis) 

According then to the psychological study conducted by Herzog and her colleagues, 

identifying one's gender is based not only upon identifjing what are supposed to be 

gender-specific characteristics within oneself, but more significantly upon ident @ng 

oneself wzrhin an opmtionaI structure in which one is a girl because one recognizes that 

one is not a boy. It is thus the bipolar sedgender system that makes gender identification 

itself possible. 

As Debra Silverman points out, in order to be granted an identity in a culture 

supported by sedgender bipolarity, ' one rnust be readily able to label oneself as either a 

boy or a girl, particuiarly when identifjmg oneself to children. This, of course, 

paradoxically and inadvertently perpetuates the system, for children, in demanding that 

those around them fit into the neat gender categories which they have been taught to 

expect, will continue to have their expectations met by those who do not wish to confuse 

13~udilh Butier, in her 1993 article "Critically Queer," points out that the division into two takes 
place even More birth, at the moment of interpellation of a chiid in10 the worfd as either a boy or a girl, 
In that sense, every human k i n g  is always drwdy gcndcrcd within the oppositional sedgcndcr stmcairc. 

14Not al1 cultures constnict gender as bipolar, in chaptcr three we will examine one such group of 
cu i tus  - that of Native North American Indians - and d i s a m  the knefits of their alternative gen&r 
mncepts for a crÏtique of Wesîem patriarchal gender structures. 



them with the complications and inconsistencies resulting from an artincial division into 

W O . ~  

Patrïarchd cultures have worked hard to equate sex and gender, because such an 

equation al10 ws gender' s constitut hg social factors to conceal themselves behind the 

(supposedly) biologically determined "sex."' Both sex and gender appear as essential 

facts of nature rather than as performative cultural acts which perpetuate their own 

disguise by continuously recreating "normal" gender appearances.' As Ruth Hubbard 

explains, the erroneous equation of sex and gender has produced the noms of the 

masculine male and the feminine f e d e  in order to "enforce conformity by creating a 

third class: the deviant": 

By mUUng and matchhg the sexlgender dichotomies, society generates the 
'feminine man' and the 'masculine woman,' which makes it possible to 
label as deviants men and women who behave inappropriately even when 
there is no overt excuse to cal1 their maleness or femaleness into question. 

(Hubbard 129) 

Within this paradigm, the subversive potential of a gender critique based on dzffércatce is 

obvious: if the differences within ail individuals - not just a 'deMantY few - are 

l s ~ y  the sarne token, a particuiarly "un-boy-like" individual identifjing himxlfas d e  to a 
child may have the kneficial &ect of espanding îhc child's notion of spical gcndcr appcarances. 

Silverman rnakcs some intercsting comrncnts about thcsc issues in the fwtnotcs to hcr artide, 
"Making a Spectacle, or 1s There Fernale Drag?" 

16Many feminist and queer theorists reject the notion of biological sex just as readily as they 
reject the notion of naturai gender. For Monique Wi#ig, for example, the ubiologicai" division into male 
and f e d e  is based upon a culturally normative interpretaiion of the body which focusses upon genitalia in 
order to inscribe dinerenœ, and which does not recognize M y  parts which are sirnilar in both males and 
fernates, such as han& and lips, as sexually determinaie zones. 

17ButIer's theory of gcnder pcrformativity, which rcads gcnder as a "stylizd tewtion of a& 
based upon received notions of gender appearanas, is laid oui in Gender Trouble. 



ernphasized, the category ofccdeviant" loses di meaning dong with the outmoded bipolar 

sedgender system that is the source of its identity. 

As Butler argues, sex dserence allows for more than just an unheaithy and 

artScid division into restrictive gender categories; it also perpetuates heterosexuality as 

the ody acceptable form of sexuality: 

Because the category of sex only makes sense in terms of a binaiy 
discourse on sex in which 'men' and 'women' exhaust the possibility of 
sex, and relate to each other as complementary opposites, the category of 
sex is always subsumed under the discoune of heterosexuality. 
( V i l i o n s  on Sex and Getder 136) 

Since we are socialized to recognize our gender via the gender which we are not, the idea 

of inadequacy or "lack" follows fiom and supports binary sedgender opposition. In 

order to become legitimate we must acquire the missing piece of the puzzle, and thus we 

are conditioned into a discourse of heterosexuaiity from childhood. As Butler explains in 

"Criticaiiy Queer," at the moment of interpellation into gender - when the proverbial 

doaor announces 'it's a boy' or 'it's a girl' - the assumption is made that 'girl' will grow 

up to many 'boy'; in other words, no one expects a lesbian. The hornosexual is the 

ultimate example of the deviant, for, within the system, he or she can never become 

legitimate, cm never recover that which is lacking by linking up with the "opposite" 

gender. Given this standard of deviancy, perhaps the ultimate challenge to the sedgender 

system will corne from the portrayal of hornosexual relationships as more fulfilling and 

more inclusive than their corresponding heterosexual relationships. Churchill launches 

just such a challenge in both CImdNhe and Top Girls, one which I will explore later in 



this chapter. 

Finally, because there is no meaningful way, within Western culture, to speak 

about sex and gender outside of the structure which divides us into two, our expenences 

and descriptions of the world are shaped, maintained and also limited by gender 

opposition. As Churchill herself commented when discussing the origins of Top Girls, 

"my whole concept of what plays might be is fkom plays written by men. 1 don't have 

to put on a wig, speak in a special voice [like the female barristers who inspired the play], 

but how far do 1 assume things that have been defined by men?' (InteMew with Betsko 

and Koenig). Since any discussion of the subversion of the sedgender system as we 

know it must be accompanied by an (at least initial) subscription to that system, 1 realw 

that my discussion of sex and gender in binary terms (as it manifests itself in Top Girls) 

risks reinforcing division even as 1 attempt to describe Churchill's subversion of it. 

Making Gender Opposition Visible: Top GVLs' AlCFemaIe Cast 

Top Girls, like the other plays to be considered here, has a same-sex cast playing a 

host of same-sex characters. While some critics argue that the play's uni-gendered nature 

shifts its focus fiom issues of gender to issues of clam and politics (see Marohl, for 

example), 1 would argue that Top Girls' ail-female cast actually foregrounds gender, 

making it not only an issue, but almost another character in the drama. Rather than 

inviting a ''superficial identification with a malelfemale opposition" (Neumeier 197)'' * 

Weumeier beliews thai me presencc of an all-fcmale cast avoids . . . supcficial identifkation 
with a maieir'emale opposition" (197). 



one to be taken for granted because it appears "redistic" to the audience, Churchill's und 

gendered cast invites a critique of that opposition by rendering the binary structure of 

gender visible. As Diamond rernarks, "when gender is alienated or foregrounded, the 

spectator is enabled to see a sign sysïem as a sigri system" (Brechïian Zheory 85, my 

emphasis). There are no men on the stage, so the gender configuration appears 

'Zinnatural;" since gender as we know it exists only in oppositional tenns, something (at 

fist glace) clearly seems to be missing fiom Top Girls. As the first act proceeds, 

however, and the guest s at Marlene's dinner party begin to tell their Me stories, ' we 

reaiize that the "opposite gender," which at fint dance appeared to be conspicuously 

absent, is actudly forcefùlly present, practically at the table with the women on stage. 

The Law of the Father provides a running commentary throughout the act, as Lady Nijo, 

Isabeila Bird and Patient Griselda d l  explain their dedication to (and, in the cases of Nijo 

and Isabella, their guilt over having failed) their fathers; meanwhile, Pope Joan finds 

herself unable to profess anything other than the Law of God the Father, effacing the 

legitimacy of her own gender in her description of her life as an essentially male pope2' 

Gender opposition becomes in Churchil17s hands not a fact of nature but an act of 

1% the first act, Marlene is celcbrating hcr promotion to managing director of the Top Girls 
empioyment agency by hosting a diluiCr party whose guests include five historical personages: Isabeh 
Bir& a nineteenth century Scottish world traveIIer. Lady Nijo, a thirtœnth century Japanese Emperor's 
courtesan and later Buddhist nun; Pope Joan, believed to have disguiscd herself as a man and reigned as 
Pope in the ninth century, Patient GisIda from Chaucer's Clcrk's Taie, and Du11 Gret, subject of a 
Brueghel painting depicting a charge of arnioured women into heu. 

2%an's bhd devotion to the church paraîlels that of another famous stage Joan - George Bernard 
Shaw's Saint Joan from the play of the samc name. Churchill may be echoing Shaw in more ways than 
one; Marlene's dinner Party, in[lectcd as it is with the insight of historical personages, may have its rcmts 
in Saint Joan's anachronistic epilogue. 



ideology: the women do not require the physical presence of men in order to constnict 

themselves in opposition to them; they have internaiwd a need for gender opposition, 

and hence it is present to them at ail times, regardless of the "biologicai" makeup of their 

Company. 

The guests at Marlene's dimer party - women from a myriad of historical and 

cultural backgrounds who dl, in their time and place, crossed the border between what 

was considered acceptable masculine and ferninine behaviour - may in fact constitute the 

greatest absence in the e s t  act. Despite their achievements in complicating the division 

between genders, they downplay the subversive value of their actions and choose instead 

to define themselves in terms of eifkr masculinity or femininity. Aithough Joan was 

Pope, Gret was a warrior and Nijo and Isabella travelled widely, inhabiting a sphere of 

liberation traditionally reseived for men, al1 of them re-essentialiie their experiences as 

proof of an essentiai and univocal gender identity. Recognizing that, within an 

oppositional sexigender system one cannot occupy both positions and remain legitimate, 

they view their complicating actions as fratlsgressisio,~~ with a mixture of guilt and denial. 

For these women, gender identity is created by the suppression of that dflermtce which 

is permanently embedded in their experiences. Isabella rigorously asserts her femininity, 

stating that she "always traveUed as a lady" (TG 62), and feels the need to repudiate her 

years of "selfish" travelling by translating her experiences into lectures and cornmittee 

activities in a reclamation of the traditionally ferninine role of nurturer which she feels 

tremendous guilt for h a h g  abandoneci. Nijo insists that her wanderings were simply an 



obeisance of her father's dying wish to enter orders (57)' and therefore proof of her 

devotion as a good daughter. Further, she claims that any t h e  spent away firom the 

Emperor is for her a kind of absence from living, because her womanhood is contingent 

upon his legitirnizing gaze: "there was ttothi11g in my Me, tzorhi,g, without the Emperor's 

favour" (66, rny emphasis). Like Nijo, Patient Griselda considers herself to be the 

property of the men against whom she defines herself As far as she is concerned, she 

was fkst her father's, then her husband Walter's, "to do with what he liked" (77). Gret, 

meanwhile, sees herself only in opposition to men: "1 hate the bastards" (8 l)?' 

Nijo's comment that Walter "was [Griselda's] life" (77) drives home the fact that 

these women's identities are not only constituted in opposition to men, but are actually 

constituted as men, as symbols of patriarchal power and pawns of patriarchal control. 

Ioan sees herse& for al1 intents and purposes, as male, fading to recognke her femaie 

body even when pregnant. She forces her body to confom to the male-gendered role of 

Pope which she occupies, rather than demanding that the role expand its gendered limits 

to allow for the presence of her body. She even goes so far as to blame her death at the 

hands of the church not upon its restrictive interpretation of gender roles, but upon her 

hahg ken  the wrong gender for the job (69)! This theme of the absent female carries 

2lChurch.U deliberately characterizes her GR$ as a bit of a boor, voracious about physical appetite 
whiie disintecesfed in conversation, and the irony of this reductivc characterization, in its c o m n t  u p n  
our stereotypes of "masculine" women, provides a humourous countcrpoint to the excessive talkativeness 
(itseifa satiric attack on the "chatty cathyw stmtqpe) of the dhcr wmcn throughout the dinner party 
scene. Churchill, in her o h  opparently stcrcotjpical charactcrizations of the historiai women in this 
scene, may be dcmanding suùtiy chat hcr audicnce search thcmsclvcs for altcrnativc rcpresentations of thcse 
individuais. For anothcr look at Gret, sec Brecht's The Caucasian Chalk Circle; Brecht once wrote that 
any actress portraying Grusha in that play "needs to study the bcauty of Brucghel's 'Dulie Griet'" (Bertolt 
Brecht, "Notes to The Caucasian Chalk Circle," 299). 
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over into the "real time" second act, with Marlene and her coileagues gauging their success 

by male-defhed standards. As Rubik comments, "neither the modem 'top girls' nor the* 

historical couterparts manage to speak in an authentic female voice but rernain entangled 

in patrïarchal ideology as far as their aspirations, their standards, indeed their very self- 

images are concerned" (1 77). Despite the problems of locating "an authentic female 

voice," which might serve to re@ rather than demystiQ the notion of natural gender 

opposition, Rubik's point is well taken. Within the rigidly divisive sedgender system, 

these women have no way to represent the heterogeneity of their expenences and stiîl 

remain legitimate in the eyes of their ruling patrîarchies. By the dimer's end Marlene and 

her guests are miserable, their melancholy summed up perhaps best by Isabella's 

comment: "1 carmot and will not live the life of a lady ... why should 1?'(80/1). Sadly, 

Isabeila cannot mt be a lady, because to be ferninine is to be a lady and she cannot 

conceive of herself outside of the binary gender system's limited prescription of 

femininity. In order to fit into gender (either gender), there are sirnply certain aspects of 

themselves which these women must deny. Churchill thus makes the inadequacy of an 

oppositional gender structure explicit: gender becomes a construct, not only of cultural 

and historical factors, but of repression. 

Top Girls thus asserts, on one level at least, what Julia Kristeva has called the 

"unrepresentability" of women. This is a point which Churchill makes much less subtly 

in ClouiNine. In that play, Betty, the demure and dl-too-conventional Victonan wife, is 

played by a man and professes herself to be "a man's creation" (CN 15 1). As Elin 



Diamond explains, "the point is not that the male is feminized, but that the female is 

absent. What remallis is a dress, a palpitation, a scream, al1 encoded femaie behaviours 

adding up to . .. absence" (Refiittg Roma~tticism 278). Like Nijo, Betty is nothing 

without her patriarch; like Griselda, she "lives" for her husband, not for herself (CN 15 1). 

Like Joan, her body has been disciplinai by the discourse of patriarchy to the extent that 

it is no longer recognizable as female. These women's parts have been scripted by 

patnarchal law, and what they present is the performance of received gender codes. 

While gender performance is visuaiiy explicit in Ci'd Nitje, it is perhaps more 

powemilly conveyed, because more subtly and c'realistically" conveyed, by the women- 

playing-absent-women in Top Girls. 

From Naturd Fact to Performative Act: Gender Performance in Top Girls 

when you're so fiamed, caught in the act, the (f) stop of act, fact - what 
recourse? step inside the picture and open it up. 

Da phne Maria& Ana Historic 

Margarete Rubik calls the historical 'top girls' of the first act "silent," insisting 

that, because they simply repeat and do not challenge received discourses they have no 

voice at d. While it is certainly tme that Isabella, Nijo, Joan, Gret and Griselda are d l  

trapped within their various ideologies and are thus limited in their understanding of their 

own situations, they are not, 1 would argue, silent. Churchill gives these women a voice 

by removing them fiom the cultural and historical frames within which their stories were 

originally enacted and placing them in a group diaiectic which manifests not conformity to 



one law, but rather a discourse of dierent laws. She thereby makes room for a 

comparison of gender codes rather than merely the rote reenactment of them, a 

comparison which reveals gender to be, rather than an unchanging "naturai" fact, a series 

of varied acts contingent upon specific historical moments and cultural practices.22 

Univocality is exchanged for a chorus of female voices a chorus of femininities, 

deconstmcting the discrete gender signifiers upon which gender opposition depends. 

Within a traditional dramatic fiame-up, Isabella, Nijo, Gret, Joan and Griselda 

would have been surrounded by the acceptance and eqxctatio~? of certain actions, such as 

total devotion to father or husband and the surrendering of children to patriarchal wiii 

(which Nijo, Griselda and Joan al1 experience), and thus these actions would have been 

presented as the "natural" duties of women. By importing the historical women into an 

almost a-historical space, Churchill fiactures theatre's ability to create the illusions that 

disguise the social origins of gender. Gender becomes performance insofar as performance 

is the acting out of the ideological fiamework behind theatrical illusion (see ~ é r a l ) . ~ ~  Out 

22Thi.k of the Merence as, pcrhaps, one betwcen secing a performance of A Doff S House and 
participating in a round table discussion with Nora Helmer about her rolc as Torvald's wife. 

23Top Girls' Act One dialectic is an e.uample of' Brtxht's verjremdunseflekt (ofien called "A" or 
"Alienation" a&), which was designed to "denaturalizc and dcfamiliarizc what ideology makes S m  
norxnai, acceptable, inescapable" (Diamonci, Brechfian lheory 85). Elin Diamond, in her aiticle on the 
application of Brechtian thmry to fernid practicc, explains thaî, although Brecht h i m e i f  never conceiwd 
of the A-&kt as a means to dcconstnrct gcndcr politics, the A-&kt is Erequcntly uscd by feminist 
dramatists to thai veqy purpose. Churchill herself uses the technique successfully in t'inegar Tom and 
Cloud Nine, to namc but two plays. In the former, songs pcrGormed by acîors in modem dress (and thus 
used to distance the audience from the play's othcnvise consistcntly swentccnthccntury setting) comment 
upon the action within the historical framc, litcrally singing out the ideology that is implied in the actions 
and motives of the characters in the drama itself. in Cloud Nine, the cross-gcnder casting of Betty and 
Edward in the first act, and Cathy in the second, results in ihc "foregrounding (ofJ gender as a fiction of the 
male gaze" (Case 18 1), and plays on the arbitracy equaiion of sex and gender within the Eynern of binary 
gender opposition In Top Girls, the fhcûuhg of historicai narrative in a d  one, the use of an dl-frmale 
cast to foreground gender, and the multiplecasting of mles are examples of Churchill's use of the A d & .  



of tirne, place and fkame, the codes of their cultures, classes and ideologies become 

Literally written on the women's bodies - in the form of historical costume, speech and 

body language - as evidence of the processes which produced the seamless performances 

of their genders within their own narrative As Marohl comments, "apart from 

its definition in the context of a specific culture, male or female gender does not exïst" 

(3 1 4 ) ~ ~  

The party resembles a kind of &er-theatre discussion of the ever-changing role of 

woman throughout history, one which deconstructs the univocality of patriarchy as well 

as of gender identity. These women, as their horror over each other's stories reveals, are 

not constituted or oppressed by the sarne universal patriarch; on the contrary, patriarchy 

is as culturally and historicaily varied as the gender constructions it e n f ~ r c e s . ~ ~  Nijo 

sympathues with Griselda's need to obey her master in al1 things (they are both 

thirteenth-century wornen), but cannot manage to understand Isabella's more liberal 

24As far as Lady Nijo is concernai, in fact, cloiha ou her idcniity. Shc is not only nothing 
without the Emperor, but also without hcr layers of fine silk that were the sign of her pIace as a Lady in the 
court When she pines for the death of the Empcror, shc look for a reafiïrmation of her statu as a Lady by 
asking "would I have ken ailowed to wear full m o h n g ? "  (TG 80) Grisclda's status as a lady is 
Iikewia determined, for Nijo, by the Tact that she was arrayed in cxpensivc clothes upon becoming the wire 
of a matquis. In this fishion @un intended), N i .  dramatizes the popular fcrninist conception of gender as a 
lcind of garment which is put on as a sign of encodcd femi~nity and wom as a sign of legitimacy within 
the sdgender system. 

25 He also notes tbat the period costume of the dinner guests renders Madene's modern dres a 
kind of p&od costume of its own, foregrounding the historical and cultural specificîty of her own gender 
performance. 

26111 this sense, Act One provides an implicit cntiquc of the dl-tcocommon feminist fallacy - to 
which Madene subscribes - that pauiarchy should bc spcllcd with a capital P, and that al women's 
oppression can Chus be read - and soIved - in the same way. (See Judith Butler, Gender Trouble, chapter 
one) 
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hterpretation of her role as a woman. Mariene and Isabella are homfied by Walter's 

treatment of Griselda, and her passive acceptance of it. The physical abuse Nijo suffereci 

at the hands of the Emperor leaves Madene aghast, but Nijo insists it was merely 

"normaI"(80) and in the process exposes the cultural and historical contingency of the 

term. "Facts" of women's history - and history in generai - are revealed as merely the 

accepted mores of a particular time and place; the fallacy of an essential truth of any kind 

is inadvertentiy exploded by Joan when she comrnents "1 did know the truth. Because 

whatever the Pope says, that's true" (68). 

Pope Joan's gender performance is exceptional for the way in which it 

deconstnicts the biological basis not just of gender but of also of sex. Like Betty in C M  

N i t q  Joan is a woman in a man's body; the conditions of their transvestism, however, are 

quite dEerent. Unlike Betty's, Joan's role is not cross-cast; rather, Joan is a man insofar 

as she has long perceived her body to be male. She dressed as a boy in her youth in order 

to be allowed to study (an activity sanctioned only for men in her world), and, as she 

explains, after irnpenonating a boy for a while she got "used to it" and thus decided to 

"stay a man" (TG 65) in order to devote herselfto learning. Over the course of her 

transvestism, she gradually lost any sense of her femaleness to the point where she 

finally mistook her pregnant body for a body simply "getting fatter" (70). The means by 

which Joan makes this "mistake" deftly demonstrates the method by which we daily 

translate sexuai diérance into ciifference and amive at an arbitrary division between sexes 

and genders: she rads her body as both a biological entity and a socially inscnbed space, 



and she inteprets that body according to the accepted social mores of the world 

surrounding her. Surely she is not femaie, she reasons, because she is Pope; therefore, 

instead of viewing her abdomen as a womb, she views it as a stomach - a man's stomach, 

a Pope's stomach - and it becomes for her part of a male body. As Butler explains, 

gender and (to a degree) s e d t y  are constituted by the "stylized repetition of acts" 

which, over tirne, appear natural (Pe#ormafliw Acts 270); loan's "acts" were the acts of 

conventional masculinity, and so she became - in her eyes and the eyes of those around 

her - a man, anatomy and dl. Her dismptive interpretation of her sexudity undennines 

Our assumption of a purely "biological" bais for sexual bipolarity, and also cals into 

question biology's status as a "pure" science based in objective observation alone. 

Biology, Joan demonstrates, is always aiready dependent upon the subjective 

interpretation of its data - the way in which it is perceived and accorded meaning by 

those who study it - and that data are therefore subject to the dictates not just of nature, 

but also of ideology. 

Churchill further shatters theatrical illusion - and the illusion of a uniform gender 

expenence - with her use of multiple casting. In Top Girls, seven wornen play 16 

characters, an anangement resulting in three actresses playhg three roles each and three 

actresses playing two roles each? The efect of double and triple casting is to disrupt 

the notion of a fixed and singular female identity; identity itself becomes a role within 

which, as Quigley points out, "not just double, but multiple, options are available" (39). 

27The actress playing Marlene is not doubled. Churchill has long been fond of multiple casting; 
Light Shining in Buckinghamshire is her most adventurous foray into it. 



The audience is forced to consider not simply the characters on stage, but the actresses 

themselves who inhabit those characters, and thus recognite the mechanisms of theatrical 

illusion as they seduce us into effacing actoa' and actresses' bodies in Our reading of 

character. Because the actresses are constantly reappearhg as different individuals, the 

sacred, uniform nature of identity is re-written on stage as an "ideological construct" 

(Marohl308). Instead of the actresses' bodies being "subsumed by the 'sign of a 

character"'@iamond, (In) Visible Bodies 190), their bodies become a signifier without 

specific referent, point ing to a " polyrnorp hous thinking body" (Diamond 1 90) which in 

turn points to the impossibility of pinning "woman" down as a stable, uniformly 

gendered sign. 

Martene: Managing Director of a Pre-Scripted Gender Show 

While the conversation of the historical women in Act One lays bare the various 

religious, cultural and temporal markers of their widely disparate female identities, 

Marlene, as the director who convened the show, seems a little too eager to gloss over the 

differences between her guests in an effort to retrieve "woman" as a univocal signifier 

which could stand up against a patriarchal hegemony which she Falsely reads as 

universally oppressive. In this sense, she paradoxically begins to play the patriarch even 

before she is divested of her overtly feminist trappings. While Isabella, Joan and Nijo 

argue over religious pursuits, Marlene cornments, "1 don? think religious beliefs are 

something we have in common. Activity, yes" (TG 61), in a desperate bid to regain 
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common ground on which to build her fiction of women's solidarity. When she proposes 

a toast to the "extniordinary achievements" of the women around the table, they al1 retum 

the toast "To Marlene" (67)' not to themselves or each other, refusing solidarity in the 

face of what they rightly perceive to be experiences too diverse to lump under one 

category. Despite Marlene's insistence that "we don't al1 have to believe the same" (60) 

to be united in our stance against patriarchal oppression, she misses the point of what 

women are standing up against. It is, d e r  dl, hundreds of years of being forced to 

suppress heterogenous gender experiences that these women have in common as the 

source of their oppression; a reification of unifomiity will hardly present a viable 

challenge to such a system. As Butler has pointed out, feminists ofken seek to combat 

"the invisibility of women" with "a universal presupposition of cultural experience" 

(Pe~onnutive Acts 274), but, as Brown notes, in the case of Top Girls the result is 

"almost a parody of feminist glorifications of women's cornmunity" (1 27). 

While the dinner party seemingly reclaims history's lost women by allowing them 

the fieedom to represent themselves, Churchill complicates this reclamation by 

demonstrating the impossibility of uncontarninated representation. Our reading of these 

women's stories, like our reading of any kind of history, is filtered through third-party 

interpretation, be it the presence of an overt narrator, or the dl-too-covert ideologicai 

filter which is as rnuch a part of the way we read these women's experiences as it is a 

part of the way they present them. Marlene is the dinner party's overt narrator. Like 

the historians of 014 she is eager tu see the history of the women around her table as a 
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hear  progression towards something, in this case fieedom from patriarchai oppression. 

She listens to the taies her guests tell (dthough listening itselfis parodied by the dialogue 

style, in which the women al1 speak over and drown out one another) and then, 

smoothing out the gaps between what is said and what she wants to heu, she subsumes 

their expenences under the uniform conclusion, "we've ali corne a long way" (TG 67). 

Rather than disnipt narrative, pointhg to the fallacy of its uniformity, she dows it to 

further mould women's experiences into a limited space. Here Marlene is clearly at odds 

with Churchill, for Top Girls itself stages the disruption of narrative: the first act, while 

supposedly taking place on the Sahirday before the second act, is actually taking place 

out of tirne, and the thkd act takes place a year before the second act. The play itself is 

thus regress, (and not progress as Marlene would like to read it), a kind of parody of the 

methods and assumptions of history. 

Yet Marlene's role in the play's ahistorical first act is not quite as easily read or 

understood as 1 have just suggested. Except for the few jarring moments 1 have 

highlighted - and which an audience, ironically, would likely gloss over at first dance - 

Marlene actually appears quite sympathetic, looking after each of her guests with the 

panache of a bom hostess, and listening and responding with great distress to their often 

painflll stones. It is oniy in the second act, when a much more ruthless Marlene is 

presented to the audience, that the significance of her Act One cornrnents begins to sink 

in. The dinner party hangs over the second act as another kind of filter through which 

we observe and deconstruct Marlene's performance. But Churchill is careful, despite the 



illusion of Marlene as a totalitaian patriarch which the play ultimately creates, to present 

her identity as  complex and multifaceted, a composite of factors which are oniy explained 

in the nnal few moments of the thrd act. We as spectators are thus fooled into judging 

Marlene before we have even redly met her; Our assumptions about women - particularly 

hard-nosed women like Marlene - and about the process of identity construction, are laid 

bare. 

Parody surrounds Churchill's portrayal of Marlene in Act Two. As Managing 

Director of the Top Girls agency, Marlene mistakenly assumes that she has graduated 

fiom being a mere performer to directing the "gender show" that informs daily 

happenings at the agency. What she fails to recognize, however, is that one of the 

qualities of a good director is his or her ability to challenge the script's limits, altering it to 

accommodate the varied talents and experiences of each new set of a~ to r s .~*  Marlene, 

fding to do anything but enforce the gender script as handed d o m  to her, remains 

subsumed by it. In a parody of sex-role stereotyping (which ironizes society's tendency 

to label women in the workplace as "masculine") she "plays the man" in an over-the-top 

performance of the stereotypical male ~ ~ ~ r e s s o r . ~ ~  As Kntzer observes, she is thus 

"merely the most up-to-date example of what [Betty] acknowledges herself to be: a 

28Churchiil herseif has never directeci her o m  plays, but kquentiy works with theatre troupes to 
create a script in a workshop environment. This is just the type of communai script of which Marlene 
cannot conceive. 

29 It might be worth remcmbering hcrc the study which Herzog and company conducted into the 
construction of gendcr as oppositional; Marlenc's "masculine" pcrformancc wiil incvitably be informai by 
the stemtypes of men which shc has formcd ovcr tirne. It is thus not surprishg that her intcrprctation of 
the opposing role is a string of gcndcr clichés. 



man's creation" (145/6). 

Marlene exhibits typically male-like behaviour according to Linda Jenkins, who 

argues that the dichotomy between men and women is entrenched by an ideological 

division between the domestic as women's sphere, and the public as men's sphere. 

Marlene shuns al1 domesticity, as her encounter with her sister Joyce in Act Three 

demonstrates. As Jenkins says, "the language of the public sphere begins by assuming 

stningers are speaking across the waterhole; possibly strangers who have no need to trust 

each other" (13). When Marlene first arrives at work in Act Two, she is met "across" the 

office coEee maker by NeU and Win who. we learn, are rather jealous of Marlene's 

promotion. Their conversation is one srnacking of distnist and cynicism. Marlene's 

business at the employment agency consists of the traficking of women fiom (prirnariiy) 

male employer to male employer, an activity which Gayle Rubin has pointed to as a 

means of soliàifjmg bonds between men in traditional kinship relationships. We hear 

Marlene quip that she's "putting [herselfl on the line" when she sends potential 'top 

girls' out to meet prospective employers (TG 87); her version of the "traffic in women" 

thus seems not ali that far removed fiom the one which Rubin observes, Marlene is not 

seeking to better the working conditions of the women who corne to her; she is using 

them to solidi@ her own relationship with her (pnmarily male) clients. Furihermore, in 

an effort to make her "girls" seem more "appropriate" for the jobs to which she sends 

them, she directs them to conceal those elements of their identities which will hinder a 

good sel1 (marriage and chüdren should not be mentioned; talking too much is fiowned 
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upon). Marlene proves herself to be no better than the patriarchs whom she rabidly 

denounceci at the duiner party - and no more progressive than the women with whom she 

dined - as she insists on repression rather than celebration of drflirar~ce as a means of 

gaining the s tatu of "top girl." 

In Lacanian terms, Marlene covets the phallus. She is granted that bastion of male 

power by Nell and Win, who exclaim that she has "far more balls than Howard" (100), a 

male CO-worker whom Marlene surpassed to become Managing Director. Mariene's 

symbolic possession of the phallus presents an implicit challenge to Lacanian theory, 

which asserts that women wili always lack authonty because of perpetual p h a k  lack. 

This challenge is pre-empted, however, because Marlene uses the phallus as a means of 

authority over others, wornen as well as men, and therefore women, generally speaking 

within the context of the play, remain lacking. In possession of the symbolic phallus, 

Marlene becomes the syrnbolic father. S he carries that role into Act Three, when she 

appears at the home of Joyce and Angie, the daughter whom she abandoned to Joyce to 

raise. Far from creating a woman's space in their home, the injection of Marlene creates a 

gendered dynamic in which she "plays" the absent father while Joyce plays the rnartyred 

mother. Although the fact that both roles are assumed by women lays the groundwork 

for a subversive performance of same-sex parentage, this performance is once again 

preempted, as Kritzer observes, by the ideology it re-entrenches: "Pattemed on the 

patriarchal opposition between masculine and ferninine, these roles [Marlene and Joyce 

play] offer no new choices to contemporary women" (148). We l e m  that Joyce may 



have been unable to bear children and therefore may have taken Angie in as a method of 

Iegitirnating her womanhood; Marlene, like a typical patriarch, points out Joyce's "lack" 

(TG 133). Interestingly enough, Marlene and Joyce fight over class differences and 

political ideologies as they perform the opposing gender roles which those differences and 

ideologies helped entrench: Marlene argues for the capitalist position which entrenched 

the public sphere as male domain, while Joyce takes a socialist, anti-upper class approach 

which is the raiIying cry of many lower class women trapped in low paying, slave-labour 

jobs. As in the first act, Churchill again points to the cultural and temporal contingency 

of the oppositional sedgender system. 

Shce Marlene wants to be a high-flying lad), it is perhaps no surprise that she 

seeks to perfom her identity - despite al1 appearances to the contrary - as untroublingly 

uniform and essenliafiy feminine. She is the only character played throughout by a single 

actress who takes no other role, and thus appears umaturally stable in a theatrical space 

in which the n o m  is plurality.30 While she works hard to maintain the appearance of a 

stable, uniform identity at work, in the domestic space of the third act that stability 

deconstnicts, as we l e m  that she has had two abortions and that her identity is actually 

the product of a fractured family life that pitted her parents against one another and 

children against parents in a stereotypical display of the battle of the sexes (Marlene stiil 

30AmeI.b Kritzer observes, %hile Marlene mntrols the action, she does not participaie in the 
theatrical traosformations that signal possibility k p n d  the realm of represented action, In the context of 
the d e  displacements going on al1 around her, Marlene as stable playedrole dyaci, sans... fimited by her 
traditional powerfiil quality of immutability. She has gained power but must usc ail her encrgy to ddend 
it; she has not empowered hcrself to participate in a sharai, di- and cvpanding acccss to possibility" 
(142, my emphasis). 



blames only her father for her mother's miserable life (139)). Marlene's fiactured 

identity renders the uniform subjectivity she both perfonns and enforces an illusion, a 

performative constma that conceais its own origins behind the most tenuous of 

appearances. 

Uneonscious Drag? 

Like Isabella, who carmot bear to think of herself perceived as "other than 

feminine," Marlene seeks to reassert her fernininity by wearing only skirts to the office 

(62)?' As a result, however, she appears as a combination of typically masculine speech 

acts and feminine body ianguage, a walking encapsdation of d~fférmce which she 

displays even as she tries to conceal it. She thus performs an unconscious sort of drag 

which, far fiom having the desired effect of re-creating a ferninine ideal, troubles the very 

gender structure which necessitates oppositional o ide al^."^ Marlene is the "not but"; 

that is, she contains difference: both extremes of the gender binary inhabit her body. In 

ternis which Debra Silverman applies to a Joan Crawford performance, Marlene 

. . . straddles the saddle between two sorts of drag, overt fernininity [dress] 
and aggressive masculinity [speech, acts] ... her performance dways 
challenges gender if it does not fully subven it. Both positions transgress 
gender identification by the incongniity of the roles [she] occupies 
simuitaneously . (80) 

3 1Silvema.n points out that o k n  îhc pcflormancc of ovcn fcmininity by rhosc who practice 
typically mascuiinc actions is an indication of guilt ovcr having usurpai thc phallus. At any rate, in 
Marlene's case this performance is ccrtainiy bom of the fcar that her idcntity is bcing lost in hcr 
masculinization, sincc shc canna conceive of hcr idcntity as othcr than gcndcred in the fcminine. 

32According to Debra Siberman, "drag does not necessarily involve either crossdmsing or 
cirashg as a hypersîylized version of one's own gender,..Rather, by throwing into flux the very grounds of 
identif~cation, theurctical drag makes any articulation of a spccific gendcr assigrunent diat?cultW (7 1). 
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Appropriately, Marlene is labelled "not natural" (1 13) by Mrs. Kidd; she is not, indeed, 

"naturai," for she has inadvertently debunked the fdacy  of both uniforni gender identity 

and natural gender ciifference. Marlene is a ''threat to the social scene precisely because 

she transgresses traditional limits of ferninine vision, control and authority" (Silverman 

75), and so Mrs. Kidd, if she is to legitimize her own identity, must label Marlene in 

opposition to herseif 

But Marlene, too, seeks legitimacy. Like her historical counterparts, she 

downplays the subversive value of her performance in an attempt to make herself 

conventionally identifiable within a system for whom the masculine woman is a deviant. 

Since in Marlene's estimation one can only get to the top by playing the subordinate role 

effectively, her vision of her own gender performance presupposes a need to fit into a 

power heirarchy that is always phallic. She recognizes the need to role-play gender 

(hence the skirt), but only as a form of succeeding within (and hence reinforcing), rather 

than troubling, the power heirarchy. Thus, her 'drag' performance contains the potential 

for subversion, but Marlene remains bllnd to that potential: it is we as spectators who are 

charged with the task of reading it. 

But dressing for success is only half of Marlene's 'gender trouble;' her 

emprisonment within the sedgender heirarchy manifests itself most explicity d e r  work 

ends. She may be the "balls" of the operation at the agency, but in sexual relations she 

perceives a need to be the ferninine ideal which men expect. She has little luck dating 

because, as she says, "There's fellas who like to be seen with a high-fiying lady. Shows 



they've got sornething good in their pants. But they can't take the day io day ..."( TG 

137). For the men she dates, her show of masculine power is titillating, no more than a 

semai rush within the heterosexual economy that finds role-playing a source of stimulus - 
just as long as it isn't "real." She expects her boyfiends are "waiting for [her] to tum 

into the little woman" (137) - a prospect to which she cannot reconcile herself She 

cannot play the woman in the way they expect her to play it - adhering to the sex-role 

stereotypes which they feel constitute normalcy - and this inability constitutes for her a 

lack: she remarks that she feels illegitimate and "horrible" (137).~~ Heterosexual 

relationships demand that opposites attract, and as long as Marlene locates herself within 

the heterosexual economy of the play she will either be forced into an u~aturally 

restrictive interpretation of her femininity, or risk being Iabelled as d e ~ i a n t . ~ ~  She 

articulates her options with characteristic cynicism: "Who needs [men]? Weil 1 do. But 

1 need adventures more.. ."(13 7). Marlene mut  choose between men and adventures; 

between either a "deviant" performance and career satisfaction, or a typically "ferninine" 

performance and a man. She cannot have both. Marlene, like her dimer guests, is a 

victim of the sedgender system she perpetuates: in refùsing to chailenge its exclusive 

binary structure she excludes herself. Her final misery, like theirs, cornes from her 

recognition that she is trapped in a system which will allow her to be legitimate only if 

3% Margarck Rubik obsemcs. tension c.s& " b c t ~ c n  masculine pcrformancc and [Markne's J 
sense of failure as a uoman" (1 78). 

34This is not to gcncralize about al1 heterosc.~uaI rclationships; mcrcly to say that, by its very 
nature, the term demands oppositcs of one form or anothcr. Within the Top Girls hctcroscxual çconomy, 
as 1 will discuss in the ncxt scction. these opposites arc always extrerne. 



unproblematically gendered. 

The Homoserual Challenge 

As 1 noted at the beginning of this chapter, homosexuality is the ultimate 

expression of deviancy within bipolar sexlgender systems because it challenges the 

purpose of the system's binary structure: it doesn't necessitate opposites. In Top Girls, 

however, heterosexuaiity, not homosemiality, constitutes disfùnction. No heterosexuai 

relationships in Top Girls work; they are al1 portrayed as seffish endeavours wherein each 

party uses the other for personal gain. Marlene "needs" (137) men to accord legitimacy 

to her claim to f e d i t y ;  her boyfriends need her to prove their manhood (something 

hi&-flying in their pants). Joyce's husband left her for another woman, we l e m  in Act 

Three; Win's boyf?iend is already married. As for the historical 'top girls'' their sexual 

relationships are a catalogue of disfùnction: Nijo is the Emperor's love slave, Griselda is a 

pawn in Walter's power-driven mind games. and even Isabella marries out of duty to her 

sister's memory. Sexuai relationships are about naked power in this play; they are about 

seeking legitimacy in the eyes of a systern based on the arbitrary division into two. 

Churchill undermines this division as she undermines compulsory heterosexuality, 

by proposing homosocial and latently homosexual relationships as the only viable ones in 

Top Girls. This kind of sexual troubling is not new to Churchill: Cloud f i e ' s  main 

project is the deconstruction of normative heterosexuality. In one of the play's many 

parodic moments, Harry, a homosexual man, and Ellen, a lesbian female, are m d e d  for 



the good of the Empire in a climactic send-up of Imperia1 sexual punty. In the second 

act, homosexual relationships replace heterosexud relationships as the nom,  and though 

they are not without their troubles, the most positive relationship in the play occurs 

between two women - one bisexuai, one lesbian - and a gay man. As Clum explains, 

"patriarchd rnarriage is elirninated as the ideal. ..as a result. gender definitions which 

supported rnarriage seem more fluid" (106). Troubling the compulsory heterosexual 

superstructure results in the opening up of new gender configurations. 

While ClolrdNi~e's homosexual alternatives are overt, those in Top Girls are ail 

covert. None are sanctioned, none corne to miition, as is perhaps fitting given the play's 

ultimately bleak ending. Nevertheless, they constitute a glimmer of possibility, an 

alternative for the audience to recognize and incorporate into the overall message taken 

away. Isabella Bird cannot stop talking about her sister; she makes it obvious that 

Hennie is the person dearest to her heart (Isabella lists Hennie before her husband in her 

catalogue of "the loves of [her] lifel'(TG 65)). Hennie is Isabella's self-professed other 

half(137). undermining the expectation that a husband naturdly "completes" a woman. 

Isabella even goes so far as to m m y  the doctor that nursed Hennie at her death because 

he, like Isabella, was devoted to Hennie and '%ad the same sweet character" (65) as she. 

Isabelia's husband therefore becomes, rather than the completion of her gender puzzle. a 

supplement for the person who had already satisfied any need Isabella may have had for 

completion. 

Amelia Howe Kntzer has called Angie and Kit's friendship "the closest 
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relationship in the play" and one that "suggests an alternative to traditional patterns of 

relating" (149). She does not go so fat as to cal1 their relationship latently homosexuai, 

but 1 do not think it much of a stretch to do so. Their backyard junk shack is the only 

reai woman's space in the play, and within it they 'ccuddie" (TG 95) and profess 

affection, albeit in a juveniie manner befitting their young ages. Their relationship's 

doom, however, can be read in the metaphor of the shack that is their preferred space for 

relating: it is temporary, it is a threat to the appearances of a mat, n o r d  house. Joyce 

cm sense something peculiar about Angie and Kit's relationship, and seeks to neutralize 

it by teliing everyone, herself included, that the older Angie has always been "kind to 

little children" (97). Joyce constantly constmas Angie within the heterosexual economy; 

her fear is that Angie will not marry and will therefore become "one of those girls might 

[sic] never leave home" (97). The option of an alternatively gendered relationship does 

not occur to Joyce; she makes it clear that the only option for Angie, if she wishes to 

attain social legitimacy, is a marriage that, like Isabella's, will provide a supplement for 

that which she already had. 

The Challenge of the Female Body 

If the bipolar sedgender system virtually effaces women within its male-validating 

heirarchy, as cntics such as Knsteva and Luce Irigaray contend, then an effective way to 

subvert that system is to make it forcefùlly aware of that which it denies. In his essay, 

Temale Landscapes," Stanton Garner Jr. argues that "traditional stagings of the female 



body.. . both derealize it as subjective presence and rematerialize it as sexualized object" 

(188). In other wordq as Sue Ellen Case implies in her discussion of C i d N i .  the 

female body as it exists within the bipolar sedgender system is a constmct of the male 

gaze that recognizes "female" as the "naturai" object of male desire. For those women 

who intenialize the patriarchal script of compulsory heterosexuality, the desire to 

discipluie the body into the object of the male gaze cornes to appear "naturai" as well. 

Many feminist critics have contended that the traditional interpretation of the 

undisciplined female body within patriarchal cultures is one characterized by fear of the 

body's dark, dirty orifices. Thus, in order for women to exist within the legitimizing 

heterosexual dichotomy, their bodies must first be tamed, effaced, and replaced with an 

"image or fiction" of the bodily ideal (Garner 187). 

Marlene and many of the other 'top girls' participate in the systematic 

dereaiization of their own bodies. Pope Joan is perhaps the most excessive example, 

denying her body altogether in order to fit into a prescnbed gender role. Nijo's body only 

exists to her when clothed in the fine siks representative of her culture's interpretation of 

a "Lady," and Griselda understands her body in terms of either pnde or shame, depending 

upon her husband's ~ h i r n . ~ '  Marlene's discomfort with her body is apparent during her 

conversation with Joyce in Act Three. She has internalized many patriarchal fears of the 

female body: she "doesn't like messy talk about blood," and doesn't want "to talk about 

35When Wdter turns Grisclda out of his housc, he strips her of thc clothcs which granted her 
staius as a noblmvoman and his wife. He insists shc kccp a slip, however, "so he wouldn't bc shamedn 
(78, my emphasis). 
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gynaecology" (1 35). We learn that Marlene rads babies as  a similar kind of female 

abjection: she has had two abortions (135) and was clearly not interested in raising Angie 

when she had her. Iris Young has argueci that pregnancy, white often regarded as a sign of 

women's extreme difference fiom men, can be re-interpreted as  a metaphor for the 

complex and muhivalent nature of fernale identity, as it "reveals a bodily expenence in 

which the transparent unity of self dissolves ..." (Garner 21 6). She contends that the 

fetus blurs the distinction between imer and outer, self and other, and becomes a physical 

manifestation of decentred subjectivity. Within this paradigm, Marlene's rejection of her 

pregnant body (much Iike Jorn's) can be viewed as another example of her blatant refùsai 

to corne to terms with the pluraiity of her own identity. 

Feminist playwrights, as Garner explains. have recently challenged this enforced 

disembodiment of the female with physical re-embodiment. making the "other" female 

body present on stage and forcing the gaze of the audience to contend with it. Top Girls 

stages only one such bodily transgression, and it is promptly sanitized. Angie is the 

tramgressor: overweight, dumpy and somewhat slow,36 she is termed "a big lump" by 

her mother (TG 12 1) and is disregardeci by Marlene ("She's not going to make it" (120)) 

on the basis of her physical and mental unrepresentability within the phallic economy 

that d e s  at Top Girls. Unlike Marlene, Angie celebrates her body's "unmentionables": 

she licks Kit's finger covered in menstrual blood (go), and does not seem bothered by her 

36Reviewers of both ihe original 1982 London production and the subquent one in New York 
concur that Angie  as piayed as such; the hct that most of  these reviewers were men may, howaier, 
compiicaîe this interpreiation. 



physical appearance. Marlene is unable to accommodate Angie's body within her limited 

view of female subjectivity, and hence attempts to clothe her in the costume of accepted 

fernininity by presenting her with a dress as a gifi in Act Three. When the audience first 

sees the dress in Act Two, however, Angie has put it on "to kill [her] mother" (98) in 

what might have been, had it actuaüy been carrieci through, a violent reaction against the 

forces that have attempted to shape and delimit her identity. The dress's ill-fitting state 

only serves to display openly on Angie's body the representational limits of gender 

ideals. 

Despite her denial of her own body, Marlene inadvertently hints at a possible 

means of re-embodying the female in the workplace, that very locale where she cannot 

seem to imagine a transgressive body "making it." Arguing with Joyce about her own 

suitability for motherhood, Marlene mentions a managing director whom she admires, 

'%ho's got two kids [and] breast feeds in the boardroom" (134). Marlene, who counsels 

her 'top girls7 to keep possible pregnancies to themselves, cannot for her delusions of 

power recognize the subversive potential of a pregnant or materna1 body in the 

boardroom. By breast feeding in a space traditionally reserved as the locus of masculine 

power, the managing director introduces the domestic into the public sphere, challenges 

the gendering of the workplace, and expands the limits of what is considered legitimate 

''work" to be done there or e l~ewhere .~~  Her body is made present to the boardroom not 

as an object of male heterosexual fantasy, but as the subject of another economy 

3% =Beyonci Brecht: Britain's New Feminist Dramaw Janeiie Reinelt disnisses the struggle of 
socialkt feminism to have d o d c  work acknowledged as a necessary part of the sphere of production. 



altogether. In this sense she is simultaneously "id' and "out" of the heterosexual market, 

foiling because never completely satisfLing the male gaze.38 

Beyond the Binary: Other Churchill Plays 

Despite the stark contrast between the field of their expenences and the confines 

of their oppositionally-stmctured gender identities, al1 of the women in Top Girls remain 

chained to the sedgender hierarchy which limits their mobility and disciplines their 

subjectivity. Churchill's purpose in this play is deconstructive rather than 

reconstructive, demonstrating the b i t s  of the system rather than presenting alternatives 

to it. Elsewhere in her repertoire, however, viable alternatives to the oppositional 

configurations of sex and gender do exist. 

In CloudNirw, as 1 have mentioned, the most positive relationship depicted in the 

play exists between two women and one man of varying sexud orientations. The man in 

question is Edward who, as a young boy in Act One. is piayed by a woman both to 

highlight his homosexudity and to ironize traditional stereotyping of homosexuals as 

effeminate. In the second act, Edward has trouble overcoming the effeminate role that has 

been ascribed to him as he seeks to play the wife to his male lover. When he is rejected 

by this lover, he joins his sister and her lover in a grouping which includes a child, and 

which challenges traditional configurations of the family by appearing far more nurturing 

than any heterosexual relationship in the play. Edward moves from identiwng himself 

38Debra Silverman gives a thorough account of thc subversive potential of s e ~ ~ n s c i o u s l y  
dispiaying the body in "1s There Female Drag?" 



within traditional sex-role stereotypes to exploding those stereotypes by labelling himself 

"a lesbian"(CN 307). Anne Herrman calls this moment "the most transgressive" in the 

play (3 13), and certainly Edward's proclamation complicates his relationship with his 

sister and her lover tremendously, for no longer can we confidently c d  it either 

heterosexud or homosexual. In proclairning himself a lesbian, Edward calls into question 

Our assumptions about the biological basis of homosexuality and the unproblematic 

fashion in which we equate gender and sexuality, and totaiiy undermines our expectation 

that every relationship between a man and a woman must be an affirmation of normative 

heterosexuality and binary gender difference. The terms "heterosexuality" and 

"homosexuality" themselves are rendered permanently suspect. 

In A Mouthfil of Br&, her 1986 collaboration with David Lan, Churchill "extends 

the body's representational limits more definitely than ever before" (Diamond, (In) Visible 

Borües 202). Among its stories, the play tells that of Herculine/Abel Barbin, the 

nineteenth century hermaphrodite whose transgressive dual sexuality was rigorously 

disciplined into the fiction of a male body by medical and religious professionals. 

Churchill and Lan re-embody Herculine/Abel by pairing herlhim with the homosexual 

character Derek. In the moment their bodies physically unite, the result "resembles a 

two-headed hemaphroditic body" (Diamond 203) which is the physical manifestation of 

se& &flérrcwe. Derek, no longer forced to repress his plurality for the sake of fitting a 

cultural nom, expresses cornfort with his body for the first time. His is the Churchiliian 

identity that at laa fully subverts the bipolar sexlgender system: 



This body ruins representation. It undermines a patriarchy that 
disciplines the body into gender opposition; it dismantles the 
phallomorphic economy that denies visibility to the female (except as 
opposition or complement to the male). (Diamond, (IdYisiale Bodies 203) 

While Top Girls does not quite "min" bipolar gender representation, it does 

complicate it thoroughly, dramatizing its Iimits and its inadequacies. In the next chapter, 

Edward Albee's înree Tidi Women takes this complication a step Iiirther, making the 

rnultivalent femaie subject physically present on stage and challenging our rnost basic 

assumptions about theatncal representation. 



Chapter 2. 

Bodies in Performance: 

Staging Female Identity in Albee's Th= Tall Wonren 

If 1 go to the theatre now, it must be a political gesture, with a view to 
changing, with the help of other women, its means of production and 
expression. It is high time that women gave back to the theatre its 
fortunate position, its ruisotz d'être ... the fact that there it is possible to 
get across the living, breathing, speaking body ... Ali it requires is one 
wornan who strays beyond the bounds of prohibition, expenencing herself 
as rnany, the totality of those she has been, could have been or wants to 
be.. ." 

- Hélène Cixous, A i h  ù la Mer 

1 am ... noticeable, but almost never identified. 
-- Miss Alice, Tilly Alice 1, iii 

Chances are Hélène Cixous would not have thought much of Edward Albee's early 

theatre. His female characters (critics say) are bitches, as his plays continually recreate 

the "emasculation of the American male and American society by the American bitch 

mother" (Julier 34).39 In fact, the most cornmon term critics use to describe Albee's 

'women' is "emasculating," as though their very existence is predicated on the desire to 

disable or steal the phallus, reinforcing the Lacanian female fantasy and proving the old- 

school psychoanalysts right about the "nature" of women living under patriarchal rule. 

Not a very feminist playwright? Not a very feminist critique, either. 

3%ura Julier critiques Albee's plays from a feminia penpcçtive, and docs so with great care and 
sensitivity. This statemcnt is her summary of the trend in Albee criticism to date, not necessarily a 
statement of her own beiiefS. 



In recent years, feminist critiques of the work of male writers have become 

tremendously popular, and Albee has had his share. Some, like Mickey Pearlman, cannot 

condone what they consider to be misogynistic tendencies in Albee's body of work, 

which Pearlman blatantly c d s  "anti-fernale" (183). He takes particular issue with f i e  

Zoo S w ,  Albee's first play, which he says "agonizes over the predicaments of men by 

m e r  diminishing the emotional, sexual and spiritual needs of women" (1 87). For 

Pearlman, Albee arnounts to little more than an "angry young man" (190) who blames 

women for Arnerica's woes and dramatizes his misogyny as a viable explmation for the 

deciine of modern Mie. While Pearlman's d y s i s  of Albee's work makes a valuable 

contribution to feminist criticism insofx as it points to moments in his texts where 

female characters are perhaps unfairly treated, 1 would argue that he does not make a clear 

enough distinction between the attitudes of Albee's characters, and the attitudes of Albee 

himseK At first glance, the superficial "Mommy" character (The American Dreom, The 

SmFdbox), the violent and raging Martha (Who 's A fraid of firgi~~ia Woolp), the "angular" 

Julia (A Delkate Baialce) and the terminally absent Nice (nty A k e )  al1 seern to be mere 

stereotypes of the most mdicious kind, characterizations which show little interest in 

women's concems or in the source of their seemingly atrocious behaviour. But is the first 

glance - that which theatre audiences often get (and are content to keep) as their one and 

only impression of a play - enough to praise or condemn a piece of work that stnves 

beyond superficiai reading? Albee is known as a playwright whose social cnticism is 

biting, and who aims to put the audience to work in the process of that criticism: 



The problem ... is getting people to listen to the words. They will listen 
only to what they want to hear and then translate it into something they 
can [ive with. 1 don't like to let them off the hook, which is one of the 
reasons 1 get criticid for not having the catharsis in the body of the play. 
1 don't think that's where the catharsis should be anymore. 1 think it 
should take place in the mind of the spectator some time 
aftenvards. (Interview with Irving Wade: 1969) 

Albee's plays - and particularly the female characters within them - need to be considered 

in light of this theatrical modis operandi; his work stmggles to engage audiences critically, 

to force them to abandon their traditionally passive position and recognize themselves as 

a necessary component of the drama, of the social criticism taking place on the stage. Our 

responses to his plays, the attitudes with which we approach them, form part of the 

critical context out of which Albee's work is created and perfonned. 

Albee has aiways maintained that his female characters are misunderstood. He 

claims that they are "stronger and more able to deal with life" than the male characters he 

creates, and that those who accuse him of rnisogyny are simply unable to accept women 

as "strong and vital and vocal people" (Interview with Jeanne Wolf: 1975). Despite the 

problems with this generalizing accusation, it nevertheless points to one possible answer 

to the nagging question of how a playwright can intend, believe and perceive one thing 

about his drama while many critics and theatre goers may perceive another. The nature of 

perception itself is under scrutiny here; the way we choose to read or see Albee's 

women, the generosity with which we approach their actions and the information given 

us about them, makes the difference as to whether or not they will be labelled evidence of 

misogyny on the part of the playwright, or on the part of the society which the 



playwright is critiquing. Bonnie Blumenthal Finkelstein, in her femlliist re-visioning of 

U k  's Afaid of V»gitkz WooK argues that female characters in Albee plays do conform 

to 'Pereotypical notions of women's place" (52), but as such become Albee's means of 

critiquing the normative notion of 'komen's place" by which their identities are stifled, 

rather than evidence of his lack of ability (or desire) to create "realistic" female characters. 

If Albee's goal is to unseat, even to "temfy" his audiences (Interview with Patricia de la 

Fuente: 1980), then perhaps his fernale characters have always stood as a challenge to 

spectators to look beyond looking, beyond the immediate desire enforced by the passive 

nature of spectatorship to dismiss difficult charaders as "difficult," and instead 

investigate the sources of that difficulty. 

Out of this complicated and often contradictory cntical context cornes Three Tafi 

Womerz, the play which Edward Albee had been preparing his entire lifetime to write. %y 

this 1 do not simply mean that Albee had wanted to write Tnree Taif Womert for many 

years, aithough that certainly seems truc:' but rather that Il>ree Taff Women serves as 

the culmination of his oeuvre's critical thmst over the past thiny years.4 ' It provides at 

4oIn the introduction to Three Tall Ctomen. Albee pinpoints the momcnt hc bcgan "writing" the 
play as the momcnt of his "first awarcncss of consciousncss." also his carlicst rncmory of his adoptcd 
mother, on whosc lifc the play is b a d  It is no mcan strctch to cal1 Three Tall Ibnen thc most 
autobiographicai of Albcc's plays, and in interviews sincc its rclcaçc hc has calleci its writing "a kind of 
exorcism" (New York Times, April 13, 1994, C lS+). 

410ne of Albee's earliest plays, The ~ d b o x ,  was writîen as a response to the death of his 
grandmother, whom k fclt had bccn poorly tmicd by his stcpmothcr (reflcctcd in the vicious "Mommy" 
character in Lhe play). Three Tall Women, composcd as a rcsponsc to thc dcath of this stepmother almost 
thirty years later, rewrites The SancaZox in rnany ways: as WC will sce, it rcprcscnts a much less cynical and 
more sophisticatcd vicw of the aging praxss, the rclationship bctwccn gcncrations of womcn, and the 
progression tmard death which IIFC al1 fa=. 



1st  a forceful solution to the problem which we have seen plaguing him, that of how to 

represent women in the context of a social criticism which takes aim at a society that for 

many years has Iimited women's mobiility - a cnticism which plays itself out on the 

stage, a traditional locus of women's objectification and eEacement - without further 

diminishing women's concems and essentializing their identities. Taking as its subject 

matter the life story of a woman on the verge of dying, Inree Taff Women stands atop the 

Albee wuvre as the antithesis of and response to The Zoo Stov, the dl-male play notable 

for its main character's overtly misogynistic generaiizations about women. While in The 

Zoo Sfory the women being condemned are conspicuously absent, denied the right to 

represent themselves, lhree Tufi Womm restores - or rather complicates - that right. 

Instead of two men on a park bench we get three women in a b e d r ~ o m , ~ ~  or rather three 

actresses who corne to represent one woman: while the first act of the play presents a 

"reaiistic" encounter between three women of disparate ages, in its second act 7hree Tall 

Wonen stages its "main character" at three different moments in her lifetime 

simultaneousiy - ages twenty six, fXy two and ninety something (her final age is never 

fixed) - a physical representation of multivalent femaie identity43 Rather than restncting 

42There is a male figure in Three Ta// I l h e n .  the son of the djing main charactcr, but hc has no 
lines. He appears at the momcnt of inicrpcllation by his mothcr(s), and sccms to be a figrnent of her 
imagination, His appcaranœ is probkmatic, howcr ,  in that it cornes at a momcnt in the play when the 
barriers between reaiity and the imaginary are king  chailenged on stage. Ultimately, his character begs to 
be interpreted as part of bat challenge, as neither oompletely of one world or another. 

431n the play's first act, the action centres around an cldcrly WOU "Aw hcr nurse, the middlc 
aged "B," and a young woman, "C," a Iawycr's clcrk who has corne to discuss matiers pertaining to the 
elderly wo~oman's estate. in Act Two. al1 îhrcc charactcrs rcappcar - and are rcfcrrcd to by the same "names" - as manifcsbtions of Act One's "A" during hcr youth. hcr middlc and old agcs; thcy rcflcct criîicaily upon 
the events of "A? lXe, oftcn cchoing and dissccting mattcrs shc had aircady dcscribcd in Act One. The 
mast importani- and confusing - thing to remember about the dEercncc betwen charaderization in Ads 



women's representation to the realm of the irnaginary - be it our imaginations, in the 

absence of female characters, or traditional theatre's imagining of the fernale body as an 

incarnation of male angst or desire - this play, in its multiple incarnations of an 

'individual' identity, challenges the relationship between the imaginary and the real by 

sîagïiiig the impossibility of ever f\illy representing the female subject on stage, in "real 

tune." As Act Two's ''threg wornedA4 argue over the social, familial, and econornic 

forces that have shaped and sought to repress them, they do what no other Albee play 

does: they deconstruct the "emasculating bitch mother" figure, foregrounding her identity 

as such as a social construct, and rendering infinitely problematic the hegemonic and ail- 

encompassing labels which have corne too easily fiom the mouths of critics - and Albee 

characters - over the years. 

Albee's plays have always had a prevailing interest in the performative nature of 

identity. Rather than presenting identity as an essential, autonomous entity, something 

located in the body rather than mapped ont0 it,45 I would argue that Albee's plays have 

always sought to debunk the myth of essential identity, challenging us to think of 

One and Two is that, white in Act One "A" is a discrete individual, in Two the character labeiied "A" is 
only one manifestation of "A"'s idcntity. Aithough thcir namcs are the samc, thcir rolcs are no1 directly 
transiaîabie. 

It has bccn suggcstcd to me. and is wrth noting, that Three Tail CC bmen rnay havc bccn in part 
inspireci by Michel Trcrnblay 's Albertirte in Five Times which curnincs onc charactcr ai 6% diaerenî 
moments in her lifétime. 

U A s  one can weN imagine, finding a tcrm to dcscnbc the main character of Three Ta11 Women as 
she appears in Act Two is a challenge which I'm sure Aibce intcndai as part of his critique of f c d e  
representation in this play. The tcnns which 1 use to dcscribc this charactcr ate not uniform, but always try 
to reflex3 a sense of the plurd which is inherent in hcr identity, 

4sThese t e m  arc Iane Desmond's, h m  hcr illuminating articlc, "Mapping ldcntity Onto The 
Body." 



ourselves as composed of a series of roles - be they racial., culturai, gender, age or other- 

related - rather than as a central essence defining who we are. In A Deiicate Babace 

(1967), Edna and Hany appear on the doorstep of Agnes and Tobias, their best friends, 

44tnghtened" (DB 3 1). Of what are they filghtened? The play seems to suggest they fear 

not knowing who they are, for an identity is what they have corne seeking. They proceed 

to move in and "take over" the house, performing tasks that have, until now, classifieci 

Agnes and Tobias as its "nghtfui" owners. 'Agnes' and 'Tobias,' the play suggests, are 

really just an accumulation of social roles disguised as autonomous identities; dl it takes 

to usurp them in this context is a better performance. Later, Ine La& Fmm Dubuque 

(1980) centres upon the appearance of the mysterious Eiizabeth, claiming to be the 

mother of JO, who is dying of cancer. Jo's husband Sam refuses to believe Elizabeth's 

daim, but h d s  himself unable to prove othenvise: Elizabeth is Jo's mother insofar as she 

perfoms the role perf'tly. Identity, Elizabeth puts forth, is redly just "semantics" (LD 

152), a matter of what we say and do. Sam is forced to admit that he no longer knows 

who she, or, for that matter, he, really is, and at that very moment the character Oscar 

descends the stairs wearing Sam's clothes and 'playing' Sam (1 52). Because the progress 

of the play reveals 'Sam,' like 'Agnes' and 'Tobias', to be a no more than a 

conglomeration of words and actions disguised as an essential identity, Oscar's 

performance merely foregrounds and exposes the illusion of essential identity upon which 

theatre's existence - and its power - is predicated. 1s it not in the theatre, &er dl, that 

we are asked to believe that the characters on stage are unique individuals, while in fact all 



the tirne they are being played by other, supposedly unique, individualsP6 Theatre itseif 

is based on the performance of identity; it works to conceal that Kact), but Albee chooses 

to reveal it. 

If Albee's plays ultimately assert identity as performative, a series of non- 

exclusive social roles mapped onto rather than Iocated inside the body, then mree Tc22 

Wumen is the physical manifestation of this facet of Albee's critical vision. BIumenthal 

has argued that the biggest problem facing Albee's femaie characters is a lack of identity" 

(52); 1 wodd argue instead that the problem has not so much been a lack of identity as of 

a viable method of representing it. By "splitting" the play's main character into three 

roles, Albee foregrounds her identity as performative and intersubjective, undermining 

and exposing the unified fernale subject, as she is normally represented in the theatre, as a 

false and dangerous construct bom of an artistic medium determined to contain and 

objectifL women and their bodies. No one "woman" on stage in this play can stand 

alone; she always already necessitates - and is necessary to - the presence of the other 

two. niree Tall Wumen's threefold body thus proposes for feminist theatre a viable 

method of representing women on the stage, insofar as it chalItwges representation, 

pushing at its masgins rather than accepting its usual modes and tenets. This body 

constantly eludes fûll representation, refùsing to be fixed, refûsing to be objectified, 

refiising to be effaced. It cannot be summed up in a sound bite; instead, it makes the 

46Thk, of coum. is exictly whai Brecht argues in his pcdormancc ihcorics. although 1 know of 
no evidcnce that Ai& has bccn consciously or dircctly inilucnccd by thosc thmrics, cuccpt pcrhaps as thcy 
manifest themsclves in work by other modcm and posimodcm playwiights. 
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inadequacy of the sound bite paipably present to its bearer. 

In the discussion which follows, 1 wiii consider TIvee Tall Women 's vision of 

female representation both as a means of re-thinking Hélène Cixous' theory of "body 

presence," aud as a means of deconstnicting the traditionai drarnatic structures which 

have often resulted in the creation of problematic stereotypes Iike that of the 

c'emasculating bitch mother," and against which Cixous' theory struggled. 1 will then go 

on to consider Iïrree Tail Womert's threefold body as a means of displacing and retuming 

theatre's objectifjing gaze, the most entrenched and perhaps aiso most dangerous of 

these structures. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the politics of aging, and 

Albee's use of age as a complicating factor in sociological constructions of gender 

identity. 

Bodies In Performance: Thee Tall Women Revisions Cixous' Phenomenology of 

Theatre 

In her landmark essay on ferninism and theatre, Aller à la ~er'",  Hélène Cixous 

asks the question which had long been troubling, and continues to trouble, feminist 

theatre critics: "How, as women, can we go to the theatre without lending our complicity 

to the sadism directed against wornen, or being asked to assume, in the patriarchal farnily 

structure that the theatre reproduces ad ÏiIfi~~Ïtum, the position of victim?" (546). Marc 

Silverstein calis this dilemma "the choice that Ïs rtoi a choice between masochistic 

47The ierm mer in this contcxt is gcncrally üanslatcd as both "thc sca" and "the mother." 



identification with the women in the performance frame ... and sadistic identification with 

the male protagonist. .." (Silverstein 507, my emphasis). Given Silverstein's terms of 

identification, which are split dong gender lines, one rnight be tempted to argue that the 

solution to the problem both he and Cixous articulate - that of a patriarchal theatre which 

"disembodies" the female on stage and replaces her with an incarnation of male fantasy 

(Garner 187) - lies in the dl-fernale play, which, in its elimination of the male protagonist, 

ostensibly also eliminates his fantasies, and therefore one's ability to identi& with them. 

As we have seen in Top Girls, however, merely replacing male protagonists with female 

protagonists does not automatically disrupt or eliminate the "patriarchal family 

structure;" on the contrary, it cm subtly and disturbingly reinforce that structure by 

demonstrating the ways in which it has been internalized by women. Uni-gendered plays 

are a point of departure for a critical feminist theatre, but as a method of subversion they 

c m o t  stand alone. 

The question of how to represent women in theatre without objectifjing or 

fictionalizing their presence is a complicated one, because the theatre demands an 

objectifjhg representation of everything on the stage in order to maintain the voyeur- 

exhibitionist dichotomy between spectator and spectacle on which the illusions of theatre 

depend. As Elin Diarnond explains, the problem therefore is one of the nature of 

theatrical representation itself 

The body, in particular the female body, by virtue of entenng stage space, 
enters representation - it is not just there, alive, an unmediated presence, 
but rather 1 ) a signifying element in a dramatic fiction; 2) a part of a 
theatrical sign system whose conventions of gestunng, voicing and 



impersonating are referents for both perfonner and audience; and 3) a sign 
in a system ... usually owned and operated by men for the pleasure of a 
viewing public whose major wage eamers are male. 

(Brechtian Theory/Feeinist nteory 89) 

But can we ever escape representation? Cixous seems to think it possible, and necessary, 

ifwe are to have a tnie feminist theatre: "If the stage is Woman ... it will mean ndding this 

space of theavicaiity. She will want to be a bodypreseme; it will therefore be necessary 

to work at exploding everything that d e s  for staginess ..." (Aller 547, my emphasis). 

Not surprisingiy, Cixous' notion of "body presence" has corne under fire from other 

cntics (see Silverstein) because it assumes that women can appear on stage - Western 

culture's most revered locus of "representation" - as "an unmediated presence," but does 

not complicate that assumption as Diamond does above; that is, it does not recognize that 

the female body - Wce the male body, or any other body - is aiways already within 

representation when on stage, is always already a sign in a complicated system of 

signifiers and referents. As Silverstein observes, " 'Aller à la Mer' echoes a persistent 

desire within performance theory .. . the desire for a theatre in which the closure of 

representation yields the plenitude of the real.. ." (Silverstein 508). In these terms, the 

problem with Cixous' theory becomes obvious: it is, after al1 that very "plenitude of the 

reai" - the fiction of the " r d  woman" and the representation of unproblematic femaie 

bodies in the theatre - that feminist theatre criticism is trying to undermine. 

Critics of Cixous, however harshly they disagree with her belief in a 

phenomenological solution to the problem of women's objectification on stage, also tend 

to agree that the main trouble with Cixous is not her critical thnrst, but rather her 



conclusion. If we re-examine the theory included in her explanation of "body presence" 

above, we discover that Cixous' conclusion does not necessarily folow fiom her own 

discussion: "rïdding ... space of theatricality" and "expioding everything that makes for 

staginess" sounds very much like a good way to ut~dermi~ie traditionai modes of 

representation, rather than as a way to escape them?* 1 propose that what is called for 

as a means of re-imagining women's place in theatre is a revisioning - not a wholesale 

rejection - of Cixous' notion of "body presence" within her own theoretical terms. 1 

m e r  propose that Tnree Tall Women effects that revisioning by defining "body 

presence" as a chriletzge lu received iciéczs of boclfy presence, rather than as a mere 

inverse reification of them. I ~ e a d  of proposing that women must tmly be "seen" on the 

stage, outside the bounds of representation, the play's threefold body dismpts the 

theatre's assumption that a wornan's body - as a singular, autonomous unit - can be seen 

at dl. Instead of "the closure of representation yield(ing) the pienitude of the real," 

closed representation yields multiple representations which undennine accepted 

assumptions about the "realism" of the uniform dramatic body. In Simone Benmussa's 

terms the stage must become "the visual centre . . . of u~~at~uitd~~ble essence" (Silverstein 

5 15, emphasis in original), the locus of a decentred body which rejects completely the 

48Buder, in Gender Trouble, argua c..tcnsivcly against thc bclicf, hcld by many pststructufalist 
critics, that the possibifity exists for an escape from the Symbolic order as it dominates Western cultural 
life today. She observes that what many critics consider to bc an cxapc fiom rcprcscntation is rcally an 
undermining of that very reprcscntation on a large scalc; shc cites Foucault's intctprctation of the mernoirs 
of Herculine M i n  as an example. Whcreas Foucault bclicvcd that Barbin's hcrrnaphroditic body escapcd 
the bounds of traditional sc.YuaIity, lcaving him/hcr frcc of the constraints placcd upon sexuality by a 
bipolar system, Butler argues that, werc escape cvcr possible, Barbin's troublcs would have been over. 
She oKers instead that Barbin's body troubled acceptai modcs of sc.~uat bcing to such an extcnt that s/he 
was disciplinai into an artif~cially coherent xxuality and thus dnven to suicide, (Sce Gender Trouble 
c hapter three) 



theatrical notion of a central presence. "Body presence" is resurrected in 7nree Tall 

Womet~ as baiies in pet$wma;r~ce, bodies simultaneously "within representation whïie 

refbsing its fixity" @iamond, Brechtim îheory 89). 

Performance, in José Féral's tenns, is intricately tied to representations of the 

body. Insofar as "performance" is that spectacle which rejects theatrical illusion (note 

the paraiiels to Ckous) and reveais the hidden processes of staginess, while the crux of 

theatrïcal illusion lies in its ability to convince its audience that the bodies on stage belong 

not to actors, but to characters whose representation is meant to efface the actors' bodies 

in their every appearance, then a successfÙl performance would appear to hinge on the 

breakdown of the unitary subject on stage. Féral comments: "The body (in performance) 

is made conspicuous: a body in pieces, fiagmented and yet one ..."( 171). This description 

seems tailor-made for Three Tall Women; as the uniform subject that is the character of 

"A" in Act One fragments into three characters in Act Two, her body literally goes to 

pieces.49 The actresses playing "B" and "C" assume new roles abandoning the postures 

of nurse and Iegal assistant respectively to become incarnations of "A" at different ages. 

The actress who plays "A" in Act One meanwhile also changes roles; rather than 

embodying the frai1 woman who suffers a stroke at the end of that act, she reappears afker 

intermission on her feet, speaking and moving fieely, another incarnation of "A." This 

multiple role-playing heightens the sense of Fragmentation; just as in Top Girls, it renders 

49These bodies could be considered whaî Elin Diamond refers to as "Brechtian bodies": the 
technique of fragmenting "A" into three bodies for the second act scems to bc a tcxtbcmk example of the 
alienation Hect as it is dcsigncd to forcground the illusion of subjcct-unity on stage. 
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the actresses' bodies conspicuous beneath the guise of character. As the audience 

discovers that no single one of the splintered incarnations of "A" can ever fùlly embody 

her identity, the play renders that identity a site "of stniggle and change," one which 

parodies and problematizes traditional theatre's insistence upon a one-to-one correlation 

- between actor and character. The struggle is further complicated by a fourth body on 

stage in Act Two, that body which is nobody, and which represents "A" as she ended 

Act One: lying in the bed at cetttre stage is a plastic dummy wearing an oxygen mask. 

She is the symbolic incarnation of the lifeless, objecrified female body typically portrayed 

on the traditional stage. Remaining onstage throughout the second act, she "nifnes the 

smooth edges of representation" (Diarnond 89). mocking the theatre's attempts to create 

a fïxed, femaie presence. 

lhree Tall Womerz puts quite a spin on the "one-woman show." Not only does 

Albee populate the play with three women instead of one, but he populates it with three 

women without names. Choosing to cal1 the characters "A", "B" and "C" seems at first 

glance reductive, as though the playwright imagines his characters to be no more 

significant than the letters representing them. Yet this first glance (like al1 first glances in 

Albee works) leaves much to be considered: Albee's "reductive" choice is actualiy ideally 

suited to his critical purpose, for the letter names "demystif[y] the subject on stage" 

(Féral 178). and further decenter the "main character." They also signal Albee's 

understanding - and critique - of the function of naming in our society. Names are an 

identification with the father, with patrilineage; one's name is not one's choice - it is the 



enforced denial, at the moment of interpellation into culture, of selfhood in favour of 

another's mark of identity. For women, surnames ('sir'names) are also an enforced 

identification with the husband, linguistic proof of a d e ' s  traditionally subordinate role. 

Not to name under such semiotic circumstances is to ironize our need for recognizable 

labels - something which signals identification with the aiready-legitimized - in order to 

accord an individual legitimacy within the ternis of culture. But Albee's use of the 

alphabet is ultimately more than just a fiirther destabilization of unified identity or a 

parody of the social fùnction of naming; it is an inclusionary rather than exclusionary 

practice, one which embodies the intersubjective nature of identity which proper names 

purposefiilly c o n ~ e a l . ~ ~  Narnes represent a closed circuit of familial identity: to be Albee 

is to be not O'Neill. They are markers of possessive individuality, and present the 

illusion that Albee and O'Neill are completely separate individuals, when of course we 

recognize the significant infiuence which the latter playwright has had on both Albee's 

work and life. We are aiways alarmed to find someone in Our classroom, office or 

neighbourhood who shares Our name; we feel as though our individuality has been 

compromised. Al1 that has been compromised, however, is the illusion of individuality, 

of closed imer essence. Names disguise our intersubjectivity the way theatre disguises 

multivalent identity, but «A," " B  and "C," in their very nature as letters in a sequence, 

are interdependent and immediately recall the rest of the alphabet, inviting the possibility 

50In Judith Buticr's terms, "the source of pcmnal and political agcncy cornes not from within 
the individual, but in and through thc cornplcs dluriii cxchangcs among bodics in which identiîy is ever- 
shifting ... is constructcd, disintegraicd and recitculated ody within the contcxt of a dynamic field of 
cuiturai reiationships" (Gender Trouble 127). 



of uifinite (or at least 23) other representations of t he play's main character. The three 

women on stage de@ closed representation not only by virtue of their plural 

performance, but also by virtue of the many possible incarnations of "A" to which they 

point, and which remain un-staged. They are truly "within representation while refbsing 

its fixity," "naming" female subjectivity as inclusive rather than exclusive - an open 

performance. 

Three Women Unframed: Albee Undoes the Traditional Dramatic Text 

Albee's revisioning of traditional modes of female representation extends beyond 

the bodies of his "characterl' to the dramatic fiame itself What at first curtain-rise 

appears to be a typical Aibee drama unfolding takes a sharp tum into the surreal at the 

midway point, defjhg audience expectation and demanding Our active critical 

reflection? Just as Top Girls' opening dinner party acts as a critical filter through which 

we are rneant to read the actions and attitudes of the women in the rest of the play, Act 

Two of 7 k e e  Tall Womerz demands a complete re-examination of the attitudes and ideas 

with which we as an audience approached Act One. The play opens with three separate 

individuals on stage: a f i l ,  babbling old woman ("A"); a middle-aged woman, abrupt in 

speech and manner ("B"); and a young woman, somewhat conservative, uptight and 

argumentative ("C"). Laura lulier, in her article "Faces To The Dawn: Female Characters 

in Albee's Plays," argues that the main tension in Albee's drama lies not between the 

SlDemanding audicnccs' critical rcflcction is hardly a ncw thing with Mbce, but, as 1 Hill argue 
in a later section, in Three Tali Wonten this dcmand takcs a highly unusual and subversive form. 



sexes but between the generations. She classifies his fernale characters into three 

representative groups: the whiny daughter figure, the cynical mother figure, and the aged, 

ofien helpless but nonetheless vividly sexuai, grandmother figure. Some or ail of these 

figures reappear, Julier argues, in virtually every Albee play.52 Three Tail Women seems 

to be no exception: "A" could easily fit the grandmother 'type', "8" the mother role and 

"C" that of the daughter. The characteristic "tension" between the generations which 

Julier cites is also present: the women move fiom moments of seeming solidarity to 

outbursts of defensive rage. "C" 'plays the daughter' perfectly as she criticires and 

contradicts "A" fiom the moment the play begins, continually antagonizing the gap in age 

and experience between them for fear of acknowledging the inevitability of old age whose 

approach she denies and rejects: "It must be awfûl ... To begin to lose it, 1 mean - the 

control, the loss of dignity ..." (TTW 13). "B" retorts with characteristic "mother figure" 

cynicism: "Oh, stop it! It's downhill Corn sixteen on! For all of us!" (13) "A" 

meanwhile exudes physical heiplessness - she is unable to go to the bathroom or move 

around the stage at ail without the aid of at least one of the other women - but at the same 

t h e  demonstrates the verve and sexuaiity characteristic of her aging Albee shadow, the 

fdmous "Grandma" fiom The Americat~ Drram. S he is quick to try to foi1 "B" - breaking 

a glas in the bathroom in order to get her attention - and speaks candidly about her semai 

history: "1 didn't like sex much, but 1 had an affair" (25) she remarks at one point, and 

5 2 ~ o r  example, The American Dream and The Sandbox dramatizc Lhc tension bctween mouier and 
grandmother figures, while A Deiicate Bafance, illl Over and it no 's Afraid of C ïrginia Woofp (in the 
interaction bcîwœn Honcy and Martha) prcscnt the mothcrdaughkr dynarnic (thcsc cxamplcs are pnrnarily 
Jtdier's). 



Iater excites her companions with the raunchy story of how her husband once presented 

her with a diarnond bracelet by dangiing it from his erect penis (54-6). To al1 

'knowledgable' eyes thïs is a story we have seen before, fiil1 of Albee character types 

resurrected from the archives. As "A" recounts her life story, full of the gaps and 

contradictions that point to approaching senility, the audience is invited to identify with 

"C." who, iike us, has been plunged into an environment alien to her. "A" meanwhile 

emerges as the least viable audience surrogate on stage at the end of the first act, for while 

we sympathize with her disabilities, she nevertheless embodies a moment in time with 

which no one in the theatre wishes to identifiSs3 Like "C', we are lulled into viewing 

"A"'s recoiiections as the disjointed, albeit often amusing, ramblings of a senile old 

woman, and our distance fiom her is aggravated by her mental confusion, which is 

palpable; she even appears to have forgotten her age!54 As the act ends, "A" suffers a 

stroke; "B" and "C" mn for help. and the curtain fdls. 

At this point Albee abandons his drarnatic M e  of choice, and catches the 

audience, rather than his characters. in the fiame-up. As we file out for intermission, 

expectations for Act Two are uncertain. Albee has chosen to end the first act in a 

peculiar manner; one generaily expects a play to end with the death or near-death of a 

531 wiil be discussing Three Ta11 Wornen 's deconstruction of society's taboo against aguig more 
compIe&ely in a later part of this chapter. 

54The question of "A"'s age runs like an undcrcurrcnt ihroughout this act. and in fact is never 
answered By the end of A a  Two, it bccomcs clcar that ihis lack of rerolution is inicntional: rchising to 
pin down her agc bccomcs a mcans by which Albcc problcmatkcs the gap bciwccn pung and old and 
t h w s  into relief socicty's devaluation of thc aging wornan. 
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character, but we are now faced with a fiil1 hour or so of playing time in which, 

theoretically, anything could happen. Of course, as we gather in the theatre lobby to chat 

about what wili transpire in Act Two, that "anything" becomes somewhat constricteci. 

We assume that we wiii return to some variaiion of the usual: an old woman dying, silent, 

perhaps even physically absent. She might recover and continue her life story, now 

enhanced by a visit into the unknown, or be replaced by doctors and family gathering 

around to discuss her condition, her past life, and form our final impressions of who she 

"redy" was. Whatever we imagine will transpire, however, the one thing we do not 

expect is the reincarnation of "A" as a threefold entity. 

Why not? Above dl, we expect that the theatrical conventions goverring Act 

Two will be the same as those which govemed Act One. In other words, we expect 

things to continue in a "realistic" mode, as a linear progression toward an eventual 

solution, after which the play will be over and we will be free to go home. Albee instead 

disrupts Our expectations by changing the rules of the game; he exchanges the 

detednistic sequence of events begun in Act One - which would allow the audience to 

reach an end, corne to a conclusion, forrn a simple judgement of character and action - for 

an ever expanding field of theatrical possibiüty. Churchill, as we have seen, abandons 

narrative convention in the first act of Top Girls and continues to problematize the very 

idea of progress throughout that play; Iike her, in ï h e e  Tall Wometî Albee recognizes the 

drarnatic conventions of progress and resolution as among those strategies which can 

govem, label and trap female characters in the theatre. By fracturing "A"'s being into 



three and refusing to continue the narrative thread of Act One, Albee explores the 

possibility of a different way of concludhg. 

Of course, the limitations of our own expectations as audience are not necessarily 

the consequence of a lack of imagination. There are plenty of theatrical precedents 

goverhg what we consider to be within the realm of the imaginable, al1 of which adhere 

to what Ckous calls the yiet~lt Jac ("old gaine") of the bourgeois theatre, a game 

characterized by "playing the role, maintainhg the c u ~ i e ~ z  régime of mirror-gazing ... 

encourag(ing) the double perversion of voyeunsm and exhibitionism.. ."(Aller 547). In 

other words, there is a structure at work in the "old game," one which locates and traps 

the female body as object, and one which encourages its silence: 

With even more violence than fiction, theatre, which is built according to 
the dictates of male fantasy, repeats and intensifies the horror of the 
murder scene which is at the origin of d l  cultural productions. It is aiways 
necessary for the woman to die in order for the play to begin. Only when 
she has disappeared can the curtain go up; she is relegated to repression, to 
the grave, the asylum, oblivion and silence. When she does make an 
appearance, she is doomed, ostracized, or in a waiting room. She is loved 
only when absent or abused . . . Outside and also beside herself (Aller 
546) 

But Albee, as he himself has commented, is not one to let audiences off the hook and ease 

them into the codor t  of passive spectatorship. Instead of complying with the rules of 

the "old game," Intee Tafl Women sends them up, puts them on show, performs the 

tricks of their trade; rather than bowing to convention, Act Two intempts, interrogates 

and makes visible the theatrical manoeuvres of that narrative which have enforceci the 

"silence" of women in drarna Albee mocks the dramatic 'prerequisites' which Cixous 
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laments above: rather than dying or disappearing, the dummy body on stage in Act II is 

always on the verge of dying? but refiises to disappear. Meanwhile, in order for the act to 

begin, the main character must not oniy not disappear, but must reappear threefold: 

effacement is foiled, exchangeci for a body that rehses to be erased by refusing to "stand 

still." "A," "B" and "C' are always already "outside and also beside" themselves, 

mocking their role as objects to be gazed upon by "looking at being looked at" @iamond, 

Brechfian Zheoy 89), acting as each other's spectators. By drawing attention to 

alternative stage constructions of themselves, these women point to their identities as 

uhuays aIre@ theatrical constnicts, shattering the illusion through which we read those 

identities in Act One as "real" and unalterable. 

Deconstructing the Bitch-Mother Stereotype and the Origins of the Femiaine Act 

The great value of Top Girls' dimer part scene, as 1 noted in chapter one, is that it 

rejects traditional narrative for critical dialogue, allowing its characters to examine the 

cultural conthgency of gender codes and thereby debunk the myth of gender as natural or 

pre-social. Like Churchill, and to the same ends, Albee exchanges traditional narrative for 

an interrogative dialectic between acts in ï k e e  Taft Wornen. Shottly after the play was 

first performed, Albee commented to the New York Times that its second act allows the 

main character "to do something not afforded the rest of us - to talk with herself at three 

different stages of her life and explore her evolution" (Ecfwwd Albee and the R d  Nol 

Taken, June 16, 199 1, B 1+). Rather than simply re-enacting their roles as incarnations of 



the main ctiaracter, the three women in Act Two reflect upon the experiences and 

concerns of their We in an atmosphere of cnticd self-reflection. Most significantly, they 

deconstruct what Daphne Marlatt has cded the "feminine act," that 'gender show' 

passed down fiom mother to daughter which encourages, from a young age, a searnless 

performance of fernininity meant to conceal its didactic ongins behind the myth of the 

"naturai ~ornan."~' Act Two, composed largely of monologues and critical exchanges 

between the women, challenges us as audience to "lessen our dependency on the visual 

and [stress] the auditory" (Aiier 547), paying attention to the moments in the main 

character's Me when she is forced to constnict herself as a stereotypical, conniving 

woman for the sake of legitimacy and survival in a world where women are judged and 

valued on the bais of how well they conform to the mother of al1 absences, that elusive 

"femuiine ideal."' 

"C," as the incarnation of the main character at age twenty six, is at the height of 

her belief in and adherence to that ideal. She classifies herself as a "good girl" (TTW 70), 

raised to be so by a "strict but fair" rn~ther.~' Her mention of her mother is significant, 

pointing to that woman' s role in moulding a "good girl," and foregrounding "good girls" as 

SSMarlatt's critical examination of the "fcmininc a d  takes the fonn of a crcative inqujr, stx kr 
novel Ana Historic (Toronto: Coach House, 1988). 

56ButIer, in her article "Criîically QueeT (Gay md Lesbian Quarterly. 1993). dirusses the 
"ferninine idealn as a connnvtion of ptriarchal culture designcd 10 rcirirorcx normative heterosexuality. 
She argues chat ihis ideal is by its very nature unatiainablc, but that in the hunt for it normative notions of 
gender and sexuality are rcpeateûiy rcinforœd 

5 7 ~ h e  phrase is an ironic echo to Act One, where "Cm qmicaily comments on "An's 'strict but 
fair parents (45). 



a creation more of maternai will and desire than of either God or nature. For "C," being a 

good girl means acting lîke a proper lady, keeping her "eye out" for the man of her dreams 

(70), and ideaiiig maniage with her one true love: in other words, it means "doing her 

gender ight" (see Butler, Perfrmative Ac& rsui Geder Cortsriurion), conforming to the 

feminine stereotype, flirting, practicing little lies and illusions as a means of capturing the 

"right one" (TTW 70). She is by trade a punreyor of the "feminine act": she works in a 

clothing shop as a mannequin. She reprkes her role as mannequin on stage, complete 

with flirty movements directed towards the audience, but, with textbook precision, she 

does not wish to appear self-aware. In fact, she goes out of her way to make her "act" 

appear natural. it is only when "A" steps in that the illusion is broken and its 

methodology foregrounded : "1 remember it differently, little one" she comrnents, '4 

remember more ... design, 1 remember a little calcdation" (72). "C" is aghast, refiising to 

abandon the illusion she has created, "A" and "B" mock her refusai, and direct her to 

continue. When her "show" does go on, however, it is more hesitant, reflecting the 

damage done to her bag of tricks: "1 am a ... good ...gi rl" she stammers. (73). As though 

recognizing the need to switch tactics, she trades in her show of femininity for something 

more closely resembling gender perfrrnm~ce: she deconstructs her own acting methods, 

revealing her illusions like a magician foiled in a last-ditch bid for attention: 

1 know how to attract men. I'm t d ,  I'm striking. I know how to do it. 
Sis slouches and caves her front in; 1 stand tail, breasts out, chin up, hands 
. . . just so. (73, emphasis in original) 

Her vocabulary reveds all: she "knows" how to attract men; she has been taught by the 



women who came before her, learned well how to stand and how to move, and, most 

importantly, how to conceal her lessons behind graceful movements meant to appear 

naturd to spectators. Her sister is a lousy gender actress (although a decent gender 

perfonner) by contrast; she fails the acid test because her lack of enthusiasm for the ideal 

she is paid to portray shows through. Like an actress getting into character, "C" 

embodies the ideal as though it has been larninated onto her person, has become her 

person, effacing any possible aiternative identities. 

Deconstnicting the "feminine ideal" is more than just a matter of revealing the 

tricks of the trade, however. Act Two goes tiirther in its investigation, probing the myths 

of an idyllic existence promised to those "good girls" who play the role perfectly by 

foiiowing the ferninine (heterosexual) script and seeking the man of their drearns. 5 8  GLBW 

deconstnicts "C"'s idyllic dreams by narning the ideal as lie, as a fiction constructed in 

order to perpetuate the feminine act and keep women in the subordinate position: 

Twenty-six to fifty-two? Double it? Double your pleasure, double your 
fun? Try ths. Try this on for size. They lie to you. You're growing up 
and they go out of their way to hedge, to qualiQ, to ... to evade; to avoid, 
to lie. Never tell how it is - how it's going to be ... Never give the 
alternatives to the "pleasing prospects" ... that Prince Channing has the 
mords of a sewer rat, that you're supposed to [ive with that ... and like it, 
or give the appearance of liking it. (94, all emphasis except second and 
third ellipses in original) 

"B" does more than simply expose the lies told to girls, however; she makes it clear that 

marriage is not a fantasy but a business, the only truiy legitirnate business in which a 

SgChere is evidencc in îhe tex1 to suggcst thai Lhis "hctcrosc.~ual script" is itsclf placed in 
question by the main charactcr's sistcr. who d m  not much likc men and uas forccd into marriage in order 
to meet her family's, and socicty's, approval(45). 



woman could participate in 1 9 2 8 . ~ ~  The man of "C"'s dreams turns out to be stocky, 

"Wre a penguin" (82). and has only one eye - the inverse of the ideal which she has been 

brought up to expect, and a man who, in his ocuiar impairment, forms a grotesque parody 

ofthe good girl who "keeps her eye out" for the perfect man. "C" is crushed to learn that 

marriage doesn't aiways happen for love, but, as "B" remarks, "there is the fiiture to look 

out for" (84). "A" d e s  the "ultenor" motive clear: "Our father dies*' (85, emphasis in 

original). Without the support of her father, the main character must find another 

legitirnate source of income - and identity - in order to maintain the position in society to 

which she has been brought up to adhere; the penguin "is rich, or is going to be" (85, 

emphasis in original). Limited in her options, she assumes the role of matriarch, resenting 

her husband's unfaithfiilness and his family's condemnation of her, and finds herseif 

seeking comfiort and solace elsewhere. "No wonder" she says, 

one day we corne back from nding, the horse al1 slathered ... he helps us 
dismount, the groom does his hand touching the back of our thigh, and we 
notice, and he notices we notice ... and no wonder he lads  us into a further 
stall - into the fùcking hay for God's sake! - and d o m  we go. and it's 
revenge and self-pity we're doing it for until we notice it turning into 
pleasure for its own sake, for our own sake . . . (94) 

That pleasure for her own sake, however, cannot last if the main character is to survive 

within the social circle she inhabits; after a month, she has the groom fired, "because it's 

dangerous not to, because it's a good deal [she's] got with the penguin, a long-tem deal in 

59Albee's play gives no data, but accurate gucsscs of its tirnapan are not out of  the question 
Three Tail Women gave its first performance in Vicnna in 199 1. and its first ad is sct, for al1 intents and 
purposes, in thc prescrit. In Act One. "A" daims to bc nincty-one. aithough "C" insisis that shc is 
ninety-two. Either way, her birth dak can bc chartcd somcwhcrc around 1900. "B." as hcr incarnation at 
fw-two, telIs "C," as her incarnation at twcnty-six, that shc will mcct hcr husband in two ycars (78). In 
this sense, the play's main charactcr is truly as old as the ccntury- 



spite of the crap he pulls, and you'd better keep your nose clean . . . for the reul battles.. ." 

(94). Her needs and concems as a woman are effaced by the social and financiai pressures 

of her role as d e ,  the role for which she had her whole life been groomed @un intended, 

perhaps?). She finds there are only two subject positions within the limiteci identity of 

conventional feminlnity which she can occupy, that of wife and that of 'whore" (83). 

Since the latter is social suicide, she is trapped in the former. 

Within this context, it is perhaps not surprising that "B" is mad as hell. On one 

level, she enacts the part of the quintessential Albee emasculating bitch-mother - shrieking 

at the incarnation of her "son" on stage and insisting that she is the only glue holding her 

fiuniiy together (951~' - but on another Ievel, that of critical inquiry into the main 

character's history, motives, needs and desires which the act foregrounds, she also enacts 

the deconstruction of that now-fmiliar stereotype. By interrogating the attitudes, 

pressures and expectations which rnap that cruel identity ont0 women's bodies, Three 

Tuil Women provides the cntical matnx through which to re-view al1 of Albee's female 

characters. The violence, it seems, is not aiways directed towards Arnerican society and 

the American male; the Amencan femaie shares equally in the pain.6 ' 

60In hcr rage against her chiid, hcr dmnk sistcr and the husband shc cornplains won't stand up for 
himself, "B" is Iitcrally a rc-visioning of Agncs front 1967's rl Delicate Balance. 

alThe piay docs a dcft job of deconstnicting fcmininc stcrcotypcs, but it lcavcs masdine 
stemtypes relatively untouched "A" and "B" list a numbcr of rcasons why w m c n  may chcat on their 
husbands; men houwer, they say, chcat simply "because thcy'rc mcn" (W. 85). Gcncraiizations that 
erdreme are never condonable, but in this conîcxt 1 wodd argue ihey are understandable, s e h g  perhaps as 
an ironic oounterdiscoursc to the pat gcneraiizations made in The Zoo Stmy about women's motives and 
actions. As Jonathan Culler points oui, sometimcs "a movcmcnt that asscrts the pnmacy of the oppressexi 
term is strategically indispensable" (Savona 541). 



Act Two's perspective on marriage as a business continues a theme already active 

in Act One, that of woman as commodity. The main character buys herself a future with 

her ferninine wiles because she has no real alternative, and is deemed a whore by a social 

order that would rather not admit her actions are a necessary s u ~ v a l  tactic. But a 

legitimate fbture is not a one-time purchase, as "A" reveals in Act One; she must continue 

to pay indefinitely, growing into the label with which she has been branded. The story 

she tells of her husband's "giA" of the bracelet tums out to be a tale of legitimized 

prostitution, legitimized because bound by the social sanction of mamage. Her husband 

expects oral sex in return for the bracelet, and leaves angry and disappointed when she 

explains that she "can't do that" (56). "C" inadvertently articulates how the pursuit of 

the feminine ideal encourages women to intemalize their own commodification: for her, 

jewels represent "tangible proof ... that we're valuable" (1 03, ellipses in original). This 

statement, made in defense of her ide& (and the "ideal"), nevertheless renders visible the 

construction of woman as commodity in a (heterosexual) economy that expects her to 

trade her body for a social identity; when "C" realizes what she has said, she is 

embarrassed at having once again exposed one of the defily disguised tenets of patriarchy 

upon which her own identity is constructed. 

The Unmaking of Spectacle 

The moment of greatest transformation in Three Tall Womm may be the 

intermission between its two acts. Poised between the traditional drarnatic frame of Act 



One and the performative, deconstructive fiame of Act Two, it is the moment where our 

expeaations of the actions to follow are fomed, and the moment when our participation 

in "a scopic economy that splits visual pleasure between an active [traditionally] male 

specular subject (who looks at women through ideologicalIy encoded eyes) and the 

passive f e d e  specular object" is confirmed (Silverstein 507). We sip our drinks, 

patiently waiting to return to our seats, to return to walchirg. We are snug in our role as 

theatre spectators, bearen of the dl-seeing gaze.62 

The theatre is the stronghold of the gaze, Western culture's original source of 

sanctioned voyeurism. Barbara Freedman has referred to traditional theatre as the locus 

of "a taming of the gaze by the symboiic order" @O), part of a narrative of domination 

and rnastery in which, since the eighteenth century, al1 scopic power has been associated 

with the ~ ~ e c t a t o r . ~ ~  But the gaze, like the "ferninine act" and the "bitchmother," is 

merely another theatncal construct, one which conceals its origins in the darkness of the 

theatre, denying that it is dependent for its very existence upon the spectacle on stage. 

Foucault himself comments in "The Eye of Power" that the gaze is a construction "in 

which everyone is caught, those who exercise power just as much as those over whom it 

is exercised" (156). Sharon Willis concurs: "the relationship between spectator and image 

62Foucauk inThe Eye of Power," suggcsts that the transparcncy of the gazc's object is one of 
the cardinal assumptions of its bcarcr, who assumes that hc or she will k able to sec ail there is to know 
a h t  the object of the gaze. 

63Kwtioa Straub, in her essay "ûcuiar An&: argues that, before the Resioraiion, most power 
and Muence lay with the spectacle on stage; after the Restoration a shift cxxurrod and the qxctaior came 
to ocaipy the position of grcatest power and privilege during a thcauicai pcrformancc. For more 
irirormation see Süaub, Sewual S u s p e c ~  Eighreenth Century Pfqers and LSéxual Ideolcgv (Princeton: 
Princeton University Pms, 1992). 



is one of 'reciprocal construction'" she writes; "the spectator addressed by the spectacle 

is also mapped in place by if' (87). The gaze, in other words, is not objective, but 

intersubjective. 

The benefits of this understanding for feminist theatre cnticism have not gone 

umoticed. Both Freedman and W i s  argue that the male-identifid gaze can be displaced 

and disrupted by a 'looking back' on the part of the actresses on stage, one which forces 

spectators to recognize and account for their own position in the scopic economy by 

making them "confkont and interrogate [their] desire," and by "allowing [them] to see 

how [that] desire ... supports dangerous fonns of cultural power" (Silverstein 5 15). E h  

Diamond and Elaine Aston have termed this a "Ioolcing-at-being-looked-at-ness" (Aston 

94)' a 'watching the spectator watching' while articulating an awareness that "one's look 

is always already purloined by the Other" (Freedman 73). thereby making the Other self- 

aware. Freedman, in fact, contends that the performative challenge to theatre emerges 

most clearly as "a process of staging the disturbance and reversal of the gaze" (72). 

Within this critical context, Three Tall Womerl appears to engage its Act One audience in 

theatre, and its Act Two audience in performance, not simply because Act One supports 

a traditional dramatic frame while Act Two deconstructs that m e ,  but ais0 b a s e  Act 

Two interpellates, engages with, looks at and calls on the spectator's gaze as part of that 

deconstructive project, troubling the artificial barrier between spectator and spectacle 

which makes easy objectification of the female subject in traditional theatre (in this case, 

in Act One of the play) possible. 
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Act Two of Three T t  Wume11 troubles the gaze in two different ways: first by 

splittlig, and then by revershg. From the moment the actresses retum to the stage d e r  

intermission, the business of looking becomes complicated. Because the coherent, 

separate identities of Act One are replaceci with a plural, decentred identity, the gaze, 

which demands discrete wholes on which to focus, is continuously displaced. Suddenly, 

looking at "C" (who, as we have seen, solicits the gaze actively) requires a constant 

awareness of "A" and "B," as weil as of the inert figure in the bed. The complications of 

personal context is what gazing normally rejects; here, however, the gaze is forced to 

wntiont that very context, one which disrupts the voyeuristic pleasure of looking at "C." 

for she is always already rniddle aged, old, and dying before our eyes. The result, in 

Sharon Willis's terms, is "an image un-fiamed, perpetually re-fiamed, such that we as 

spectators c a ~ o t  master it, contain it, or maintain a fixed distance from it" (88). 

The characters enter Act Two with an awareness of the audience which they were 

not permitted in the closed dramatic world of Act One. They freely address us, speaking 

often as though from a podium, interpellating us directiy as their spectators and actively 

engaging us in the performance. Nowhere is this more startling than during "C"'s 

intempted monologue (69-78). The stage directions cal1 for her to "corne down front" 

(69) and address the audience when not actively engaged with "A7* and "B." As she 

describes her job as a mannequin - the quintessential female object: a living statue, a body 

made to be gazed upon - twirling and sashaying in time with her memory, we take the 

bait: we gaze, we titillate, "sit silently in the darkness and fulfil our role as sanctioned 
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voyeurs" (Freedrnan 54). In the next moment, however, Our gaze is split: "A" and "ES" 

rnimic " C s  movements, disrupting and undemining her performance as their 

incongnrous bodies act the role of a youngfemme faaie. Angry, "C" addresses us, and 

suddeniy raises the stakes in the "old game:" "Don't look at hem; don? . .. Listen to 

them," s he insists ( TTW 7 1 ), addressing us explicit ly as bearers of the gare. We have 

been caught in the act of looking. In fact, "C" watches us watching her - "we know there 

are people looking at us, studying us," she says (7 1, my emphasis) - and we become the 

objects of her gaze, the gaze that knows it has aiways aiready been objectified. We are 

forced tu acknowledge Our participation in the scopic economy that has frozen her into 

the role of a living statue, and are then - most importantly, perhaps - asked again by "C" 

not to address Our attention to anyone else (72). In Freedman's terms, ''To return the 

look in this context [as 'T" has done] is to break up performance space, deconstruct the 

gaze, subven the classical organization of showing and seeing, revision spectatorship ..." 

(69). We as spectators are not only called upon to examine Our participation in the 

scopic regime, but are called upon to make a choice, to take responsibility for the act of 

gazing: ifwe choose to look, we must do so with an awareness of the ethics of gazing, and 

of its consequences in a legacy of visual violence perpetrated against women in English 

theatre since actresses first took to the stage during the Restoration, and perhaps long 

before. Simultaneously, we are asked to re-view the theatre's power relations, and our 

position within them: near the end of the play, "A" proclaims generally to the 

auditorium, " 1 deny you al" (107). rejecting the fiction of our power over her even as we 



sit and continue to "fondle" that very fiction (Freedman 54). 

The Politiu of Agiag 

The aging femaie body in Three TuiI Women - be it the body of the character "A" 

as it is represented differently in each act, or the dumrny "A" in the bed during Act Two - 

exists as more than just a foi1 for the gaze, the shocking revelation that "C'"s young, 

conventionaily attractive body is not a permanent mure .  If this were not the case, nree 

Tall Women would be guilty of reinforcing and exploiting what Barbara Frey Waxman has 

cailed "the artificial divisions between youth and age" (8) which continue to legitimize 

young women at the expense of their elderly counterparts. Instead of reinforcing this 

division, however, Three Tall Womeii troubles it, challenging us to view not only "C" in 

the context of "A," but "A" in the context of "C." Albee stages the "unaging" of the 

female body (the term is Jane Desmond's), not in the sense that age is rendered irrelevant, 

or that aging is reversed, but rather in the sense that aging is presented as a visible 

continuum, a "major constituent of identity" (Waxman 88) rather than an inevitability to 

be feared and denied. The play's interest lies in what Desmond has called "the 

~mplexities of our identities as people situated in a never-ending generational chain . .. 

[in] Our bodies' changes over time" (1 1 9 ,  and as the women on stage confront themselves 

in relation to one another, we in the audience are challenged to imagine ourselves 

"unaging," to confiont the issue of our own old age. 

Albee's plays have often directly confionted taboos surrounding aging and 



death,64 but perhaps nowhere else in his wuvre are both of these taboos rendered as 

palpably visible as they are in Three Tall Women. The very fint line of the play lays the 

issue on the table: ''A" insists she is ninety one years old, while "C" insists she is ninety- 

two. "C' cannot let the issue drop; whereas both "A" and "ES" are beyond calculating 

their self-worth in terms of age, "C" continues to value her youth as the source of her 

identity, proof that she is still vibrant. The "vanity" of which she accuses "A" is in 

reality her own ( T W 3 ) ,  yet it is not a simplistic vanity: Waxman has pointed out that 

aging is a more crucial fear for women than for men in Western culture, because we tend 

to value men more with age, while we value women less (Waxman 14). "B"'s approach to 

aging is more fluid than TV's, challenging its social construction as a "boogeyman": 

dying, she contends, begins "from the minute [we're] dive" (77W 14). and the only real 

ciifference in value between a new-born child and an old woman is that which we as a 

society place arbitrarily on the former, while choosing to discard the latter. 

As audience, we are meant to be made uncornfortable by the directness of "BW's 

comments; Three Tail Wume11 pulls no punches on this topic. From the moment the 

curtain goes up, aging makes its presence felt. Medical equipment is a permanent fixture 

in on stage Act Two, while "A"'s frai1 and unwell body draws attention to itself 

throughout Act One with long trips to the bathroom, the ordeal of getting up and sitting 

down again, and a long fit of crying d u ~ g  which no dialogue nor other action is permitted 

to disrupt "K's display of self-pity and helplessness (7). The play frowns upon denial: 

64T)re herican Dream. The SQndbox. The Dealh ofBessie Shith and The M y  Fmm Dubuque 
are jusl four c.wmples. 
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"C' continues to reject the process of her own aging nght up until the final curtain falis, 

and insists she wiil never bewme "that thing" (69) in the bed, but "A" and "B" merely 

laugh at her misplaced wilfulness given the "living" evidence in front of her. We deny the 

need to identify with "A" when "C" seems so much more recognizable, but, as "C" and 

"A" confiate before Our eyes in Act Two, Our denial is rendered as laughable as "C"'s 

own. We are altemately tricked and forced into recognizing the body as time eventually 

renders it; likewise are we challenged to see beyond the empty figure in the bed, beyond 

the ravages of tirne to the aging body stili vibrant and alive before us. 

Perhaps the most sacred (and no iess sacred because generally unspoken) social 

taboo which Three Ta11 Wome~j confronts is the gendering - or, rather, un-gendenng - of 

the aging woman. Barbara Wawnan has written extensively on what she calls the 

"interlocking oppressions of sexism and ageism" (4). noting that "age adds to the burden 

of women's oppression in a culture that still valorizes youtffil beauty as a major source 

of women's power" (8) and that relegates aging women to "the lower echelons of the 

second sex" (2). What this double oppression amounts to is an "un-gendering" of the 

aging fernale, who, because she no longer fits society ' s ideal of youtffil fernininity, is 

socially neutered and treated as a sexless entity. Albee articulates this un-gendering 

directly in The America~~ Dream, as Grandma declares that she "[doesn't] hardly count as 

a woman" (AD 86) because her "sacks are dl dried up" and the fluid in her eyeballs is 

caked to the inside of her eyes (82). Her comments point to the inconsistency of the 

social prejudice that ungenders older women in a cultural economy that still insists gender 



and sexuality are naturai traits. if an older woman is deemed no longer a "wuman" 

because her reproductive organs no longer kc t i on  and her face and body no longer 

exhibit the traits t hat denote culturally sanctioned femininity, t hen those traits cannot be 

markers of "natural" gender identity d e r  ail. 

nree Tall Women uses a different tactic to make the same point. Albee 

foregrounds our hidden assumptions about gender and aging using over-emphasized 

costume techniques. The costume directions note that "A" in Act One must appear "a 

very old woman," but with hair, nails and make-up immaculately done. The result is a 

show of femininity which seerns out of place somehow - even a bit ridiculous - on this 

frai1 old creature. On an old woman, the "mask" of femininity is alienated, rendered an 

absurd costume which comments directly upon the "nature" of femininity regardless of 

the bearer's age: it is always already a guise, a mask which cm easily render itself absurd 

outside the social settings that declare it normative. Perhaps this very cornmentary has 

forced Western patriarchal culture to adopt the ungende~g of the aging fernale as a 

s u ~ v a l  tactic: if we reject her femininity, we can dso reject the statement her fernininity 

makes about dl femininity as posture or mask. Albee, however, refuses to reject it. In 

Act Two of the play, that "mask" is always already on stage - literally - on the face of 

the bed-ridden dummy, a dent but throbbing comment on the way we map gender 

identity ont0 the body, afry body. "C' refers to the durnrny in the bed as a "thing," but 

that "thing" is always already "A," "B" and "C" as well. The difference between them is 

nothing more than a pronoun: "it" versus "she." But how can one individual be both 
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bcneutered and gendered in the sarne moment? It is not possible - unless gender is not 

naturai, is in fact pasted on rather than blooming from within. 

Inree Till Women, in its final moments, is ultimately more than a confionting of 

taboos: it is a celebration of aging and of corning to dying. As such, it fits Waxrnan's 

definition of the Reijbtzgsromat1, or story of npening. The goai of the Reijùt~gsrommt is 

to celebrate life as a joumey through adversity, and to problematize the culturally 

constmaed binary oppositions which lead to negative stereotypes of aging. In practice, 

therefore, the Reijù~~gsromarl seeks to blur boundaries between youth and age, reality and 

fantasy, integrity and fragmentation, and expenence and memory, wherein the first term 

is always arbitrarily assigned superiority (Waxman, 1 7, 1 8). Like a textbook 

Reifit~gsrorna~~, 7hree Tail Womm deconstructs al1 of these oppositions. Act Two 

portrays age as a continuum, and, as "4" "B," and "C" meet "out of time," it 

complicates our understanding of time and reality as linear progressions. Memory and 

experience create one another as "K's mernories become " B  and "C"s future realities, 

while "C"s current lived experience is already known and (sometimes diferently) 

remembered by "A" and "B." Fragmentation, rather than integrity, becomes the preferred 

means of representing the female subject position on stage, and aging is incorporated into 

the play's celebration of multivalent female identity. The play ends with "4" "B" and 

"Cm sharing what they consider to be the "happiest tirne" in their collective Iife (108), and 

aii three, fascinatingly enough, point to moments that favour age over youth: "C" hopes 

that the happiest time is still to corne, that she isn't "ail done at twenty-six" (107); " B  



sees her middle age as a peak rather than a dectine, "the only time you get a three- 

hundred-and-si*-degree view - see in al1 directions" (1 08); and "A" declares, con- to 

aii accepted social mores, that approaching death, "coming to the end of if' (109), is the 

happiest time. Her final monologue is a celebration of the aging body which we as an 

audience found so disconcerting throughout the first act; she speaks of the joys of 

thinking of oneself"in the third person," waking up each moming just to "see what 

works" (109). The play ends with the sight/site of their collective body at the footlights, 

hands joined as though in anticipation of the curtain co&onting the audience for 

the last tirne with a celebration of the most feared moment in human Me: the moment 

"when we stop" ( 1 10). This final tableau, ironically, or perhaps appropriately, fits 

Hélène Ckous' program for the rebirth of wornen on stage: "this movement of women 

towards life ... this outstretched hand which touches and transmits meaning, a single 

gesture UnfoIdiig throughout the ages ... it will be a text, a body decoding and m i n g  

itself, the Song of women king brought into the world (Alfer 547, my emphasis). mree 

Tall Womm begins within a drarnatic h e  that moves its characters about like pieces in 

the "old game," but ends with their shared moment of self-discovery, in their own time 

and on their own terrns. 

65Are the aaRsses perhaps p g b g  out from beneaîh the guise of character in chis moment. 
chaiienging the audieme to read the play's deconstnidion of the aging fernale body as more than just a 
fiction, a good evening of theatre? 
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Theory, PerCormance, Ethics: Toward a Practicai Feminist Critichm 

This nnal tableau, however vindicating, is not unproblematic. Reviewers have 

d e d  it ~nconvinchg,~~ and certainly, given the amount of fighting that takes place 

between the three incamations of the main character in Act Two, it seems to come 

dangerously close to proclaiming an unprecedented unity among them. Could it be th :  

Albee is suggesting a last-minute reunification of Act Two's fiagmented body as a means 

of neatiy wrapping up the play? Such a solace-giving ending seems quite out of character 

for the man who once proclaimeci his need to temm his audiences. 1s he perhaps 

mocking unified identity by contrasting this eleventh-hour reunion with al1 the anger and 

deniai it follows? Neither the London (1995) nor the New York (1994) productions 

which 1 saw conveyed any sense of irony, but that does not mean that irony must be 

mled out. Dramatic texts are living texts; their meaning is continually recreated with each 

new performance (be it on stage in front of an audience, or in the rninds of readers). Irony 

will never be impossible, as long as new performance contexts exist. 

Ultimately, all reading, writing and perfonning, like al1 theatrical viewing, amies 

with it enormous responsibility. nree Talf W o m t  lays the groundwork for a highly 

subversive performance of the fiagmented female body, a thorough deconstruction of the 

faninine ideal and the gendering of aging, and a striking challenge to the theatncal gaze as 

it fixes and objectifies female bodies in conventionai theatre practice. Like ail 

performances of this nature, however, it does not come without nsk; as Sharon Willis 

66- Bcnedict Nightingale. London Times, Junc 22, 1994.39a. 



observes, 

To play with visibility, with femininity as spectacle, allows feminist 
performance practice to uncover certain contradictions which inhabit ... the 
logic of the gaze. But to seize the apparatus of spectacle, to expose and 
display the feminine body on stage demands that this practice maintain a 
consciousness of the rkk of reinstating these structures. (78/9) 

In order to subvert conventional modes of representation, female bodies must first etlter 

representation. What is needed, then, to foreground rather than undermine the 

beneficialiy subversive elernents of a text like mree Tuii Women, is an awareness, on the 

part of al1 participants in a production, of the risks involved in representing female bodies 

on stage, regardless of the critical intentions of that representation. Without a wefùlly 

self-conscious performance, the actress playing the role of "C," for example, may find 

herself the source of nothing more than titillation. And, without carefùl staging, the final 

tableau of the play may merely reinforce female subjectivity as coherent and 

unproblematic. 

How, then, should we read the last few moments of ;%me TaIl Women? Each 

new performance will brhg a new interpretation, born of the interaction between 

actresses' representations and audience mernben' reception, but 1 prefer to think that the 

generous viewers in the audience - those willing to give Albee's fernale characters the 

benefit of the doubt - will view the final tableau firstly as a show of defiance toward the 

theatre and its attempts to fiame and contain the female subject on stage, and secondly as 

a challenge to themselves, a challenge to read - and represent - women7s identities as 

plural and multivalent (the play's title remains ;Intee T d  Wom& identities enhanced - 



rather than reduced and dismisseci - by complicating factors such as aging. 1 prefer to 

think that the finai tableau will be performed, and received, within the context of al1 that 

has corne before. Mer  all, (to borrow fiom Barbara Freedman), 

A refiisal of the observer's stable position, a fascination with re-presenting 
presence, an ability to stage its own staging, to rethink, refiame, switch 
identifications, undo m e s ,  see fieshly, and yet at the sarne time see how 
one's look is always already purloined. ..(73) 

... these are the benefits of Inree Taif Women for femuiist performance practice. 



Chapter 3. 

Coming Full Circle: 

Gender Trickery and Gender Transformation in Tomson Highway's Rez Plays 

What performance where will ... compel a radical rethinking of the 
psychological presuppositions of gender identity and sexuality? What 
performance where will compel a reconsideration of the phce and stability 
of the masculine and the ferninine? And what kind of gender performance 
will enact and reveal the performativity of gender itself in a way that 
destabilizes the naturalized categories of identity and desire. 

Judith Butler, Gelder Trouble 139 (emphasis in original) 

The dream world of North American Indian mythology is inhabited by the 
most fantastic creatures. beings and events. Foremost among these beings 
is the 'Trickster,' as pivotal and important a figure in Our world as Christ 
is in the r d m  of Christian mythology. 'Weesageechak' in Cree, 
'Nanabush' in Ojibway, 'Raven' in others, 'Coyote' in still others, this 
Trickster goes by many names and guises. In fact, he can assume any 
guise he chooses ... The most explicit distinguishing feature between the 
North American Indian languages and the European languages is that in 
Indian (e.g. Cree, Ojibway). there is no gender. In Cree, Ojibway, etc., 
unlike English, French, German, etc., the male-femaie-neuter hierarchy is 
entirely absent. So that by this system of thought, the central hero figure 
fiom our mythology - theology, if you will, is theoretically neither 
exclusively male nor exclusively female, or is both simultaneously. 

Tomson Highway, "A Note on Nanabush" Dry Lips 
Oughfa Move fo Kapuskasbag 

In chapter one, we investigated Top Girls as it exposed binary, hierarchical gender 

division as a completely inadequate means of representing the complexities of gender 

identity, particularly female identity. As it deconstructs this binary system, Churchill's 

play calls for a more complete, more inclusive fom of gender representation which would 



compel exactiy the kind of "radid rethinking" of gender and identity for which Butler 

wishes (above). Albee's Inree Talf Women, in its answer to this d l ,  develops a 

performance practice able to represent female identity as inclusive and intersubjective, 

chaiienging the boundaries of "the ferninine" as both a discrete body and a discrete 

identity. But where, as Butler asks, is the performance that heralds a breakdown of 

nonnative perceptions of gender altogether, the performance that, in its physicai display 

of alternative constructions of gender relations, would allow us to revision gender as a 

"field of expenence" rather than a pair of discrete and opposing categories (Reinelt, 

Feminist Xheory md the P h l e m  of Perfrmance 5 I)? 

In this final chapter, with an examination of Tomson Highway's The Rez Sistets 

and Dry Lips 011ghta Move Tu Kapuskasittg, we corne full circle in our quest for that 

performance. 1 propose that it is in the Tnckster figure of North American Indian 

mythology - a creature who inherently defies gender categorization and hierarchization as 

Western culture enforces it - that we as feminist critics find a practical means of 

revisioning the divisive way in which Our society continues to view gender. ~anabush,~' 

never simply male nor femaie - and often both simultaneously - offers us a view of gender 

representation almost inconceivable in a society predicated upon the impossibility of 

being both one gender and its "opposite." S/he is the border-crosser that troubles semal 

difTerence and dissolves it into dl$ierarrtce, as the enthusiastic embodiment of that 

principle againa which Churchill's characters fought for fear of losing their supposedly 

67While mindfid of the hci thai 'Nanabush' is only one namc for this clusive and plural cbaracter, 
I use it because it is thc name Highway givcs io Ihc Trickstcr figure in his plays. 



essential ferninine identit ies. 

As a gender-less (or perhaps more accurately, 'gender-full') being, the Tnckster 

embodies more than d#ermra; s/he is the corporeal representative of many of the 

theoretical principles upon which feminist gender critiques are based. Because the 

Trickster's gender is inclusive rather than exclusive, she displays gender as a series of 

roles - "disguises" is the term Highway uses - rather than as a fixed representation of an 

inner essence. S/he thereby foils any attempts to cling to the belief that our discrete 

gender identities are inherent rather than performative. In fact, Nanabush is the 

quintessential gender performer because, on Ncutabtrsh. ail gaider rntisf be aperjiorrnm~ce~ 

Since hisher gender is not fixed, any appearance of discrete gender which dhe assumes 

stands out as disguise, revealing itself to be no more than tnckery - a trickery 

perpetuated by an artificial division between genders. Furthermore, because the Trickster 

is an inherently transfomative being, living in each disguise for a relativeiy short time, 

s/he not only performs gender, but continually ~rcu~sforrns it. Rather than as a rigid and 

limiting identity, the Trickster conceives gender as a fluid process, a field of possibility in 

which gender identities can be continudly recreated depending upon need and 

circumstance. And, because each identity slhe assumes represents only one facet of the 

Trickster's complex subjectivity, s/he remains elusive to the prying eyes of gazers. The 

Tnckster thus presents feminist critics with a means of transforming gender critique into 

absolute gender performance, movhg âom the level of theory to the level of critical 

practice, one which may serve to transfonn Western notions of gender ffom fixed and 
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Iimited to fluid and malieable, radicalIy revisioning Our sense of how gender is created and 

how it can be recreated6* 

At The Gender-Culture Junction: Alternative Viewpoiats, Alternative 

Possibilities 

Top Girls' dimer party scene revealed the cultural contingency of gender roles 

and expectations. Nevertheless, each woman around Marlene's table came f h m  a culture 

predicated upon the tenets of patnarchy, and thus al1 remained bounded by a sex-gender 

system based in binary opposition, and in which sexual identity and gender identity were 

constnied as one and the ~ a m e . ~ ~  Their gender universe was populated by males and 

fernales, men and women. What roles each played and what those designations meant 

6 m e  figure of the Trickstcr may bc forcign to Wcstcm thcake. but the basic concept is more 
familiar than wc might think. It is not only N a h c  oral tradition ttiat rccognizcs the inhcrcnr thcairicality 
of a Tricksîer figure: "trickstcrncss" is also a pcrsistcnt clcrncnt of Wcstcm thcatrical tradition. Many of 
the characteristics of classic Native Tndcstcrs cm bc found on the Wcstcm stage: masks, disguises, cross- 
dressing and the asswnption of secret identitics littcr the plots of much "classic English drama through 
Shakcspcarc, thc Rcstoration and bqond. Dramatic uicaîrc is actually prcdicatcd upon thc "trickf' 
phenornenon of disguise; what wc scc when wc go to thc thcatrc. aiter AI, is not a character but an actor in 
the guise of character, a professional trickstm. in addition, much of our critical îhcatre is prodicarcd u p n  
the idea of "tricking" the audience into dirntion and rcficction; Churchill and Albcc, as we have seen, are 
both practised tricksters themselvcs. 

The parallels which 1 have draw hcre bctwcn the mythological Native Trickstcr figure and ttie 
trickster-like efemcnts of Wcstcm thcatrc tradition arc a bit dcccptivc. The distinction which ne& to be 
ma& between them is pcrhaps one of dcgrcc r a k r  than on: of kind, but it nccds to be made noncîheIess. 
As I have noted throughout lhis investigation, traditional ciramatic thcatrc crnploys the majority of its 
tricks (or illusions) to create a seamless ciramatic worId on stage; il then hides îhcsc tricks from view as a 
means of reinforcing the intcgrity and authonty of h t  world Native Trickstcrs like Nanabush, on the 
other han& are in the busincss of shattcring illusion and csposing it as trickery. Thc diffince betwea 
Wtional Western thcatre and the traditional Native Trickstcr is then, on one Icvcl, akin to the dinerence 
behwxn "theatre" and "petformance." 

6woughoui  my discussion 1 have rdcrred to pauiarçhal culture as the source of binary seu and 
gender divisions. 1 have dccmed it appropriate to do so bccausc thc plays 1 am dcafing with themsclvcs 
dcai with patriarchal cultwcs. but 1 do not mcan by my tcnninology to suggcst that patnarchics arc the 
only ail tures in which b i n q  scdgcndcr sptcrns may m r .  Any culturc prcdicatcd upon gcndcr 
hierarchy - incliidùig matriarchics - 1 cxpcct wouid dFcr h m  thc samc divisivc thinking. 



varied fiom culture to culture, but the basic division remained the sarne. There was no 

third option. 

In examinhg the Tnckster in particular and North American Indian culture in 

generai, we are asked to acknowledge not only that gender is a nilturally contingent 

construct, but that binary gender division is as well. So-cal1 ed "Western" cultures tend to 

assume that, because males and females have distinct genitalia, a division between them 

follows mturaIr)l. As 1 noted in chapter one, however, that assumption of naturai 

division is predicated upon the extreme signifying value which we as a culture place upon 

genitalia as the defining sex organq as well as upon our tendency to rad  sex and gender 

identities as inseparable. Many North American Indian cultures, however, as 

anthropologist Sabine Lang points out, do read sex and gender identities as potentially 

exclusive fiom one another, and therefore make room for the ''tthd gender optiony' which 

traditionalists and some radical feMnists alike have deemed untenable.'* Lang, in her 

illurninating article about gender variance in North American Indian cultures, "There is 

More than Just Men and Women," notes that in most of these cultures "there exist not 

ody two genders, but three or foury' (1 85). She explains that, in North American Indian 

societies, these "other"' ' genders describe those who "combine, to varying degrees, 

elements of both the man's and the woman's roles [typical to their cultures]" and 

7OJUdith Butler hcrseK dcspitc calling for a radical dcconstruction of normative notions of SXK and 
gender in Gender Trouble, cemains unwilling to consider the deconstructive potcntiai of a lhird gen&r (see 
Gender Trouble 127). 

7 11 use the t m  vcry seif~nsciwsly. bccausc Lang prcscnts no cvidcncc that thse third and 
fourth gendcrs arc considcrcd at al1 out of the ordinary in thcsc culrurcs. 



therefore "rather than becorning 'wornen' [or 'men'] they are seen as a separate gender, 

combining masculine and ferninine elements" (1 84). The category of "the deviant" as 

Western culture knows it does not exist to these societies; rather than lirniting individuai 

gender identity to discrete, prescrïbed categones that inevitably incite deviancy, they 

d o w  for a more wmprehensive representation of the field of gender experience &y 

conceiving of hybridized gender categories. They thereby present binary gender systems 

with a possibility they have long reîùsed to acknowledge: the possibility that gender 

hybridity is not deviancy, but merely a more accurate conception of al1 gender identity. 

Incredible as the presence of a third gender or fourth gender may seem to Western 

eyes?2 perhaps the most significant aspect of  this alternative gender system is the basis 

on which it is created: as Lang explains, "the earliest sign that a person will turn out to be 

a 'woman-man' or a 'man-woman' [her terminology; she makes it clear that there is no 

direct îranslation for the original terms] is izut un inferest b~ semai relatio~rships with 

rnembers of the srmie sex, but a marked interest in work actiwitzes klonging to the role of 

the 'other ' sex " (1 85, my emphasis). Whereas our culture continues to assume that 

gender roles, including sexual orientation and work preferences are the "naturai" 

expression of a gendered " i ~ e r  self" determined by an individual's biological sex at birth, 

the cultures Lang sites construct gendered selves based upon work preferences displayed 

at any time in an individual's life, ir&pe~ule,f of k i r  sexuufity. In other words, role 

72Lang points out bat, for a long timc, not only did multiplc gcndcr options seem impossible to 
Western anlhropologists, thcy werc actrially dccmcd impossible. Untif fàirly rcccntly. rcprcscntatives of 
non-spical gcnders wre classiricd as "dcviants" by the scicntific community (Lang 185)- 



preference determiiris gender, and is not read as merely expressive of it. Gender therefore 

becomes a rnatter of choice rather than enforcement, changeable rather than fixed, a 

system within which multiple gender identities are possibie?3 

Adniittedly, Lang is speaking quite generally corn anthropologicai data about a 

wide variety of cultures, ail tremendously different, and while she is confident in making 

certain generalizations about gender constructions in al1 North American Indian cultures, 

we must be wary of any desire to generalize about a large and varied group of cultures, 

regardless of the strength of the data upon which these generalizations are made. What 

Lang's discussion makes clear, however, is that gender variance within North American 

Indian cultures exposes both discrete gender categories and rigid gender divisions as 

constructions which differ tremendously among diEerent cultures, and which are 

therefore subject to scrutiny and possible alteration withh all culîures. However, as  we 

examine other cultures' gender models as a means of deconstnicting our own, we must be 

carefiil not merely to appropnate those models wholesale, heralding them as the "correct" 

way to view gender identity. While it certainly is tempting to idealize gender systems 

that allow for greater fieedom of choice and movement, we must keep in rnind that any 

730nc Mght quitc rightiy argue that Wesccm culturc. dcspitc long rdusing to cccognize the 
fluidity of gender rolcs, now acccpts women's padcipation in traditionally male roles, and vice versa. A .  
1 noted in chapter one, howwer, and as Lang hcrself points out ( 186). Western dtwe ricmains extrcmely 
reluctant to abandon traditional gcnder catcgorics and allow for fmr play of gcndcr signiiicrs. Despite 
advancements ai wtk and at home, WC arc still bound by a x.dgcndcr @-stcrn ihat classifies individuals as 
opposites and o u  identities contitiuc to be limited by thosc univocal catcgories. nie University of 
Michigan, for example, rcccntiy c e l d  a study that suggats carecr wmcn who arc Lheir household's 
prinwy earners neverlhclcss feei the nocd to fu.Kif thc rolc of how1Tc tradîtionalfy v i d  as women's 
only career option. Its r;cscarch points to Ihc stridcs chat have yct to bc madc in misioning the division 
between genders ("Fernale Breaduimcrs Dislikc Rolc - Study," The Hali/ax Daily News, Sunday August 
17, p.28). 
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such idealization would be based upon data whose collectors and compilers themselves 

show certain cultural biases. What Lang presents us with, aiter all, is not a "pure" view 

of Native cdtures, but a view based upon the intersection of her own cultural, scientific 

and personal views with the information she has gathered as a "cultural tourist." 

Similarly, the Trickster figure, as it is presented by Native artias like Tomson Highway, 

is not a pure expression of a wildly "other" culture, but rather a hybrid figure, grown out 

of the junction between Trickster figures of traditional Native lore and the beliefs and 

expectations of colonizing cultures within which Native peoples in North America have 

been forced to live ever since the t h e  of first European contact.74 The Tnckster can tell 

us as much, if not more, about our own gender assumptions as it cm tell us about 

traditional Native Mews on gender, and simply to objectiQ and idealize the Trickster as a 

representative of a purer Native understanding of gender under these circumstances would 

be grossly to underestimate hidher complexity. It would ako be to characterite 

Nanabush as something akin to a living shopping mall, wherein opponents to tight, 

restrictive gender categories can purchase new, looser ones for the prke of a little 

research. In other words, it would be to apply a reductive, subjugating and appropriating 

gaze to what is now a cornplex and hybrid cultural icon, recreating the act of colonization. 

74For interesîing discussions of the Trickster's medïated status, see Sheila Rabillard, 
"Absorption, Elimination and the Hybnd: Some impure Questions of Gender and Culture in the Trickster 
Theatre of Tomson Highway." and Alan Filewood, "Rcceiving Aborigindity: Tomson Highway and ~e 
Cnsis of Cultural Authcnticity." 



Gender and Colonizatioa: The Invisible Bind 

When we think of the colonking forces that have shaped North Arnerican Indian 

d t u r e  as we perceive it today, we tend to imagine the violent destruction of aboriginal 

spintuality via the ngid enforcement of Chnstianity, or the unsympathetic replacement 

of Native languages with English, French or Spanish. What we rarely consider is the link 

between these two forces: gender. The Christian faith and its languages of expression are 

based upon the goveming principle of a patriarchal gender hierarchy, and therefore this 

hierarchy has become indispensable in the act of col~nization.~~ Highway himself has 

identifieci the link between religious colonization and gender colonization in numerous 

i n t e ~ e w s  and profiles: 

Whereas [in Christian myth] one superhero is definitely a male, definitely 
a man, in our mythology by virtue of the fact that the sexual hierarchy is 
completely absent, theoretically, our superhero figure is neither 
exclusively male nor exclusively fernale.. . ("The Tnckster and Native 
Theatre" 135) 

Because the colonizing culture's notion of gender is based in the belief that God is both 

Almighty King and male, a gender hierarchy based upon the "natural" superiority of men 

was imported into Native societies which themselves may have been previously either 

75h culonid terni$ -gender hierarchy" extends beyond the hierarrhy b c w n  gender categories 
into a hierarchy between gender systems. Not surprisingly, colonizing cultures would have regardai the 
binaq sedgendcr systcrn as it e.uists in Westcm culturcs to bc supcrior to a Jack of gendcr division or 
hiemchi;ration in Native cultures, which undoubtcdly sccmcd cmdc and "unnaturaï' CO the colonizers. 



govemed by matnarchy, or by no gender hierarchy at all?6 This new hierarchy irnplicitly 

devalued the ferninine Mother Earth figure and the gender-bending Trickster figure which 

stand at the centre of Native spirituality. By restricting cultural authority to the 

masculine, the colonizing culture completely suppressed those sources of Native power 

which lay elsewhere than in the patriarchai. Tnily, the colonizing tactic appeared to have 

been &ide-and-conquer. 

If Chnstianity introduced the notion of a patriarchal gender hierarchy into certain 

Native cultures, the promulgation of the English language reinforceci it. The hierarchy, as 

Highway explains, became central to communicating: 

[One] distinction [between the Cree and English languages] is that [in 
Cree] there is no gender aven to words ... In European languages you must 
always deal with the male-female-neuter hierarchy. God is male, 
irret nevably . (Wigston 8-9)77 

For Highway, the crisis of losing the Cree language lies particularly in English's inability 

to represent the Cree ethos, its myth figures, its spintual power. With an implicit gender 

hierarchy goveming everyday speech, linguistic terminology based in alternative 

7 6 ~ r - m  Louck. in his intcn.icw. with H i g h ~ a ) .  csplains thai., ahilc in Native culture it is  
generaiiy the molhcr figurc, rcprcscntativc or the carth. Lhat is sacrcd, balance ami harmony bchmcn ail Iiie. 
human and othmise. temains the prcvailing c h .  

77While Highway subsumes English under îhe umbreUa term "Eumpean languages" in his 
discussion of iliose ianguages as gende* there is of course a distinction to be made beîween the 
gendering of latin languagcs such as French. and thc gcndcring of English. W l c  French, Spanisb Italian, 
even Ge- (aithough not a latin Ianguagc) ail givc gcndcr io d d i i t c  arliclcs and thcrcforc incorporate 
gender ïnto languagc itsclK Engiish docs not dircctly gcndcr its wards. Indircctly. howcr. EngIish 
speakers have long found thcmsclw subjcct to gcndcr hcirarchy in the form of a "slippcry dope" that uses 
"man" as a substitutc Tor "person." gendcrs bats  as femalc, and othcmisc subsumes womcn under male- 
orienteci signifies. Although ctIorts h m  bccn undcrway for somc timc CO ncutraiize this slippery dope 
e f f i  the male-female heirarchy rcmains Uisidious to thc English langurigc, and it is to this insidiousness 
that Highway is painting. 



representations of gender relations is theoretically impossible. Highway articuIates this 

crisis especially poignantly in a scene from Dry Lips wherein Simon Starblanket, one of 

the reserve's only asaders  for a return to Naîive languages and spuituality, cm find no 

words in English with which to address Nanabush's gender position: 

. ..weetha ("hidher" - ie: no gender) ... Christ! What is it? Him? Her? 
Stupid fucking language, fbck you, da Englesa. Me no speakum no more 
da goodie Englesa, in Cree we say "weetha," not "him" or "her" Nanabusb, 
corne back! (1 1 1) 

Finding the point at which English fails most startlingly to represent the Native 

experience, Simon drives it to the margins, abandonhg "good English" for a slang-inflected 

diaiect representative of his contempt. Cree succeeds where English fails him, and thus it 

is the Cree word "weetha" in this passage that is vibrant with meaning, while English is 

rendered Literally meaningless. Simon's speech accomplishes what Gilles Deleuze and 

Félix Guattari would terni a subtle "detemtorialization" of the colonizing language, 

deconstructing its assumptions about its own superiority by making its pitfalls glaringly 

obvious ("Toward a Minor Literature" 17). English speakers in the audience listening to 

Simon's cries can comprehend only simple words ("Him", "Her"), loud curses and cmde 

slang, whiie the meaning of "weetha" - untranslated in penormance (and generally 

untranslatable into English) - remains a crucial absence. Highway destabilizes the 

hierarchy that assigns privilege to English while devaiuing Cree, rnarginaiizing the former 

language in a strategic reversal of linguistic colonization. 

Gender's role as a colonking agent extends beyond its participation in religious 

and hguistic invasion. As Sheila Rabillard and Mariana Torgovnik have explained, 



Western gender constructions have become the means by which the colonizer casts the 

colonized in the role of "other," feminizing and therefore automatically subordinating the 

colonized culture to the colonizer's masculine-identified power. Torgovnik writes, 

... gender issues always inhabit Westem versions of the 
primitive. Sooner or later those familiar tropes for 
primitives becomes the tropes conventionally used for 
women. Global politics, the dance of the colonizer and 
colonized, becomes semai politics the dance of male and 
female. (quoted in Rabillard, 8) 

Rabillard identifies this slippage between "primitive" and "ferninine" as an exoticizing 

impulse similar to that which Edward Said investigates in his landmark text, Oriet~taIism. 

By associating Native peopies with Western culture's fantasies of femininity - passive, 

emotional, delicately beautifid yet wild and natural - colonizers make Natives both farnilar 

and exotically "other." As a result, they become subsumed under the gender hierarchy 

imposed upon them and forced to inhabit the position of the gendered subordinate. This 

ferninizing impulse remains evident in popular Westem culture to this day: Disney's 

construction of the primitive female in Pocahorrtar, the wildly natural yet spiritually 

grounded Sioux in D a m s  Wirh Woives, images of Native female community in The Piano 

- al1 serve, with varying degrees of consciousness, to recolonize Native peoples by 

reinforcing the feminized stereotypes by which Our culture seeks to know them. 



A Flick o f  the Trickster's Tai1 . . . 
I'm a tnckster. AU indigenous people are tricksters. We 
have to run, hide, jump over, pretend and fight so that we 
can live in two worlds. 

Gloria Miguel (Baker 52) 

Given the subtle, implicit role of gender in the violence of North Amencan 

colonization and in the continued subordination of Native peoples today, it would seem 

clear that the ideal tool of resistance is the Trickster, that creature who, in its refiisal to be 

singularly gendered, contains inherently the potential to disrupt the very principles upon 

which colonization is ba~ed.'~ Highway, who sees his theatre as Native activism, 

repeatedly argues that the key to decolonization is a reclamation of the Trickster figure 

and its ability to dupe and de@ authority (Loucks, Morgan). But just who is this 

Tnckster figure, exactly? Highway's cast of characters for both Re= Sisrers and Dry Lips 

seems to suggest that there is only one Trickster in his plays: Nanabush, as the spirit of 

various individuals and both genders - male in nit. Rez Sisrers and femaie in Dry Lips - is 

the "officiai" Trickster in both cases. Yet Gloria Miguel's statement above suggests 

something quite different, that the Trickster is perhaps not an exclusive being, far 

removed fkom the human world, but is rather a state of bt.i,ig, a means by which 

"ordinary" Native peoples can resist neo-colonization by the remnants of imperial forces 

as they continue to lirnit Native identities today. Simply because Highway does not 

officially designate other Tricksters does not mean they are absent from his plays; in fact, 

78~abillard contcnds that "High~ay's drama movcs touard a dissolution of divisions of gcnder 
and in so doing not only subvcrts the definition of ttic Native North Amcrian as passive, female. uiferior, 
but also disrupts the Orientalizing q'stcm of knowlcdgc ilsel K.."( 16). 



in refusing to name other Tncksters he may be playing Trickster himself - "posturing 

raven" as Lee Maracle Mght say (13) - in order to interrogate his audiences' 

understanding of his chara~ters?~ Marie Annharte Baker has suggested that, since the 

elusive Trickster is so difficult to define, "we aiways need to define the moment of the 

Tnckster" (48); my suggestion in this final chapter therefore is that Highway's drama is 

peppered with Tricksters and trickster moments, al1 of whom seek to recreate gender 

dong less hierarchical and more f l ~ d  lines for the practical benefit of their cornmunities. 

Gender is transformed in their hands fkom a colonizing tool into a source of community 

activism: the construction of gender (as discrete, fixed, binarily opposed) perpetuated as 

"naturai" and therefore "correct" by Western colonialisrn is itself exposed as a kind of 

dark tnckster, and as the drama destabilizes its privileged position audiences are 

encouraged to recognize that "nature does not necessanly lay out things in binary 

opposing systems" (Lang 186) and to orient themselves to "a different way of being in 

the world (Loucks 1 1). 

. . . In Which We AU Cet Ciught 

Everyoiie knows the Trickster to be haif-hero, half-fool, an everyman and 
a no-one. 

Daniel David Moses (87, my emphasis) 

Before we go on to examine the Trickster in Highway's plays, before we go on to 

7-y critics havc suggesicd that Highway himsclf is thc forcmost Trickster in his drama and 
i n d e  as an artist born of Nativc culturc but cducatcd in Wcstcm univcrsitics who combincs classical 
training with Nativc spirituality to producc works of what Anne Nothof has callcd "cultufal collision," he 
certainly seems to display thc border-crossing qualitics of thc classic Trickstcr figure. 
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attempt to know the Tnckster, we need to remind ourseIves of a very important caveat. 

Knowing the Trickster is a contradiction in terms; one of the Trickster's greatest 

strengths as a figure of resistance lies in its ability to de@ labels and baffle the instincts of 

those who want to know al i  about Native culture. In facf the Tnckster c d s  into 

question the very meaning of knowledge. Acadernic enquiries are predicated upon the 

need to know; a critic's cultural authority is based upon the pretence of having mastered 

some area of investigation. The Trickster, however, c m o t  be mastered. As an 

embodirnent of Me's "many contradictions" (Nothof 38) - defiant of gender yet 

embodying dl of its most visual aspects, a theologicd figure yet possessing none of the 

absolute authority of Western religious icons (Morgan 135) - dhe cannot be contaïned by 

the notions of "man," "woman" or "God" as they exist in the dominant culture. Nor are 

our tools of interpretation suEcient for describing the Tnckster; as Simon points out, our 

language fails Nanabush at the most crucial moment - the moment of interpellation into 

culture. Defiant of our ternis and conditions, Trickster cm never be fully interpellated 

into Westem culture, and hence cm never be fùlly known to it. The Tnckster, therefore, 

forces cntics like myself to accept a tremendous hermeneutic paradox: to Live within 

contradiction for a moment and accept an impefiect argument, a certain degree of 

unreadability, cight Rom the start. To acknowledge, that is, that there are some things 

even critics do not know. 

This acknowledgement may seem, on the level of common sense, perfectly 

reasonable; yet on the level of academic inquiry. it may also be considered a sign of 



defeat. I would suggest instead that it is the basic premise with which all academic 

inquiries should begin. To attempt to rnaster, of course, is to attempt to subordinate, to 

assert superiority over. this is exactly the kind of inquiry which feminist critics must 

resistgO It is also the kind of inquiry which feminist texts themselves inherently resist.*' 

In chapter two, we watched Albee's main character boggle the gaze as she sptintered into 

multiple identities, never klly knowable because never fully stageable. The Trickster 

figures in Highway's plays operate in much the same fashion; every glimpse we get 

contains a hint of that which we are not glimpsing, the rdization that the Trickster can 

never be fully recognized or fiilly objectified. Trickster's greatest benefit to Native 

decolonization is 

thus also its greatest contribution to feminist critical practice - the implicit understanding 

that the very concept of mastery is itself an illusion, a fallacy that need only be exposed 

in order to be rendered useless. 

goElin Diamond d e s  a similar daim in "Brcch tian Thcory/Fcminist Thcoq: Toward a Gestic 
Feminist Cri ticism." 

8 ISo. 1 would arguc & ciramatic tcm; becausc plays arc living tcxts. and each production of a 
play heraids a dinercni interprctation, ihcrc can tcchnically bc no one way to rcad or "marier" a play text 
Drama is, perhaps. the "trickicst" of litcrary gcnrcs in Lhis scnsc. 



The Rez sistene2: W waychigan Hill's Gender Tricksters 

The most insidious and effective strategy [of underrnining discrete gender 
categories] is a thoroughgoing appropriation and redeployment of the 
categories of identity themselves . . . 

Butler, Gelder Trouble 128 

In The Rez Sisiers, the first of Highway's two Rez plays, Nanabush's role is 

much less gendered than in the second play, Dry Lips Oughra Move fo Kopuskusing. In 

the former play, Nanabush inhabits the guise of a seagull - nnt in white feathers and later, 

as the Nighthawk, in dark feathers (RT xiii) - and only assumes gender in order to portray 

the glitteringly attractive Bingo Master in the second act. Although Nanabush's gender 

trickery only really cornes into its own in the second play, The Rez Sisfers is by no 

means devoid of it. The otherwise dl-female cast of the play become Tricksters 

themselves, bringing Nanabush home by transfoming tncky Western gender modes into 

something more profitable for the Wasaychigan HiII reserve. 

Wasy is a site of poverty and disempowerment, one whose troubles can be traced 

indirectly to the imposition of a foreign gender hierarchy. As Pelijia Patchnose puts it, 

there's "nothing to do" on the reserve "but drink and screw each other's wives and 

husbands and forget about Our Nanabush" (6). The gender hierarchy has erected artificial 

barriers between the men and women of the reserve, and has rendered the women 

powerless. Many of the men appear to consider wornen to be almost akin to property: 

Emily Dictionary and Philomena Moosetail, we l em over the course of 7he Rez Sisfers, 

82By "Rez Sisters" in this contcxt 1 mcan both Highway's 1986 play of that namc an& in the 
broader sense, al1 the womn of îhc Wasaychigan Hill rcscrvc which this play and Dry Lips portray- 



have been beaten or abused by former male partuers; the handicapped Zhaboonigan 

Peterson describes near the end of Act One her brutal rape at the hands of a group of 

young white men (47);83 and Pelijia expresses anger at having been woken up by two of 

the reserve's men "fighting over some girl. Heard what sounded like a basebail bat landing 

on somebody's back. My lawn looks like the shits this momhg" (5). Dry Lips Oughfa 

Move to Kqshsir ig ,  meanwhile, is a virtual catalogue of violence against ~ o r n e n . * ~  

The old (male) chef - the relic of a patriarchal system of government imposed upon 

\~a t ive  societies by European mlersgs - rnakes promises he does not keep, and as a result 

Wasaychigan Hill frequentiy finds itself doing without. The imposed gender system 

cleariy does not "work" for Wasy: not only are the women affected by the unbalanced 

interpretation of gender relations, but the men clearly hurt one another and the whole 

reserve with their actions. 

n e  Rez Sisfers opens on Pelijia's roof. with Pelijia herself hammering away at the 

shingles. Like her roof, the reserve needs "fixing," and first to be hammered out is a new 

method of viewing gender roles and gender relations. Pelijia quickly shows us her own 

Trickster qualities; she chastises her sister, Philomena, for corning up on the roof in a 

83Throughout hcr description, Nanabush, as thc white-fcathcrcd scagull. c o n t a  its body as a 
physical manifestation of the pain and agony cnforccd upon Zhaboonigan's body. making the violence that 
is o h  the result of an unbaianccd gcndcr hicrarchy palpably prescnt to the audicncc. 

841 will discuss this in dctail in a latcr section- 

8%3eoffrey York, in his 1990 bwk The Disposessed: Lue und Deuth in Nafive Canada. nota 
tbat in rnany Native socictics dccisions wcrc traditionally made communally; oncc Europcan d e  was 
imposed, so too was a system of male chie& with which the niling government could liaison. 



skirt and high heels. In Pelijia's opinion, "you gotta Wear pants when you're doing a 

man's j o b  (7). Far from sirnply reidorcing an artificid division of gender, this statement 

demonstrates Pelijia's understanding of gender division as ar t i f id .  She reads gender as 

both perfomüitive and transfomative: a "man's job" is a role not exclusive to that gender; 

as long as one wears the costume - in this case, overaiis - anyone can play the role. 

Costume and action do not express Pelijia's imer gendered sele instead, she recreates her 

gender each time she dons a new costume to perform a new role. In her uniform of 

"rnasculinity," Pelijia points to the constructedness of the category itself; she represents 

a spirit of change and rejuvenation on the reserve, one which will destabilize the 

categories of masculinity and femininity by replacing them with a fluid conception of 

gender that will allow her to combine the role of wife and mother with that of reserve 

handyman and, later, beyond the play's final cunain, perhaps even  chie^*^ Philomena, 

meanwhile, outfitted in the costume of an imported ferninine ideal, proves herself useless 

to Pelijia's efforts. She practically falls off the roof, ripping her skirt and attracting 

Pelijia's good-humoured scom: "People gonna think you just came frorn Big Joey's 

house" (7). With her attire in disarray but her affected femininity still intact, Philomena 

represents the kind of woman (like the infamous reserve femme fatale, Gazelle Nataways) 

86Phiiomena, devoted to Western conceptions of gender division, insists Pelijia will "never be 
c h i e  because she is a w o m  Pelijia, who recognizes the position of chief as a role traditiody but not 
essentially occupied by men, d i s  her sister's reasoning "bulIshitw and argues that "[ilf that useiess old 
chief of ours was a wman. we'd see a fcw things get donc around h m .  We'd sce our womcn working, 
we'd see our men working. we'd sce our young pcoplc sobcr on Saturday nights. and we'd see Nanabush 
dancing up and dom the hi11 on shiny black pavcd roadsw (1  14). By allowing a wman to bccomc chef. 
Pelijia rcasons. thc rcxrvc uould signai a rcturn to morc balanccd and cquitabic gcndcr relations; this in 
tuni would faciliatc ihe rcturn "home" of Nanabush, spirit of gcnckr balana. 
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that gets screwed by someone else's husband and perpetuates the cultural, spiritual and 

economic inertia that plagues Wasy. 

Once the sisters, al1 bingo fans, l e m  that THE BIGGEST BINGO IN THE 

WORLD (emphasis in text throughout) is coming to Toronto, they seek a way to make 

their attendance possible. Their quest begins with a trip to the band office to ask the 

chief for financial assistance, trumpeting the possible benefits of a big win for the entire 

reserve as justification of their request. This "trip" is staged as a musical march around 

the stage which climaxes as the women (and Nanabush, as the seagull in white feathers) 

reach the downstage area and stand "in one straight line square in front of the audience7' 

(60). The "invisible" chief denies their request, and the a a  ends with the women rniming 

their rage, Pelijia raising her hammer to the chief and Emily fingering a "hck you, man" 

(60). However, thanks to Highway's stage trickery, it is actually the audience to whom 

the hammer is raised and the finger given (we occupy the invisible chief s "seat7'). As 

representatives of the culture responsible for the imposition of patnarchal nile on the 

reserve, we in the audience are held, in this startling moment before blackout, directly 

accountable for the chief s lack of action. The sisters have literally given the finger to the 

dominant culture and the hierarchical gender system which it has imposed and by whose 

authority they have historically been siienced. 

Rather than allowing their ambition to be limited by the chief s authority, the 

sisters go on a wild fund-raising campaign that eventually leads to their arrivai in Toronto, 



their participation in the 'bgame,"87 and the overthrow of  t he Bingo Master, ''the m o a  

beautifid man in the world" (100), portrayeci by Nanabush. With his glittering attire and 

sleek manner of speech, the Bingo Master is "akessed to kilI" (my emphasis), pure gender 

performance. He appears like a dream, but fails to live up to  his appearance. When he 

does not cal1 the magicai B 14, the women, rejecting the legacy of impotent male authority 

Ünposed by the dominant cuiture, lunge at the bingo machine that is the symbol of his 

power and cany it out of the auditorium and out of the play. The Bingo Master 

meanwhile disappears, dissolving into the Nighthawk in black feathers, his gender 

exposed as mere costume, his authority as illusion (102/3). 

Pelijia and her sisters start Wasy down the path toward a more fluid 

interpretation of gender identity. Their quest is continued by the women of  Dry Lips 

Oughra Move 7'0 Kquskec-ttg who, like their sisters from the earlier play, become 

Trïcksters in their own right by seeking to reinvent two Canadian stereotypes based on 

divisive and unbalanced gender interpretations. They form their own hockey team in a 

parodic appropriation of Canada's all-male "national" sport, and infîect it with the spirit 

of Mother Earth: in order to be eligible for the tearn one needs to be not only femde, but 

also either pregnant or the mother of "piles and piles of babies" (DL 29). The Wasy 

"Wailerettes" thus not only challenge the gender 'laws' that bar women fiom playing 

professional hockey, but also topple the stereotyped image of the Native "squaw" 

87This "game," mia ly  speaking. is the monumental bingo for which the sistcrs have corne. 
Highway, howcvcr. uscs it as a mctaphor for the many gamcs in which British and Canadian systcms of 
govenunent hvc cngagcd Native pmplcs sincc thc moment of fmt contact. ladcn with glittering but empty 
promises of prospcrity. 
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overburdened by babies, revisioning Native motherhood as a sign of physical strength 

rather than weakness. Playing with these stereotypes gives Highway unique signifjhg 

power: because images of the white male hockey player and the Native squaw are not 

only familiar to Canadians, but have actually becorne crude cultural icons, by combining 

them he renders them completely unfarniliar to his audience, foregrounding not the image 

but rather the ideology that has produced the image. We are confronteci not with 

something comfiorting because familiar, but rather with a difficult and untamiliar question: 

on what grounds have we elevated hockey player above Native mother, white male above 

Native female? Their credibility shattered, the stereotypes deconstruct: like the Bingo 

Master, once their source of power (in this case, a context that discourages questions) 

disappears, their authonty shows itself to be nothing more than trickery, the dominant 

culture's attempts to subordinate its Other, be that Other female, Native, or both. 

The Wasy Wailerettes do more than sirnply expose two outmoded stereotypes, 

however; by combining traditional sources of male and female strength, they transform 

those stereotypes into a life force that empowers the dispossessed Wasy women "to 

action on a global scale" (Seidlitz 58), reaching beyond the community as abonginai 

women's hockey catches on across Canada and around the world. Like Pelijia and her 

sisters, the Wailerettes must dispose of the remnants of imposed gender constructions in 

order to play fieely: Gazelle Nataways, self-appointed captain and the one woman on the 

tearn who clings to the pose of fenimfauie, perpetuating the objectification rather than 

empowerment of the female body (her hockey sweater is so low cut that the puck is lost 



in her cleavage), must be overthrown before the Wailerettes will agree to join the 

Aboriginal Women's World Hockey League. Gender revision becomes gender activism; 

the "game" at last holds the promise of community bettement. The Wailerettes, 

however, are never seen by the audience. Their "gender activism" is made present to us 

oniy by the sounds of "women wailing" and "rocks hitting boards ... echoing as in a vast 

empty chamber" (44) which permeate the play. Like tme Tricksters, the Wailerettes 

resist the audience's need to gaze upon them - need to know them - by making 

conspicuous, dong with their absence, the ultimate inability of a limited theatre space to 

contain and fiilly represent their no w-expanded subjectivit y. 

Bodily Trickery: Gender Fluidity and the Permeable Body 

While the Rez sisters ultimately assert the permeability of gender identity by 

crossing its borders and problematizing its boundaries, by far the most permeable entity 

in both plays is the femaie body itself.** As Judith Butler explains in Gender Trouble, 

the body as we understand it is not so much a naturally occumng phenornenon as a 

culturally inscribed space, one contained by a strict distinction between interior and 

exterior spaces wherein the body's interior is understood to be the locus of personal 

88A close second for the title of "most pcrrncablc cntiîyn in The Rez Sisfers may bc the ihcatre 
spaçe itself. Highway challenges Lhcatrc's implicit distinction bctwccn spccîator and pcrformer, auditorium 
space and playing space. by incorporating one into thc othcr. During the "drive to Toronto" in the play's 
second a& ttie seais of the womcn's "vanw arc locatcd d l  around thc auditorium, cncirding the specîators 
and engulfing viewing spacc in performan~e spacc. Later. during the Bingo gamc. the audience is asked to 
play dong wiîh Bingo car& inserfai in thcir programS. the acmscs takc scats in thc front mw and become 
themselves spectators of the glittcring Bingo Master. Not oniy does Highway thus disrupt the division 
between spedator and spcdacle, but hc a h  intrudcs upon thc artificial barricr previously erected be-n 
colonîzer and colonized. For a moment, the audicncc and thc ' r d  bccomc indistinguishable; we become 
the colonized, 



(including gender) identity, and the exterior to be the receptacle of waste eliminated by 

the interior. In other words, the boundary between intenor and exterior is the locus ofa 

subtle play between essence and abjection, between what are considered acceptable 

markers of persona1 identity and what is considered taboo, between what constitutes the 

self and what is "other." As Butler States, "what constitutes the limits of the body is 

never merely material ... the surface of the skin is systematically signified by taboos and 

anticipated transgressions; indeed, the boundaries of the body become the limits of the 

socialper se" (GT 13 1, emphasis in original). Yet this construction of the body always 

ignores the fact that the abject is a product of the self, that "the boundary of the body as 

well as the distinction between interna1 and extemal is established through the ejection 

and transvaluation of something originally part of identity into a defiling othemess" 

(133). Therefore, as Butler notes, by reclaiming the abject, by making the sociaily 

constructed limits of the body more permeable, one may render problematic the division 

between self and other within any bounded system, including the sedgender system: 

If the 'imer world' no longer designates a topos, then the intemal fixity of 
the self and, indeed, the ir>rertwl locale of get&r ihtiily, become similarl y 
suspect. (1 35, my emphasis) 

The breakdown of the body as a discrete, bounded entity thus heralds the breakdown of 

discrete gender identity; body permeability signals increased gender fluidity by virtue of 

the fact that problematizing the distinction between interior and exterior space also 

destroys the possibility of a discrete, interior locus of gender identity. More important 

for our purposes, though, is that this breakdown of an inner "topos" also problematizes 



gender hierarchy. Because the distinction which the bounded body system makes 

between interior and exterior, self and other, is not benign but is colowed by a hierarchy 

in which "interior" and "self" reign supreme, this distinction is not just the model by 

which what is not "self!" becomes "other," but is also "the model by which others become 

shit" (GT 134). But others cannot be shit ifshit is identified as aiways already part of 

the selt that identification therefore throws the hierarchy based upon the supposedly 

impermeable separation of self and other into question. 

The women of Highway ' s drama make that very identification by reincorporating 

the abject into their sense of self Like Albee's ta11 women, the sisters disturb the body's 

boundaries and challenge the Iirnits of "the ferninine" by reclaiming the category of the 

bbunladylike" - marked by those bodily fùnctions which have corne to signiQ the 

association ofthe female body with that which is dirty and "other." As Sheila Rabillard 

explains, 

Perhaps the most powerfùl questioning of the colonizing bonds of sharply 
demarcated genders and cultures is effected in 7he Ret Sistrrs through the 
interplay of absorption and elimination. It is imagery that focuses the 
audience's attention inescapably upon the femde body and, moreover, 
upon its most taboo aspects - its fluxes, flows and unstable boundanes, 
the features that have seemed perhaps most fearful and foreign to a male- 
dominateci culture and that, consequently, have been most finnly 
associated with ferninine inferiority, wlnerability and even uncleanliness. 
(1 1) 

Not only is the abject not considered taboo by the women in these plays; it is literaily 

reinvented as a pnmary source of personal identity and female strength. Philomena 

insists that Pelijia will never leave the reserve, no matter how much she complains, 



because "dl [her] poop's on this reserve" (3). Despite having left her body, Peiijia's 

"poop" remains a mark of her identity, is in fact one of the most significant markers of 

identity: that which designates "home." Philomena's home is similarly "where her poop 

is": her bathroom, remodelled with the money she wins at THE BIGGEST BINGO IN 

THE WORLD, is the focal point of her home, and the toilet is the bathroom's pièce de 

But the best, the most wondefil, my absolute most favourite part is the 
toilet bowl itself First of d l ,  it's elevated, like on a sort of ... pedestal, so 
that it makes you feel like . .. the Queen ... sitting on her royal throne, 
mling her Queendom with a fim yet gentle hand. (1 17, ellipses in original) 

The artificial distinctions between self and other, colonizer and colonized, Queen 

Elizabeth and Philomena Moosetail, dissolve in the toilet bowl and are flushed down the 

drain. Philomena's toilet-throne is the means by which she displaces the colonizing 

culture's definition of itself as "other" than its colonized subjects: both she and the 

Queen, after d l ,  need to use it. Her bodily waste signifies her body's power to disrupt 

the limits of that which we label taboo, and resigna the female body as a fluid and 

intersubjective entity. These final moments of nie Rer Sisters parallel closely 

Nanabush's final appearance in Dry Lips Oicghfa Move To Kup~~skusi~g, which finds 

hirnher perched high above the main stage on a giant toilet: dresse- as God in drag "in an 

old man's white beard and wig, but also wearing sexy, elegant women's high heeled 

pumps" (1 17), dhe sits contentedly filing hislher nails and "having a good shit." This 

tableau glances back upon Highway's deconstruction of bodily boundaries throughout 

both Rez plays, suggesting that the distinctions we draw between femininity, 



masculinity, divinity and humanity are al1 artificial ones; by defying these distinctions 

Naaabush literally embodies a Iess fixed and enclosed interpretation of personal identity. 

In the Rez plays, the body itself becornes a border-crosser, an irrepressible Tnckster. 

Throughout Dry Lips Oughtu Move tu Kupskusing, the focus upon expanding 

the body's boundaries continues. In this play, however. while the "absent" women 

continue to gain strength from this expansion - the expelling of children gives the Wasy 

Wailerettes their force - the men, who tend to cling to imposed gender constructions and 

the contained sense of self they promulgate, are disempowered by it. The vaginal blood 

of Black Lady Halked paralyses Big Joey: 

.. . when I saw this baby cornin' out of Caroline, Black Lady .. . Gazelle 
dancin' . . . al1 this blood . . . and 1 knew it was goma come . .. 1 . . . 1 tried to 
stop it .. . I fieaked out. I don't know what I did . .. md I h e w  il wczs 
mine.. . (1 20, ellipses in original, emphasis mine) 

Vaginal blood is perhaps that "abjection" which men have histoncaily been conditioned to 

fear most. Yet the vagina is also the most contradictory and troubling element of the 

female body for a construction of that body as discrete and bounded. While vaginai blood 

and waste may be considered the epitome of abjection, their release often accompanies 

the birth of children, who for centuries were considered upon their entrance into the 

worid to be exiting their mother's grasp for that of their father, becoming the latter's 

property and (if the correct gender) heirs. Yet how can the vagina produce both waste 

and human life, a "self' that is both other than its bearer and yet (initially) physically tied 

to it? The umbilicai cord represents "trouble" for the body's boundaries, transgressing 

those of the mother and undermining the construction of the baby's body as a separate 
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entity at the moment of birth8' For Big Joey, the moment of crisis is the redization that 

that which is being expelled fiom Black Lady's body is a part of  himself, that in the birth 

of Dickie Bird the boundary between his body and Black Lady's dissolves in the blood 

on the floor. nie dissolution of this boundary not only challenges the supposedly 

discrete nature of his male identity, but also disrupts the male-female hierarchy (to which 

Big Joey clings) and its assumption that men's bodies are cleaner and more contained than 

women's because not physicaily connected to the birthing process. Big Joey's identity 

is in crisis because he is unable to conceive of his identity as fluid; the sisters' agency, on 

the other hand, finds its source in that very fluidity. 

Rewriting Top Girls 

Agency bom of a more fluid sense of identity is exactly what sets the Wasy 

women apart £tom their counterparts in Top Girls. In many ways, The Rez Sisters can be 

read as "the play that might have been," had Marlene, her dinner guests and her colleagues 

allowed themselves to be empowered rather than intimidated by their ability to cross 

gender's  border^.^' Unlike the parody of  women's cornrnunity which Churchill sets up 

as a means of critiquing the sedgender system, The Rez Sisrers represents a tnie 

8 % ~  Young, as 1 notcd in chaptcr one regards thc prcgnant body as a means by which the 
distinctions bctwecn self and othcr. imer and outcr, arc bluncd in "a bodily cqcricncc in which the 
transparent unity of self dissolves. .," (Garner 2 16). 

90By this suggestion 1 do not mean to imply that Highway's art is in any way superior to 
Churchill's, or that Churchill's play is flawcd in a way that Highway's is not. Thcir messages are 
dinerent: Churchiiïs play dcmands a mcans of Ii'bcrating womcn from binary gcndcr thinking, while 
Highway provides just such a means. They rcprcsent, ifyou wifl, a cal1 to arms and one response to that 
d. 
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community. signalleci immediately by titular differences. "Top Girls" denotes hierarchy 

implicitly ('top'), and suggests many women individually ('girls'). "Rez Sisters" implies 

no such hierarchy; if anything, the invocation of sisterhood suggests not only community, 

but a certain degree of equality. Equality is very much a key to the relationships between 

women in Highway's plays: Pelijia is reproached by Annie Cook for letting her overalls 

"go to Ber] head" (4 1) when she assumes a little too much of the old patriarchai attitude, 

and the Wasy Wailerettes overthrow the one wornan on their team - Gazelle Nataways - 
who strives to gain power over them (1 2 1). WhiIe the women in Top Girls - particularly 

the historical guests of Act One - view themselves as either masculine or ferninine, fearing 

the consequences that may result fiom transgressing the iimits of those categories the 

Rez sisters freely transgress, translating the very idea of transgression into less rigidly 

patrolkd gender boundaries. Marlene's vision of success is cornpetitive and limited to 

the individual; she scoms assistance and conceives of her identity as very much defined 

by her own body and dependent upon her own success. The sisters, by contrast, are a 

community of misfits; chances are fairly good that none of them would "make it" (TG 

120) in Marlene's estimation. Yet they do "make it," getting to Toronto and back not 

despite their commitment to one another, but because of it. Even Zhaboonigan, although 

handicapped, is embraced for her peculiar gi fts rather than scomed, dismissed and feared 

as Angie is. 

Pelijia is in many ways Marlene's antithesis: she is not a climber, does not seek 

personal success fiom her role as leader, but wishes only to better the living conditions of 
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everyone on the reserve (8, 59). She giadly constructs her gender identity as fluid and 

performative, embracing her ability to switch costumes and play other roles. She 

destabilizes the categories of masculine and ferninine, while Marlene, on the other hand, 

sees her femininity as integral to her success and remaias locked in her skirt. Unlike 

PeIijia and the other Rez sisters, Marlene fears her body. Her skirt is as much a mask for 

her shame as it is a badge of her preferred identity, one which keeps her chained to 

patriarchy's construction of fernininity despite her seemingly progressive attitude. 

Marlene fears motherhood as an extension of her body, and seeks to suppress her 

relationship with Angie as a means of containing that body. Her Rez counterparts, 

meanwhiie, celebrate the permeability of their bodies; motherhood for them is a means of 

empowering both themselves and the reserve at large. The sisters succeed where Marlene 

fds because, like Albee's tall women, they are able to conceive of their identities as 

intersubjective; the result is an activism that extends beyond the individual and out into 

the c~mmunity.~ ' 

Expect the Unexpected: Dry Li>$ Oughta Move To Kapuskashg 

7he Rez Sisters' conception of gender (and thus identity) as a fluid and maileable 

process becomes much more sharply defined when that play is read in conjunction with 

91In many respect$ the notion of identity as fluid and intersubjective is integral to the theam as a 
medium of exploration of the human condition. If identities were not malleable. if charaders were not 
permitîed to gmw, change or lcarn about themxlves ovcr the ooursc of a drama. thcn plot and action wuld 
becorne fcuslfated and audiences wuld lcavc fding a certain emptincss. (One nccd look no hrrther than 
Samuel Beckett's satiric Il uiting For Godot for an examplc of thc kind of incrtia that can d t  whcn 
charader growth is dcnicd.) 



Ds> Lips Oughta Move to Kapkasing, because only in the latter play is the fùii extent 

of Nanabush's role as a gender perfonner realized. Just as the intennission between acts 

is perhaps the most significant moment in Three Tu11 Womm, the space between the Rez 

plays is where Nanabush's gender trickeiy reveds itseifmost clearly. While in nte Rez 

Sisrers Nanabush is male-defhed, between plays s/he "switches" genders, becoming 

f e d e  for the purposes of the latter play. Therefore, in order to truly appreciate the 

extent to which Western constructions of gender are "made over" in these plays one 

needs not only to read both plays, but to read them i~iiertexiuaily~ 

The inseparable co~ections between the two plays became clear during my above 

discussion of the gender transformations carried out by the plays' women; the efforts 

Pelijia and her sisters make towards a more fluid conception of gender boundaries are not 

self-contained, but spi11 over into and are expanded upon by the Wasy Wailerettes in the 

second play. Gender transformation is conceived as aprmess in these playq one whose 

end would signal a retum to stagnation and limitation. Highway's conception of the Rez 

play as a cycleg2 thus furthers a process which Albee and Churchill began with their 

explosion of traditional narrative structures: the strategic revisionhg of the notion of 

''ththeacal progress" nom a determiristic lineaxity to an ever expanding field of 

possibilities. Highway's plays do have a distinct beginning and a distinct end, but they 

do not sirnply move from point A to point B; the end of one play always signals a new 

beginning, the beginning of another play, another set of characters and actions that will 

9Wriginally there were to bc scvcn Rcz plays. but to my knowlcdgc no othcn have as yet ban 
complaed or performed- 



comment upon and therefore alter the significance of character and action in the plays that 

have come before. Progress withui these plays is superseded by progress between them, 

a progress which ultimately foils the academic impetus: we are Iimited in Our 

understanding of both me Rez Sisfers and Dry Lips because we have no means yet of 

addressing the Rez plays still to come. As a result, any discussion of these two plays in 

their current context must necessarily be an open discussion, cog nizant of its own 

limitations and subject to future revisions. 

Whereas The Rer Sisters is a play about seven women, there are technically no 

women in Dry Lips Oughta Move to Kapuskasizg, the cornpanion piece which stars 

seven men. This is not, of course, to say that Wasy's women are wholly absent from 

Dry Lips; as 1 pointed out earlier, the Wasy Wailerettes make their presence known to us 

through soundscapes, and are frequently descnbed by the male characters on stage. 

Nevertheless, their physical representation eludes us; their neamess is palpable, yet we 

are not allowed to gaze, not allowed to take up Our usual, cornfortable positions as 

sanctioned voyeurs despite the urge we feel to see and hear what the men are seeing and 

hearing. When 1 say there are no women in this play, I mean to suggest that it is 

unproblemutïc represe~iiatiom of women that are absent fiom view. Our urge to gaze is 

foiled, no more so than when it is addressed by Nanabush, whose hyperstylized parodies 

of femininityg3 - a drag pediomance par excelieme - permeate the play, seemingly 

9 3 W e  Churchill and Albcc choosc CO cvposc gcndcr's constmcîcdnss through dialogue, 
Highway chooses gendcr pardy, an ovcr-the-top pcrfofmance which alicnatcs and rcndcrs abswd our 
normative mafkers of gcndcr ikntity. 
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satisfjkgg while viciously interrogating our gaze, exposing the tnckery that constitutes 

Western constructions of the ferninine and rendering permanently problematic ow 

attempts to view the femaie body on stage. 

Nanabush, in switching genden between me Rez Sisfers and Dry Lips O u g h  

Move io Krpnskasit~g, bafHes audience expectations in the same way that Albee's second 

act and Churchill's dimer party scene baffle expectations: by refusing to adhere to the 

conventions of traditionai theatre set out by the drama's essentially "redistic" frame. 

Just as the second act of niree Tai1 Women intemipts and rejects the narrative thread 

(and discrete, separate characten) of its first act, Nanabush's appearances in Dry Lips 

intempt and interrogate the (for the most part) realistic story unfolding around himlher. 

Nanabush, in fact, baffles ail our expectations: of what a myth figure is, of what a 

spiriaial figure is, of what gender ciifference means, of where gender exists on the body, of 

what "fernininity" means. Hiskier path through Dry Lips follows an unpredictable - 

although intricately planned - route designed to expose the assumptions behind our 

expectations, and it is this ability to pin us d o m  while himherself eluding fixity within 

traditional drarnatic and ideological structures that gives Nanabush hisher disruptive 

power. 



Naoabush as Drag Queen 

Garbo 'got in drag' whenever she took some heavy glamour part, 
whenever she melted in or out of a man's arms, whenever she simply let 
that heavenly-flexed neck ... bear the weight of her thrown-back head ... 
How resplendent seems the art of acting! It is the impersomtion, whether 
the sex undemeath is true or not. 

Parker Tyier, "The Garbo Image," quoted in Getuier Trouble 128. 

According to Judith Butler, drag is the ultimate gender performance. As an 

imitation or impersonation of gender identity, drag "implcitly r e v d  the imi&ziiue 

structure of ge~~&r itsrlf- a wei.  as ifs co~ttir~ge~lcy" (G T 1 3 7, emp hasis in original). In 

other words. drag does not just perforrn gender; it penorrns gender as ahuays alrem& 

perfmmce7 and unabashedly displays the means by which we p d o m  gender - and 

conceal our penonnance behind the ''regdatory fiction"(l4 1 ) of naturaiized gender 

identity - every day. Drag is thus not a discrete performance: its parody of our culture's 

most sacred tenets of gender identity radically calls into question the nature and origin of 

its audience's gender just as it deconstnicts its own. 

If drag is the ultimate gender performance, then Nanabush is the quintessential 

drag queen. As a being without fixed gender, s/he is always already in drag; when s/he 

assumes a fixed gender identity, that identity is always aiready complicated by its status 

as performance, as costume, as inessential. There can be no illusion in these 

performances that gender is a natural identity; when Nanabush plays at being either male 

or femaie, hidher gender stands out as just that: play. in  the space between The Rer 

Sisfers' final curtain and the opening scene of Dry Lips, Nanabush changes costumes and 

"becornes fende." Yet dhe is not simply cross dressing: Highway has taken care to cast 



a d e  actor in ?ne Rez Sisters and a femde one in Dry Lips. The dserence may seem 

slight, but its significance is not: were a male actor to play Nanabush in both plays, the 

audience could easily read his cross-dressed body in Dry Lips as a parody of fernininity 

without ever having to cal1 into question his own essentid maieness. By casting a male 

actor to play the "male" Nanabush and a female actor to play the "female" Nanabush, the 

Tncksta's gender remains unfixeci, and unfixes in the process the gender of the actor or 

actress playing M e r .  Nanabush is not just a "man" or a "woinan" in drag; dhe is 

instead a performer who "reveals that the original identity &er which gender fashions 

itself is an imitation without origin" (GT 138). and therefore that the a d  of cross-dressing 

itself is a bit of an illusion, because there can be no "original gender" against which to 

cross dress. Once destabilized in this fashion, gender identity becomes open to 

"resignification and recontextuaiization" (1 38). and Nanabush's drag becomes another 

means by which Highway demonstrates gender identity to be fluid, permeable, and open 

to tnckery. 

The main target of Nanabush's trickery in Dry Lips Oughta Move Tu 

Kupuskasing is the category of fernininity itseIE The men in this play, with the 

exception of Simon Starblanket, remain locked in Western gender modes, unable to 

imagine gender as anyt hing other than a binaxy opposition in which women are fixed as 

the objects of the male gaze.94 Unlike their sisters, these men are not Tricksters; 

94The men rangc fmm the intenrly misogpist Big Jocy and his sidckick Crcaturc Nataways, 
both of whom regard w-omcn as thcir pcmnal propcxty (DL 16.25). to thc bufbonish Picrrc SL Pierre, 
who cannot imaginc womcn playing hockey. to Zachary Kccchagmik who. dcspiic his dcvotion to his 
wifc and his planncd bakcry business. jcopardim both by allowing himrlf to bc scduccd by Nanabush. in 
the guise of the sexy Gaztic. Throughout thc play. a lifc-sizc poster of MariIyn Monroc prcsidcs over the 



Nanabush, therefore, is a much more prominent and necessary figure here than in The Rer 

S i s ~ s .  Strictly speaking, in Dry Li's dhe assumes the guise of three of the reserve's 

women: Gazelle Nataways, Patsy "Big Bum" Pegahmagahbow (Simon Starblanket's 

girlniend and one of the Red few crusaders for a retum to Indian spirituality), and Black 

Lady Halked (the birth of whose son during a drunken stupor seventeen years previous 

continues to trouble the play's seven male characters). In these disguises, however, 

Nanabush's penchant for contradiction shines through: on the surface, s/he appears to 

"represent" these women, but it is ultimately the complications of representing these 

women which she portrays. Wearing huge, prosthetic breasts to denote Gazelle, a &nt 

prosthetic bum to denote Patsy, and an outshed prosthetic stomach to denote Black 

Lady (who remains perpetually pregnant in the eyes of Wasy's male population) 

Nanabush performs femininity as more than simply the "grotesquely exaggerated guises 

... shaped by the clichés of the dominant culture" (Honegger 90); s/he perfoms fernininity 

as a coris~ructio,i of the male gaze, a collection of body parts that are Gazelle, Patsy and 

Black Lady in the eyes of the reserve's men.95 S/he thereby foregrounds femininity as a 

prefabricated identity, an image or fantasy bom of male-identified gazes and expectations 

(see Garner). His/her performance calls into question the means by which women have 

traditionally been represented on the stage - as the incarnation of (primarily) men's words 

main stage ara, rcminding the audiencc of the men's dcvotion to Wcstern constructions of the ferninine 
ideal. 

95Nanabush's plasticid marken of fcmininity rnay recall the "dumrny" occupying centre stage 
during Act Two of Three Tail Women. Aithough thcrc is no widcncc to suggcsl that the dumrny, like the 
pmsthetics, necd be piastic, bath nwerthclcss point to the rcprcscnîation of uomen as objects on the 
traditional stage. 



- and suggests that, given the theatre's history of such objectifjmg and fixating 

representations, the only true alternative for feminist theatre practice is the permanent 

problematization of representation. Like nree Ta[[ W o m ,  then, Dry Les takes the 

road not quite visible: Nanabush's performance points ultimately to the absence of 

Gazeile, Patsy and Black Lady; meanwhile, the women on the hockey team who are 

acîively re-imagîning themselves as other than a reflection of the male gaze are always 

already absent fiom view. The main stage - the locus of that gaze - loses its privileged 

position as the locus of representation; ail it can signifL is lack. 

Highway hrther deprivileges the main stage by creating a second stage above it. 

This "perch," which demands our attention by its sheer conspicuousness, is the realrn of 

Nanabush's gender performance, and of Wher critical cornmentary upon the attitudes 

and actions of the men down below. From this perch, Nanabush acts out the violence - 

visual, physical and spiritual - that has been done to Gazelle, Patsy and Black Lady as a 

direct result of the rnisogyny of the prevailing gender hierarchy: as Gazelle, Nanabush 

strips for "the boys" (DL 80)- reprking her role as the dancing girl at the Dickie Bird 

Tavem, as Patsy dhe is brutally raped with a crucifix, and as Black Lady she inhabits the 

drunken, pregnant body that was left virtually to die on the floor of the Dickie Bird 

Tavem by Big Joey and his fnends seventeen years earlier, giving birth to Dickie Bird al1 

over again on stage.96 

9 ~ u g h o u t  the second act, the men alternately d e c t  upon and argue over their la& of action 
at the tavern al1 those years ago. Big Joey, WC Icarn ovcr the course of the play. Mas both Dickie Bird's 
father and the bouncer ai the tavem whcre Black Lady sa1 drinking for thrce days prior to giving birth. His 
refirsal to rcmove her from thc tavcrn or provide hcr with any othcr support contributcd dirccîiy to Didcie 
Bird's tragic entry into the worid as a victirn of Tclal alcohol qmdromc. 



Not surprisingly perhaps. Dry Lips has corne under attack for these brutal 

portrayais. Many female spectaton - primarily Native - have argued that the images of 

Native womanhood the play presents are debilitating and dangerous. reinforcing rather 

than Uiterrogating violence against ~omen.~ '  The controversy, despite getting a fgir 

amount of press dunng the play's 199 1 revival, has not tarnishd the play's reputation as 

one of Canada's premier works by a Native playwright. The inconsistency between 

these interpretations - blatant misogyny on the one hand and biting social cornmentary on 

the other - as well as between the significance granted to each, begs some important 

questions about the limits of what can or should be represented on stage, and about the 

way theatre cnticism may or may not fail to take into account diverse spectatorial 

positions when examining those limits. To what degree have the concerns of Native 

spectaton - particularly women - been ignored by the literary establishment that has 

accordeci this play such hi& praise? To what degree do cntics ignore the complexities of 

the position of the female spectator when judging a work of drama such as Dry Lips? 1s 

Dry Lips. in Marc Silverstein's terms, one of those plays in which women are asked to 

make "the choice that is not a choice" (507) between masochistic identification with 

victimized women and sadistic identification with rnisogynist male protagonists? 1s it 

97In her rwiew, "Cam Blanche: Angr). cnough to spit but Hith Dry Lips it hurts more than you 
IcmW (CTR 68 (1991)), Marie ANiharlc Baker claims that somc womcn adually had nightmares after 
seeing the play. 

AIan FiIewood, in "Rcclaiming Aboriginalitym (Theatre J o u d  46:3 (1994)), traces the 
controversy over the play to its high-profile 1991 mival in Toronto, and argues that the controversy was a 
direct resuit of removing thc play h m  its original contcxt as onc of several plap abut Native issues 
performed and produced by the Native Earth Performing Arts troupe. Read intertextualiy with The Rez 
Sisters and others, Filewood suggests, the meaning of Dry Lips' potentïally misogynist moments change. 



ever ethical to physically portray violence against women on stage? If not, how do we 

convey and interrogate the ovenuhelming problem of violence against women as it 

continues in practice today? 

As a partial answer to some of these questions, 1 propose that it is possible to 

portray violence against women on stage, and furthemore that Dry Lips Oughra Move Tu 

Kupskasing does so both critically and ethically, well aware of the problems femde 

spectators face in view of its more disturbing elements. The play does not simply 

present a strip, a birth and a rape for the titillation of some members of the audience and 

the embarrassrnent and discodort of others; it transforms each of these moments into a 

political act, foregrounding both the audience's and the play's male characters' complicity 

in the "rape which has always already occurred" (Freedman 73) long before Patsy is 

attacked by Dickie Bird. 

Nanabush's over-the-top drag performance is crucial to Highway's politicization 

of these events. Nanabush does not simply portray a trio of female victims; d h e  

comments critically upon rather than passively accepting the violence done to  himher. 

Nanabush's doubly-gendered status always already complicates hidher position as 

victimized womm, and, furthemore, allows himher to manipulate it. Slhe solicits the 

gaze as a means of disrupting it: s h e  is aiways already watching us watching. As 

Silverman notes, "to self-consciously demand attention [during a drag performance] is to 

author spectatorship; this is potentially empowering, for one may control what others 

see" (87). As the play opens, Nanabush, in the guise of Gazelle, slides herself 



voluptuously into a pair of stockings dressing to leave after having supposedly seduced 

Zachary. She puts her body on show, tantalking the audience and inviting us to look. In 

the next moment, however, this voluptuousness is purposefully undermined by the 

"giant pair of fdse, rubberized breasts" which she extracts tiom beneath Zachary's head 

(DL 15). We, like Zachary, have been "tricked by Nanabush into gazing at Gazelle 

(whose name's aptness is likely not lost on Highway), and, like him, we begin the play 

with our pants down, caught in the act, our complicity in the creution of Gazelie's body 

thrown back in Our faces as Nanabush dons the breasts, themselves no more than the 

costume of thefemme fatde we wished to 

The order of Nanabush's performances are as politically charged as the 

performances themselves. Whereas the play opens with the voluptuous Gazelle, 

Nanabush closes Act One in the guise of Black Lady, "naked, nine months pregnant, 

dmnk almost senseless" (76), inhabiting another hyperstylized body t hat is the antit hesis 

of that with which the act opened. Nanabush contrasts Gazelle's "idealized body with 

Black Lady's pregnant form, portrayed as grotesque to match the repupance with which 

the men on stage view her, and forces the audience to contend with the disparity between 

these two bodily fictions. In the second act, Nanabush's three most controversial 

appearances are similarly well planned. Gazelle's strip opens act two, but this most 

objectifjing of hidher appearances serves again only to lay bare the men's expectations, 

98In assuming thc position of thc audicncc. 1 obviously cannot claim to know thc desires of al1 
members of thc audicncc. 1 mcrcly wish to contcnd ihat. for thox not trickcd into g a n g  at Nanabush. an 
aitemate position is rcadily availablc. that or identification uith hidhcr criticd impulse. 
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as Nanabush disappears and the men are lefi stripped themselves, having shed theù 

clothes in the excitement (87). Not long de r ,  Nanabush, once again in the guise of Black 

Lady, appears sitting atop hidher jukebox perch naked. "facing the audience, legs out 

directly in front" (92), ready to re-enact the birth of Dickie Bird. This pose deconsmas 

the pretence of the strip; Nanabush presents us with a full fiontal view of Black Lady's 

genitals, ostensibly offering us that which we coveted during Gazelle's dance, yet at the 

same time suggesting, in Black Lady's fùll-term pregnancy and the subsequent "rebirth" 

of Dickie Bird as he is drenched in fetal water, the terms and conditions of the offer. We 

are forced to acknowledge that Gazelle's and Black Lady's bodies are always already one 

and the same body - that the female body is not only sexy legs and hips, but also contains 

a womb - and nirthermore that both are pedormative constructs bom of the men's - and 

our own - expectations of those bodies. Nanabush strips for her audiences both on and 

offhtage, and leaves her willing dupes fucked. 

The rape of Patsy, staged shorily after the "birth scene," is the culmination of the 

visual and spiritual violence that has already been done to Gazelle and Black Lady. Yet 

this most violent scene in the play is also the most political, the most critical, the most 

accusatory As Dickie Bird rapes Nanabush in the guise of Patsy with Spooky LaCroix's 

crucifix, Highway's staging becomes crucial to the moment's meaning. Dickie Bird jabs 

the crucifix not into NanabusWatsy but into the ground, inflecting the moment with 

overtones of the rape of Native spirituality carried out by Chnstianity; meanwhile, 

NanabushfPatsy ascends to her perch and "stands there, facing the audience ... slowly 
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gather[ig] her skirt, in agony, until she is holding it above her waist" (100). nie rape is 

transformed tiom a moment of private pain into a moment of public responsibility, as 

Nanabush/Patsy retums the audience's gaze, demanding we acknowledge Our complicity 

in the chah of violence that has culminateci in this moment. Our titillation over the strip 

and our repulsion over the birth retum to haunt us as we are forced to sit silently, 

witnesses to the violence we have helped perpetrate but unable to take the action 

necessary to stop it. Like Big Joey, we are "paralyzed (100) by the hegemonic 

constructions of femininity to which we remain chained. 

Nanabush's drag performance does more than just expose the violence which 

accompanies Western constructions of femininity conceived within the limits of a rigidly 

hierarchical gender binary; hisher final appearance in the play, a mixed gender 

performance carried out on the toilet in hi& heels and an old man's wig (1 17)' suggests 

that perhaps an escape from the cycle of violence perpetuated by gender hierarchy has 

aiready been found - in the gender transformations which the reserve's women are busy 

carrying out offstage. The answer, Nanabush hints as Jhe disappears from view, lies in 

turning Trickster. 

Tumiiig Trickster: Towards A Transfomative Gender Criticism 

As listener/reader, you become the tnckster, the architect of great social 
transformation at whatever level you choose. 

Lee Maracle, You Becorne Ine Trichfer 

Dry Lips ends on a high note: Zachary finds himself at home with his wife and 



daughter, shorts intact, realuing the events of the play were just a drearn, d e r  dl. Or 

were they? Many critics have taken issue with Highway's choice of a dream fime; they 

argue that it undermines the play's action and belittles its message. But what ifit's not a 

dream, after dl? What if Hera Keechageesik's peai of "magical, silvery Nanabush" 

laughter signais a flick of the Tnckster's tail, a hint that perhaps the play's end is not 

what it seems? Like any playwright worthy of his pen, Highway leaves us to decide for 

ourselves which of his messages to keep, and which rnight be as easily discarded. Critics 

who wish to discard them ail simply because Zachary rnay have been dreaming are 

simply not very effective ~ r i c k s t e n . ~ ~  

What are the benefits of the Trickster for a practical, ethical feminist gender 

critique? As a bom drag queen for whom gender is performance, a figure inclusively 

rather than exclusively gendered whose power is based upon the perpetual transformation 

of gender identity, Nanabush suggests that we, as ferninist critics, must tum Tnckster in 

order to fùrther our goals. We must mine texts not only for performative moments that 

expose the constructedness of discrete gender categones, but also for transfomative 

moments that suggest a blending of those categories, a breaking down of gender 

boundaries, and a reinvention of our perceptions of gender dong more fluid and more 

9- are aiso rather forgctful. ARcr d. the English thcatrc is pcppcrcd mith works that use a 
dream frame or advocaic thc signif~cancc of drcams: Shakcspcarc's A ~\lidsutt~~tter Night 's Dream is 
probabIy the most classic c.wnplc. ParaiicIs with the latter, in fa* are made throughout Dry Lips Oughta 
Move to Kupuskasing, as Nanabush plays Titania to Zachary's base bottom, suggesting that Highway 
means for us to accord the dream fiame in his play the same respect we accord it in Shakespeare's - if we 
dare. 

For more on the parallels bctwcn Dty Lips and .-i ~\fidsutwmr ~C'ight 's Dreatn, sec Honegger. 
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practical Lines. Like the Trickster, we must not fear fallibility, but must nevertheless 

constantly question and update our own critical strategies, taking on new disguises, 

remaining elusive to those who would master us, frame us, fix their gaze upon us. Can 

the binary opposition of genders that still traps and limits our identities be revisioned and 

rendered obsolete? Can a hybridized definition of gender replace the hierarchy under 

which we still labour? Cm there ever be more than just men and women? Only the ,  and 

a trick or two, will tell. 



Conclusion. 
Curtain Cal!: 

The Feminist Critic, The Active Spectator, and the Command Pefiormance 

I/we shadaws h u e  ofleiide4 
Think but ~his, and ail is rne~ded - 
Z k f  you have but s h b  'red here 
miie these visions did qpar. 

Puck would have us believe, as A Midnmnrer NÏgM's Drem draws to a close, 

that the experience of emotional or psychological discomfort at the theatre need not be 

cause for an audience to pause. Ifyou do not like what you see or hear, he suggests, 

soothe yourself with the thought that plays are like dreams, after all; they need not be 

taken seriously. But Puck is a tricky figure - far too tricky simply to be taken at his 

word - because he, like Highway's Nanabush, is in the business of making mortals into 

fools. To be soothed by Puck is to be charmed into compiacency: if we accept his advice, 

discarding his play as simply a good night's entertainment, then we risk falling into his 

trap - the trap of passive spectatorship. Why is this trap such a danger? Because good 

theatre is designed to hold up a mirror, d e r  dl, and make us a little bit uncornfortable; by 

rejecting discodort altogether we inadvertently chat ourselves out of half the fiui of 

going to the theatre. Puck knows he is too clever a figure to be easily forgoaen once the 

crowd files out of the auditorium; he knows he has made every member of that crowd at 

lest a little bit uncornfortable with his magical antics over the course of the play, and no 

amount of reasscuance will change that. His lines, in fact, are not really meant to reassure 
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the audience that it is alright simply to watch a performance and then forget about it; 

rather, they are meant to tease the audience into asking itself why it is impossible simply 

to watch and forget. Puck challenges us, at the end ofA Midnrrnmer Nighi 's D r e m  to 

hterrogate Our own positions as spectators. 

At the begiming of this discussion, 1 posed the problem of how to represent 

woman in a sphere - the theatre - that has traditionally been a prime locus of her 

objectification and effacement. Cary1 Churchill, Edward Albee and Tornson Highway 

have suggested that the solution to the problems created by conventional representations 

of women on stage lies not in any kind of simple, alternative representation, but rather in 

a thorough and consistent problematization of the tenets of representation itself Female 

identity, these plays suggest, is too complex to be simply put on view; if anything, the 

kind of easy gawking invited by such stagings becomes its own illusion. Looking at a 

wo- these plays insist, is not equivalent to looking through a woman; simply looking 

at a woman amounts to a consistent failure to see her at dl. By confionting and 

deconstruding normative assumptions about gender difference and gender identity, by 

abandoning the linear, deterministic narrative mode of conventional theatre and replacing 

it with performances open to possibility, by fracturing the integrity of character on stage, 

and by opting for critical and political stagings of the female body, these plays present 

above al1 a challenge fo pcfafors, a challenge to engage with rather than simply absorb 

the events in front of them, to cross the imaginary line between performance space and 

viewing space, to look al, not through the complex composite subjects on stage, and, 
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most irnportantly, to look critid3,. These plays force spectators to accept pan of the 

responsibility for the legacy of women's objectification and effacement which is the nom 

in the patriarchal theatre tradition; like Puck, they ask us to tum our critical eyes upon 

ourselves. 

Revisioning fernale representation, then, has amounted to an equally important 

revisioning of the position of the spectator in feminist theatre. But perhaps we need now 

to return to the question of what exact1y constitutes ferninist theatre. As 1 mentioned in 

the introduction to this discussion, feminist theatre troupes are Iargely alternative, and are 

therefore unlikely to reach mainstrearn audiences in large numbers. While it is tnie that 

avant-garde feminist theatre rarely ventures into the mainstream, it is not, as 1 hope is 

obvious fiom the previous chapters true that mainstrearn theatre cannot be feminist. But 

can traditional, dramatic, patriarchal theatre - that Goliath against which feminist 

performances have pitted their Davids - ever be ferninist, as well? 1s the distinction 

between "theatre" and "performance" really as clear as the latter would have us believe? 

From the standpoint of a practical feminist criticism, it is actually advantageous to see the 

difference between them as one of degree rather than one of kind. M e r  al1 despite ever- 

growing numbers of subversive performances, the bulk of theatre produced on a large 

scale is, for ail intents and purposes, conventional, dramatic, and not self-refiexive. The 

salient question then, given these facts is not how far removed from conventional theatre 

should performance be, but rather how can we, as feminist-conscious critics, producers 

and directors, inject performance into conventionai theatre? 



Playtexts are special among works of literature beciulse they are very much living 

texts. They are not, like novels, short stones or poems, the work of writers aione; 

Uistead, they are constantly being re-written by actors and directors, and each new 

production of a play - be it five years old or five hundred years old - creates, in a sense, a 

new text of that play.'00 Whiie the purpose of merely "reviving" an old script is, strictly 

speaking, to recreate as exactly as possible the original conditions of the first performance 

of that script, one could certainly argue that with each revival cornes new interpretation - 

fkom new actors, new directors, a new audience, al1 of whom are affectai, whether 

consciously or not, by new socid, economic and ideologicai conditions. Furthemore, 

each new production of a play resonates against those which have gone before, and will 

affect those which will come after. A play is thus very much an intertextuai event, a 

combination of script and penomance material. 

Near the end of my introduction to this investigation, 1 posed a few general 

questions about the conditions necessary for a feminist piaytext. Those questions 

focussed quite exclusively upon the gender, cultural and critical differences of the 

playwrights to be discussed in the chapters that followed, ' ' but, given the above 

l o h n t l y ,  ponmodem îheory bas made it vogue to regard al1 texts, including non-dramatic 
ones, as the ptoduct of the combineci efforts of writer and reader. Textuai meaning the theory argues, can 
oniy be generated by the interaction of reader with written work, and thercfore both rcader and writer 
participate in its crcation, One might be temptcd to add that thcsc thcorists arc only just now realizing 
something that the thcatrc has known for years. 

1 01 Given the matcrial MC have unmvcrcd in ihc prnious Lhrcc chaptem 1 think it fair to conclude 
that the Mérenccs in background and criticai contcxt bctwcn Churchill, AIbcc and Highway which I 
highiighted at the ouiset have mt had a significant a f f i  upon cach playwight's ability to produœ a 
" f e ~ "  in particular, 1 want to point out that gender ciifferences betwen the three seem rather 
insimiificant overail, suggesting that those who wouid argue that men have no business wriiing f d e  



description of dramatic texts as "living" texts, one would certainly not be remiss in 

arguing that a feminist playtext can be generated from a rather non-feminist script by a 

group of actors, directors and producers interested in reading that script as feminist. As 1 

have already pointed out, and as Churchill, Albee and Highway's work has contirmeci, ail 

theatre contains the potential for subversion, even if that subversion is not always 

considered desirable- The job of feminist theatre critics is to m u k  f h f  subversion 

&&able as a means of adding to the dready recognized field of potential meanings 

&ed to traditionai playtexts. Simon Callow States quite resolutely that Restoration 

dramatists - both male and femaie - were far from being ferninists (8 l), but this does not 

mean that the texts they produced are necessarily not feminist. By engaging one of those 

texts with an eye to critiquing its assumptions about and attitudes toward women, a 

feminist reading of that playtext becomes possible. Exactly this sort of reading, of 

coune, is what feminist citics have been applying to canonical plays for years. 

But the questions remains, how does one stage a conventional drama with an eye 

to critiquing its assumptions about and attitudes toward women? How does one create a 

feminist performance from a not very feminist script? Exactly the same techniques which 

we saw Churchill, Albee and Highway employ in their subversion of the conventions of 

traditional dramatic theatre can be used to complicate productions of dramas that seem, 

on the surface, rather patriarchai. The illusion of character integrity can be disrupted by 

casting several actors to play one character, or through the strategic use of character 
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doubling.' O2 Linear narratives can be intempted by re-ordering certain scenes, cutting 

others, perhaps even adding new ones. 'O3 Normative assumptions about gender can be 

wmplicated with over-the-top performances of femininity or  rnasculinity, or through 

cross-gender casting. Actors c m  engage the audience by addressing it directly, tuming 

soliloquies into dialogues meant to make spectators self-conscious, and forcing them to 

address critically their own positions as viewers and the intentions of their viewing. 

Performances of this kind are already practiced by some theatre companies; what is 

needed now is a means of making more of these performances economical1y viable for 

production in iarger, more prominent theatres. The survival of conventional theatre rests 

very much upon the rather conventional expectations instillai in its audiences; if those 

expectations can be foregrounded and interrogated by subversive performances, perhaps, 

in time, they will change - or  at Ieast become more self-aware - encouraging the theatre to 

do the same- 

Exit Stage Left? A Fiaai Word 

As we near the end of this investigation, 1 wish, like Stoppard' s proverbial Player 

King, to look upon this exit as an entrance somewhere else. I have chosen to focus my 

anaiysis of Top Girls, ihree Tall Womw and Tomson Highway's Rez plays upon their 

interrogation and subsequent re-creation of our normative conceptions of gender and 

lo2~hese techniques are aircady vcry much in use in "updatai- productions of Shakespeare plays. 

lo3This sort of refashioning of the plajtcxt is. of cour r  contingent upon its k i n g  within the 
public domain, or upon permission from thc copyright holdcrs k i n g  obtainablc. 
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identity - and in particular upon their use of gender performance as a primary means to 

these ends - but by no means do 1 consider this analysis to be all-encornpassing. 

Although work of the kind which 1 have undertaken in the previous pages must be 

accorded value if we are to go on combatting the subordinate role which women continue 

to occupy in many sectors of our society today, there remain rnany other avenues that 

warrant following in our ongoing appreciation of these and other, simila. texts. The four 

plays considered here, although stylistically quite unique, share in comrnon the desire to 

explore and corne to terms with past oppressions; the varied ways in which they 

transform the hand-me-downs of their individual and the theatre's collective pasts 

demand fùrther analysis and exploration on the part of critics fiom al1 disciplines, not just 

feminism. ' O4 These plays may be "feminist" in many respects, but they also, like the 

characten which they offer us, ultimately transcend that label. If feminism is to remain a 

viable mode of social critique, it too must learn to transcend and transform its own labels; 

texts such as Churchill's, Albee's and Highway's provide us with a valuable starting 

point by looking to feminist issues, and beyond. 

lwTop Girls. although not as widcly writtcn about as o k r  Churchill plays. has received f i  
more critical attention than ihe oihcr te.- considcrcd hcrc. Three Tall Ifbmen has bccn virtually ignored 
criticdly s ine its premicrc in 199 1. and Highuay. although now considcrcd to bc one of the most 
significant plqwights at w r k  in Canada today. stilt rccciws far lcss attcntion than many of his 
contempotaries. Cleariy, much work remains to be done here. 
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